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THE UNSEEN PREACHER.
He spoke of souls that stooped and sinned,

Of hearts that turned to roam;
He spoke of human restlessness,
Of exile and of home,

husband's, and will aim

to

help

both

of

the dairy,

the farm and the garden, pleasantly and
profitably.
We have said nothing of the editorial
department.
That must speak for iself.
Friends,

place

the

worth

of

such

a

paper as we are thus trying to make for
you, over against the fraction over four
cents that it costs you each week, and see
what you think of it.

Of earth’s eternal vagrancies.
¢ OQ slow!” he cried, ‘ to start
And throw thy truant childhood back
Upon thy Father’s heart.
“ That life must walk uncomforted,
That leans not on his breast ;
They only know that God is love
Who learn that God is rest.”
— From “ A Masque of Poets.”
—r
et
al
an

TO OUR READERS.
In addition to the announcement in general terms that appears on the last page
of this paper, there are a few particulars
that we wish to lay before our readers.
In providing for their entertainment and
profit the coming year ne class has been
overlooked. The younger readers will

ENGLISH

OORRESPONDENCE.
CHIiLWELL COLLEGE,

ENGLAND, Nov. 1.

autumn have quickened in some measure
the life of our churches.
The Baptists
held the autumnal session of their Union
at Leeds. About & thousand pastors and
assembled,

them a warm

and

and

Leeds gave

hospitable welcome.

The Rev. S. Gould, of Norwich, preached

the opening sermon; and the Rev. R.
Glover, of Bristol, followed with an early
morning sermon. The first meeting was
find by and by a series of sketches enti- a conference on Foreign Missions. A patled ** Jackets Abroad,” written by an per was read contrasting mission work
A hopeful and
author who is held in high esteem by the abroad in 1848 and 1878.
publishers of such a paper as The Youth's. encouraging view was taken of the results of thirty: years’ labor.
But the inCompanion, and giving some aceount of
terest of the churches in the work did not
-what a youngster saw in Paris and ,other seem to increase in proportion to the inforeign parts, and how he was affected creased facilities for labor and the inby it.
:
creased resources available.
In 1848 the
‘The young men and ladies have fre- total income of the Baptist Missionary
quently expressed their appreciation of a Society was £21,876; in 1878, it was
series of papers that we published the £42,254. In 1848, the Baptist churches,

——

first of the summer, entitled ** The Fathers of English. Literature.”
The series
"will be continued this winter by a similar
account of * Some Later English Writers,”

embracing such authors as Hume,

Gib-

not including.
General Baptists, numbered:
120,000, and 2 1-2 per cent. of them were

subscribers to the mission funds; in 1878,
the numbers were 245,836 and but 2 1-4
per cent. of them subscribed to the mission funds.

Moreover, worst of all, as it

seems to all friends of missions (and it
is the same in the General Baptist body),
. ens, ete., to.the number of sixteen. They
with an income nearly double that of
will be interesting and instructive.
thirty years ago only about the same
For a class of readers whose minds may number of missionaries is maintained in
ron in a slightly different direction, we the field. ““ Compared with thirty years
shall print a series of articles giving | ago,” said Mr. Baynes, “our staff of misbon,

Scott,

Byron,

Macaulay,

Dick-

some historical account of ** Christianity
in Britain and America.”
They are prepared by the author of ¢* The Gospel accordingto Moses,” * The Jewish Temnple,” ete.

Our correspondence will be as full and
as good as we can secure. Dr. Goadby
will continue to serve as English Correspondent. We shall bave a regular Correspondent in Washington during the
session of Congress, and shall print oceasional letters from New York, Boston,
Chicago, and - foreign countries.
Dr.
James L. Phillips will also resume his
letters from India.
:
The department of Religious Intelligence on the 4th and 5th pages will contain full reports of denominational news,

and in addition will

have one specially

prepared article each week dealing with
some topic of general or special interest
among

the

denominations,

besides

mis-

cellaneous items of religious news.
The best writers in

the

denomination,

and some good ones out of it,

will

fur-

nish communications on such topics as
ought to be both discussed in a live religious family paper and read by its patrons.
;
Sunday-school workers will find our
Notes on the International Lessons full
of suggestion, and worth in ‘many cases
the full price of the Star.
In accordance with a desire that has
been frequently expressed to us we shall

each week give familiar outlices of Rev.
Joseph Cook's Monday Lectures.
All
thinking persons
will appreciate the
worth of such a feature of the paper.
1 All classes of our readers will be interested in a number ofarticles that we hope

markably well,

‘sionaries is no larger than it wasin 1848;

in India it is smaller by four brethren.”
An appeal for £8,000 and 20 additional
missionaries followed, and the hope is
that a portion of this fund and a part of
the required addition to the staff will be
found.

There was a presentation to a re-

tiring missionary, Rev. C. B.
a valedictory

service;

and

Lewis, and

then

a public

missionary meeting, at which,among others, Dr. Landels spoke,and a colored mis-

sionary to West Africa, formerly a slave
in the United

States;

and

so

closed

the

proceedings of the first day.
The chairman of the Union, Rev: Stow-

ell Brown, of Liverpool, gave his address
on Wednesday morning.
It was an earnest, racy amd characteristic address, and
called upon young men of good education
and high social position to devote themselves to the glorious work of the gospel
ministry.
Deputations were received

after the address, and among
from the * Women’s
ance Union

them one

Christian

of Leeds,”

and

the first

time a lady spoke on the platform of the
Baptist Union. The afternoon afforded
an opportunity for Mr. Spurgeon to
preach, and about 3,000 persons heard an
out-spoken,
plain and impressive discourse from, *“ But we preach Christ cru-

cified.”

The subject was treated textual-

ly, each word making

a separife divis-

ion ; and the whole sermon was an illustration of what Mr. Spurgeon said an
American remarked to bim a few days
back: ¢ I came across here twenty years
ago, and I came

in

and

heard

you,

and

you were preaching about Christ crucified and nothing else; and I have come
across again,

and

I came

in

here, and

you are on the old theme.” It is'the warm
love of a Saviour’s loving heart, not
‘“ broad and advanced modern thought”
that sinful men

and

saints,

too,

180 ministers

beneficiary members

of the Society; and there are about 2,000
ministers of Baptist churches in England
Should there

be

no

large additions to this number
neficiary members

very

of be-

need to

"hear of continually; and Mr. Spurgeon
wished ever to be ‘onthe old theme.”
The business of the Union was resumed

distributed after December 1st. The Education Board reported aid given in the
education of about fifty children of ministers. A special evangelistic movement
has been started’ in connection with the
Union and about £200 were subscribed
to promote its success. Ministérs of fervent and zealous spirit are to conduct,
where the way opens and the churches
are ready, special services
in country
re-

ligion and the conversion of souls. Interesting services of this kind in BedfordArch.

Brown,

were reported. At the public meeting
which closed the proceedings of the Union, Mr. Spurgéon spoke with rare freshness and power from Christmas Evans’

that nothing of much consequence in the
way of gospel triumph is to be expected
under the present dispensation, seems to

be a terrible arraignment of *“ the wisdom
of God and the power of God unto salvation,” from which truly devout hearts
would shrink.

Speaking reverently, God

has done his part already, if men

will do

theirs !--Congregationalist.
FE

=

_

The energetic way in which the ladies
of Utah have undertaken to agitate the
question of the abolition of polygamy
ought to arouse the sympathy and
eration of Christians of every

co-opname

Foreign Mission

and

other

benevolent

enterprises, and

out forever.—

some historical articles, and

hints

to the

young ministers suggested by the experienceof the old ones.

The educational department will con-

about men not
more than one
but finally the
ranged. The

The Mennonites are rather peculiar in
their views and practices. Consequently
they make requirements which would be
thought ridiculous in other denominations.
Two of their ministers thought it right to
provide for their own, and

did

not

want

to be ¢* worse than an infidel” by neglecting to do so. They insured their lives.

Life insurance according to

Mennonite

theology is wicked. = To insure one’s life
they regard as presumptuous. It is taking into human hands that which is God's
prerogative.
The two erring preachers
can preach no more. They have been
excommunicated for their sin. Perhaps,if
they let their policies lapse they may be
restored. It is possible the companies
may go the way of some we have all
known, and they may, by losing all they
have put ‘in, see their folly and sin.—
Baptist Weekly.
THANKSGIVING FOR ALL.

The day is for you.

Have

you

been upheld in honorable endeavors?
prospered in your industry? blessed in

Then the day is for you.

great

blessing

come

to you,

breaking out unexpeétedly in your life

Union com-

like a bird’s song in the night? Then the
day is for you. Have you been: strengthened to bear adversity? Have you found
consolation in your grief? In disappoint.
ment have you been kept from bitterness?
Amid struggles after truth have you been
assisted in the retention of your faith P If
you have stood above a grave in which
was buried the body of one whose pres-

being allowed to serve on
committee were mooted ;
matter was amicably arannuity fund amounts to

£57,000 in promises, and £35,635

al eady

TEMPERANCE

|‘

IN

GREAT

BRITAIN.

Temperance principles are
prevailing in Great Britain. No matter how
slow the progress may seem to reformers
who are in haste, the

work

hosts

of intemper-

through

untold

rior department
bureau.

turned

to the Inte-

to protect

the Indian

AFGHANISTAN.
Shere Ali of Afghanistan spurned the
British ultimatum, and as a consequence
the British troops were ordered to advance into that country. The garrison of
the Ali Musjid fort, after a stubborn resistance to the British advance,

abandon-

ed their works during Thursday night,
the invaders taking possession early Friday morning.
They then continued their
march, pushing forward to Hazarapir,
finding the inhabitants in the valley
friendiy. It is estimated that the killed
and wounded in Thursday's engagement
will reach three hundred.
DESTITUTION

IN SHEFFIELD,

ENGLAND

Appalling distress and destitution exist
among the mechanics
and laborers of

Sheffield in consequence of the business
depression.

Hundreds are living in ten-

ements, without

clothing or

furniture,

for further victories for right and humanity.
2
THAT FRANKING PRIVILEGE.
Post-master-General Key, in his annual
report, states that the amount of free matprivilege
and chief
low them
that they
through
Tons

being restored to the members
officers of Congress so as to alto send free almost everything
were ever allowed to transmit
the mails free, except letters.

upon

tons

of

books,

documents,

be practiced by

the

rich

of New

York,

when they get married, to celebrate the
event by making some of the poor and
unfortunate happy for the time being. A
news item says that Helen Astor celebrated her marriage with James Roosevelt, at

New York, the other day, by spreading
900 pounds of chickens, 10 barrels of vegtables, 20 bushels of fruit, and cake

and

CONDUCTED

BY

REV. G.

C. WATERMAN.

MYRTLE HALL.
The building is now well enclosed and
the. work inside is going on, but not
enough has yet been subscribed to finish
all the rooms. It can never be done so
conveniently or so cheaply as now, and
we most earnestly exhort our brethren,
sisters
sisters;

our
our

our
ou

churches;

—our—Sunday-

schools, everybody, to do what they can
at once.
Begin to-day.
Push out and
ask somebody else to lift a little, and
make a sure thing and a good thing of
Myrtle Hall while we are at it. = We are
glad to learn that the school is very full
this term and that the prospect is good
for filling the new building as soon as it

seeds, shrubs and the like are placed in
the mails free of charge on this score.
If there is nothing more dignified or more is ready for use. Do n't forget about the
refined than a howl which will reach the furniture.
A large supply will be needed

ears of Congressmen to abolish the franking nuisance, then let us all send up one

universal howl in the shape of letters to
the memhers of Congress to bring about

this reform.

Especially is there need

of

doing away with the franking privilege
when we read in Mr. Key's report;
Should no additional appropriation be
feel it my
curtail the

FOR IMPROVEMENT,

In the last Scribner, Dr. Holland points

out that, *‘ the social potentialities of the
average American village are quite beyond any man’s calculation.” He explains
that he means by this sentence that there
is more material to build up social society
and growth in the average village than
any one is willing to admit at first sight.
There are the two or three ministers, one

or two lawyers and doctors, the rich man,
and several only less rich, a dozen women
who are lovers of good reading and mental growth,a post-master who is generally
an active body, With these elements to
work with, Dr. Holland is of the opinion
that it only needs leadership, such as can
be found in any village, to initiate public
reading rooms, public libraries, lyceums,

48.

Let us seek to have a clear idea of what
our own society, at least, is trying to do,
and,if possible, some general knowledge

of what others are doing for the conversion of the world.

Letter from Rev, J. Phillips, D. D.
Good mews, for once, flies rapidly, The
sailing of our recruiting party from New
York, on the 6th inst., is announced in Midna-

pore, within a few hours of the event! With
glad hearts we thank God and take frosh
courage. After long years of separation from

the members of our family, it would not be
strange if the above announcement led us to
sympathize, a little, with a certain patriarch,
when he said, ¢* Joseph, my son, is yet alive. F
will go and see him before I die.” May the
windsand the waves have

command

fo bring

us our precious treasures without delay or
accident !
i
Our Balasore Q. M. at Jellasore, on the 18—
15 ult, was both a pleasant and profitable
season,
:
According to previous arrangement, a serics

of speciul meetings were held,

immediately at

the close of the Q. M., both in Jellasore and
Santipoor, the former aided hy Bro. Putna
Chundra, and the latter by Bro. Marshall.

Morning. prayer-meetings

with preaching

the evening and special opportunities for

in
con-

versing with inquirers were continued for
two weeks. Church members were fo some
extent revived, several wanderers reclaimed,
and nine persons at Santipoor and five at
Jellasore put on Christ by baptism.
The case of two aged persons,

husband

wife, baptized at Santipoor, was

teresting.

smd

epecially in-

They are the parents of our young

Bro. Jhampard, who was himself baptized at
Babaigadia in Jan., 1874. At that time his

which they have been forced to sell. to’ parents ‘had been separated for eight or
procure food, and they are without fuel, nine years, but,like Andrew of old,Jhampard’s
and depend upon -the charity of their new born joy led him to feel and labor for his
own kin. The father, a hard, passionate mau,
neighbors for subsistence, The mayor was often met with, but appeared obstinate.
has called a public meeting to devise The mother, who had found refuge in a distant
measures of relief.
village, was met with nearly three years ago,
A GOOD FASHION,
and prevailed on by her son to join him. But
It is a sensible idea that is beginning to before he could get her home, the people with

discouragements

that has brought this about, and it is the
same road which must be traveled over

READY

AN ECCLESIASTICAL OFFENSE.

better

with attendance upon mittee nominating the Home Mission comsome of our denominational gatherings ‘miittee, the centralization of power would
years ago. There may also be included be favored. . Some absurd proposals

4-044

OURRENT EVENTS.

mand that it be blotted
Christian Intelligencer.

Has some

not cherished at all, thatthe

the occasion. And so we need a great
ocoasion to call forth the great expression
which the gift of heaven, through the
sense of our gratitude, provokes.—W. H.
H. Murray.

service as to fall within the appropriation,
however much I might consider the public
interests injured thereby.

is high time that the people should de-

mittee, expression was given to the feel** in,” but

circumstance and broke into life through

made for this service, I shall
duty, under the law, so to

your efforts?

than

His earthly birthday filled

their souls with joy that heaven might not
contain. The expression sprang from the

througheut the land. We admire the
vigor they manifest in opening this" commendable crusade against a monster vice,
and wish them abundant success. Besides
appealing to the Christian women of the
nation, they propose to petition Congress
for efficient legislation sgainst the growing
evil, and will ask for the co-operation of
the ministry of all denominations in supporting their plea. No darker stain has
ever rested on our national honor-—slavery
only excepted—than the toleration of the
inhuman and outrageous vice for which
Utah is distinguished the world over, It

in the election of the Home Mission coming, better ¢* out”

never be performed, and the great joy
would never be expressed.
It took the
birth of a Saviour to make the angels sing

ter in the mails is very large ; the franking

POLYGAMY.

ness?

Some little dissension occurred

and

he says, rests on

the forces already active, that so much | | Britain must not be overlooked,as witness | candy to match, before. the. patients—inwrong and ill exists on earth. It is be- the receptions given to Mrs. Emma Mol- Bellevue hospital.
cause this machinery of grace has been so loy, and also those to Ex.-Gov. Dingley,
imperfectly employed. And to intimate of Maine. It" is hard and persevering
MISSION WORK.

tical questions, and questions of vital im-

portance.

pour

ance are surely beginning to lose their
power. The temperance folk are gaining
votes each year in Parliament; and a
last words, ¢‘ Drive on, drive on.”
The noiiceable feature is that the English
other speakers were Revs. -S. B. Lewis, Catholics are throwing their influence on
the side of temperance.
The insinuaE. C. Pike, and « barrister, H. Bompas,
tion
that
Cardinal
Manning
favors
the perEsq.
:
THOMAS GOADBY.
missive
bill'so
as
to
curry
favor
with
govpp
AA
ee
ernment when the Liberals come into
EXOHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.
power again (as seems not unlikely beNOT THE FAULT OF THE GOSPEL.
fore a great while) detracts nothing from
No reesonable doubt can exist that if the fact that alcoholicdrinks are growing
the people of God had obeyed these com- into disrepute among an increasing nummands of Christ as they might have done, ber of English people. If a straw may
and if the church had been wholly faithful tell which way the wind blows, then it is
to its possibilities and duties, ‘the world significant, as is stated, that a young
might by this time have been wholiy con- man can decline the offer of strong drink
verted.
That is to say, it is not the fault with much. less ridicule than formerly.
of the gospel, nor of the plan of salvation, The honors bestowed upon the American
nor of the motives already existent, and representatives of temperance in Great

ing duy.

will give interesting recollections of
scenes connected with the old anti-slayery struggle, with the beginning of our

can

without these days the great deeds would

had ap- their songs.

general

chiefly with prac-

80, through this great day, you

or the army must be

in the evening and closed on the followIthadto do

larger and freer expression to his soul
than without its assistance he might do,

Sherman has his say in the matter, which
is to the effect that the War department
don’t want the Indian bureau,as the transfer would entail a great deal of extra responsibility and care on the army. The

like great deeds, roquire great days;

to publish, whichwe will class under the

They

to give

also, in his report to the War department,

refers to the defective system of responsibility in’ the Indian department. General

whole matter, however,

Are you happy? The day, then, is for
you. Have you been preserved in sick-

head of Reminiscences.

lofty mood, uses his instrument

NO.

the propositions that either the Indian
bureau must come to the War department,

£4,000 would be

by Rev.

who have no hope? If so, then the day
is for you. As the player, when in some

1878.

praise beyond what you might through
any ordinary occasion. For great joys,

ported that about 200 ministers

shire, conducted

ence constituted the joy of your life, have
you been kept from mourning as those

27,

intended

ters. The Fund for the augmentation of
Pastors’ incomes goes on and it was reabout

NOVEMBER

forth your thanksgiving and magnify your

to meet. A general movement throughout ull the churches is neeiled to secure
the participation in the benefits of the
Fund of the whole body of Baptist minis-

plied for aid, and

CHICAGO,

Fund

at present, the

will not meet the wants it was

Temper-

for

But only

have as yet become

districts with a view to the revival of

The great religious assemblies of the

delegates

AND

in band. Considering the persistent depression of trade, the fund has done re-

and Wales.

mestic” willbe made up with reference
to the housewife’'s wants as well as her

BOSTON

when Myrtle Hall is finished, that

a month from now. . Send

for furnishing,
ding

without

Christmas

may

is,

in

on the funds

and the barrels of beddelay,
indeed

that
be

the
the

coming
merriest

ever kept on Camp Hill.

ORGANIZE THE CHILDREN,
We

are glad

to hear of

the

Mission

Bands among the children and young
folks in many places.
Happening in
Portland, Me., on a Saturday

afternoon,

whom she lived came for and got her away
again. - This year the father became ill, and

being about destitute, he was at length glad to
accepl a home with his son in

Santipoor,

and

by degrees light broke. into his dark mind.

A®

little more than three months ago,J.,with other
brethren, made an excursion in the direction
of the village where his mother was, and going in search, he found her out in the field.
This time she readily consented to accompany

him.

They

came

here

and

finally went to

the- long separated-couple

again met and became
reconciled. Their
minds now seemed prepared to receive the
truth, and they were about the first to come
forward when our protracted meetings opened.
They confessed themselves great sinners (and
not without reason), but were soon rejoicing
in a newly found

joy.

The

wife of Bhagabas

Sen (one of the young men baptized in March,
1877) , also

gave pleasing

evidence of conver-

gion and received baptism. The others baptized .
had been nominal Christians for some time.
The annual Durga Puja has just passed,
with all its grand parade and revel. Ag¢
Lakhannath,the Zemendar usually celebrutes
4
3
3
4
2¥
this Puja—with-days-and nights
—of music and
dancing (by prostitutes), and the sacrifice of
buffaloes and goats. About 15 of the former

and 300 hundred of the latter are reported

to

have been slain this year!
Our brethren attended several days and preached and distributed and seld tracts and portions of the
sacred Scriptures.
:

Dantoon,

Oct. 7, 1878,

Myrtie Hall.
HARPER'S FERRY, W. VA.

Weare

fitting

the windows to Myrtle Hall to-day. Before
this reaches the Star Office, we. hope the
building will be epglosed. - The Harper's Ferry Quarterly Meeting, which met here yesterday, gave us the first fifty dollars toward the
thousand now needed beyond what is already
pledged to finish the building.
The money is
to be used to finish two rooms, one to be nam-

ed John Brown, the other Gerrit Smith. The
names were given by vote of the Quarterly
Meeting. Will our friends who. have made
pledges send along the money as soon

as

pos-

sible? Some of the bills are now due and we
haven't the money to‘pay.” .
Nov. 18,
N. C. BRACKETT.

not long ago, we found the children just
returning from the vestry, where they
had been holding their missionary meeting. They are making a quilt for use at
Harper's Ferry, and enjoy the work very
much, - They have a picnic supper at

churches relative to the cause of foreign mis-

the close of the afternoon’s exercises, and

sions is due to a lack of missionary intelligence

of course they all enjoy that.
We have the promise of an account of

among the people.
Surely, this lack of information is inexcusable. Much is done to previde and circulate the very best missionary
reading.
By the press and the pulpit there is
a constant effort to enlighten and interest the
members of the churches in the'work of evan
gelizing heathen countries; bat too many wish
to hear nothing, and will read nothing, that
inculcates the duty of sending the gospel
abroad.—Bap. Miss. Mag.

a Mission Fair, recently

held by the little

people at Concord, N. H., which was
managed admirably and was very successful. So let the work go on.
Train
up the children to helpfulness in every
good cause. Let/thém learn to take responsibilities, agd~the—church will not
want for leaders by and by.
KEEP POSTED.

Now and then painful evidences of ig-

norance in regard to the missionary work
of the Christian church and of our own
literary clubs, ete. He firmly believes
Intelligent
that ‘the average American village is denomination come to light.
Christian
people
have
neglected
to read
ready for improvement—ready to be lod.”
the missionary news in religious and secTHE RED MAN.
ular papers. In these days so much is
Some claim we should say the brown man written on these topics that almost every
and not call the aborigines red. That one can easily gather something.
The
however,is somewhat of a scholastic disStar contains many letters from the mispute, into which we have not time to en- sionaries in India during the year, and
ter. Quite a bit of talk has, however,
much valuable matter from other sources.
been made over the management of In- The Helper is a marvel of cheapness
dian affairs,
the army officers claiming
and excellence and is brimful of goed
that the Interior department has not suc- things, and our
Sunday-school papers
ceeded in dealing with this perplexing give due prominence to articles .on misproblem. Of this phase notice is taken in sionary matters. Read them all. Read
an editorial column. But Secretary Schurz everything you can that will give inforwrites a caustic letter in defense of the mation about the grand work ‘going on
present management, and ‘asks the army for evangelizing the world.
Get out the
officers to substantiate their accusations. school atlases and hunt up, as well as
Whereupon
Gen. Sheridan replies by re- you can, the places referred to. Buy one
iterating his chargesof bad management of our own Mission maps, and find the
in the Indian burean.
General Gibbon,
places where our brethren live and labor.

An earnest layman, whose zeal in the work
of missions both at home and abroad is pre-eminent, in a letter to the Mission Rooms of the

Union,

The

writes, that the prevalent apathy in our

General

Missionary

Society

of the

Methodist church is in debt te the amount
$117,000, a

decrease

from

last year

of

of

over

$63,000. The debt has been reduced, notwithstandinga falling off of almost $77,000 in
the receipts.

The appropriations for

the en-

suing year amount to $570,000.
The

following

report of good progress in

the Ahmednuggur district of India is given

in

The Churchman: ‘“ Whole villages of Mahars
and many Mahrattas have welcomed the
missionary gladly; not as heretofore by units,
but coming over in fifties and hundreds, secking instruction and admission into the church
of Christ.

The

1851 Christian

Society’s

register now

natives, and

as many

shows

as 800

others have lately placed
themselves under
instruction preliminary to baptism,
In the
thirty schools which have been opened by the
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, 68Y
children are now being taught by 41 Christian
teachers,”
The Mission of the Friendly Islands has
ceased to be a charge, and has become a con-

tributor to the treasary of the Wesleyan
sionary Society, to the amount of from

Mis-

£1,000

to £2,000 a year,—a larger sum of money.
probably, than had ever been seen in the entire
group before the jintroduction of Christianity.
—The Christian.
vin
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eens

be a foot

or

two

from

to death for their crime.

The physical

man soldiers, or to the Jews,

for

sion than we have at command.

it was

The clothes of

place

for the neck

~———arrd-arns Toft open. Like theirs
was the
one which the soldiers did not divide, but
‘cast lots for.
¢¢ The people stood beholding.” A great
multitude went out to see the crucifixion.
«¢ The rulers.” Members of the council
who had condemned Christ.
* Derided

haps the people had come to believe that
*“ If ke be Christ,

the chosen of God.”
The Christ
the Jews, one anointed of Ged to

was, to
be their

political redeemer and sovereign.
They
tannted him by saying he can not save
* himself, can not come down from the
cross, (God does not seem to deliver him,

+ he can destroy and rebuild the temple

in

three days, but he cin not save himself
from death.
speeches.

He
What,

heard

these derisive

at such

a time, would

not an insolent rabble say?
‘¢ The soldiers also mocked him.” They
no doubt invited him to drink of the sour

' wine which was their drink at meal time.
But genuine

pity was shown him, when,

_ at the ninth hour, he

cried,

and one of-

fered him drink, putting a sponge filled
with sour wine to his lips. = ¢ 4 superscription.” This way of declaring the
crime of the executed person was common. Undoubtedly,such a superscription
was on each of

the other crosses,

telling

the crime of the. robbers.
Three languages were spoken by those who beheld
* the spectacle of Christ on the cross;
hence, the reason for writing the superscription in three languages.
“ Thiz is the king of the, Jews.” ~The
real accusation brought against Christ by
the Jews before Pilate, and the one on
which Christ was condemned. The Jews
‘were hypocritical in assuming to be so
loyal to Rome that they could not endure

the disloyalty of Jesus.
“ One of the malefactors.”

its actual doing with its

]
Matthew

and Mark speak as if both of the thieves
‘railed at Christ. Luke is 1more accurate.
*¢ Save thyself, and us.”
Notice how this

not ours.

the reputation

This

of Christ,

robber

and

knew

may have

been a witness to some of his merciful
acts. * When thou comest into thy king-

dom.”

Read not, * into” but ¢ in.”

The

_ thiefknew the expectations of the Jews
concerning their Messiah, that he would
believes in the
He
set upa kingdom.

kingship of Jesus, and

in the

spiritual

nature of it. How he gained this view,
we do not know. He was humble, peni-

tent, with fajth in Jesus, and the taunts of
the crowd may

have

supplied

him with

what was lacking in his knowledge of Je3

gus’

claims.

Colle

A

shail thou be.”
+ To-day

i

ki

Not “I say

nnto thee to-day,”as though he could say

what he did in any

but

present

time.

is right as it stands, whoseThe reading
soever ereed it hurts. * In paradise.” The

celestial regions of bliss are so called in

But one there is, common

sive church

work,

which

especially, that shall make ‘with one
accord in one place,” take on a meaning

in many cases comparatively unknown,
If every redeemed soul, whose ‘name is
registered upon the book of God's earthly
church, would from this hour obey the

call of God,

hearts that will take no denial, no

systematic,

and

fore that spirit’s might,

and

where

with

former

growth,

in singing as a

nominally,

pecuniarily,

and

above all, in Christlike spirituality.
There is too great a spiritual distance
between Christian and Christian, a perhaps indefingble barrier of restraint, and

committee, who should be charged with
the duty of selecting all books for the use

almost

a shrinking
contact,

church,

and win them thus to truth and Christ.—

Di1scOURAGED TEACHERS.
Superintendents are aware that the best teachers

now and then become disheartened. They
feel the greatness of their responsibility.
They appreciate their failures.
Their
very earnestness makes them more sen-

They are so eager for good re-

sults that it is painful for them to see no
progress. And hence, in not a few instances, they feel like giving up their
class. Not from any loss ot interest in
the work, but simply becanse they feel
that perhaps some one else might do better service. They love the souls of their
anxious
put the
thus to
learning
power.

saved,

and

are so

for this that they are willing to
class into other hands, hoping
make their chances better for
the truth and coming under its
:
:

Such cases often require much wisdom.

The superintendent knows that there is no
one who can take the class and do for
them as well as their own teacher.
But
howe conve that person and remove
the butden of discouragement is the difficulty. To aid in dealing with such teachers wisely,
the following suggestions are
thrown out, viz. :

ity be lacking, yet give

of the merits they do
Never flatter, but be
ative.
fou
4. Aid them.
little hindrance which
Call

full

appreciation

actually
sincerely

possess.
appreci-

may know some.
can be removed.

attention to it, or, if possible,

attend

to it yourself. Get it out of the way if
possible.
Happy: is that teacher who
finds in the superintendent a true helper.
5. Hold on to them. Time and sympathy and help will raise the fallen spirits. Hold steadily on to such teachers,
and make them see that you have no
thought of giving them up unless you
must.

:

_ By these means the difficulties will soon
be over.
—

The London

Sunday-school

Chronicle

reports that the days of universal prayer
for

Sunday-schools

(Oct.

20, 21)

were

observed more generally in England, this
year, than ever before.
lig

might

germinate

infinitude of needed

which

strength.

ministers.

The

May

ville, N. H., one of its best churches.

The

Isaac Peaslee, of Sutton, was in the vigor
of his early manhood, modest and retir-

ing. I was favorably impressed with the
tall, manly form and musical voice of
David Harriman, of Weare; and I very
much enjoyed the remarks of Elijah Watson, of Andover,
the stout, corpulent
man who never staummered, but hesitated

in’ the utterance
of some words just
enoughto make them impressive when
spoken. Other clergymen I do not now
recall, and the last

.

two

above named,

I

had never met before.
The prayer-meetings

were full of spirit

They sang with a will,

and

and power,
and were-deeply-i

i

I

remember

that one or two pieces thrilled me through
and through.
They prayed, some of
them, as if heaven must be taken by
storm, and the exhortations were good,
some of them pathetic and stiring beyond
anything I had ever before heard. But
the sermons did not quite meet my expectations. I had doubtless expected too
much, and the partial disappointment
taught me to bear in mind that ministers
are but men,
a lave
a—iarge

and that the great efforts

meeting

are—oftentimes

not

at
su=

perior to many of the sermons we hear
at home.
!
:
In looking over the Register of that
date I find the names of sixteen ministers
there given, only three of whom,I think,
are now living. Death is doing its work
in the ministry us well as elsewhere ; and
forty-three years make sad changes in
the list of our friends.

It

that. the

denominations—the platitudinarians, the
latitudinarians, and. the. attitudingrians.

T'demur to the first title, thongh

if may

be Somewhat deserved, for ne
re a
great many of us that would te obliged

to wear, the, title,
just a8. wugh as: the
er :
|
brethren to
it is
mi
The unusual and ‘continued mbrtality
+the
ve
Whom it is .given. As. for
latitudinarians, T will say Yittlé about
for the past few years, of the F. Bap- them,
for I'am not in their latitude’; and
tist ministry, in all parts of the denomi- as for the
attitudinarians, I can only say
nation,and of late especially in O., should that
they must be soe) to be appreciated,
be

ah

incentive

to all

‘¢ do with their might
find todo.”

who

what

A

survive,

to

their hands

ee

GRIEVING THE SPIRIT.
Seneca has left the world, and

yet Sen-

eca lives in it—a real force and influence—through the truth and beauty of
many of the moral precepts he enunciated,

universal to all men and all time.
Charlemagne has left the world, and

yet he lives in it—a real force and influence—through
the civilization which
sprang out of compelling that incoherent
Europe into the organism of a single empire.
:
.
Newton has left the world, and yet he
lives in jt—a real force and influence—
through the impulse he gave” to science,
by that grand generalization in which

he rose to the conception of the all-in-

than Rowe, tall, grey-headed and a little
bowed with the infirmities of age, whom

of ours,
said

cluding law of gravitation.
Milton has left the world, and yet he
lives in it—a real force and influence—
through the high argument of that mighty
poem in which he sought to justify the
ways of God to man.
;
And so multitudes of others, orators,
poets, statesmen, philanthropists, artists,

whose names wen will not willingly let
die, have left the

world, and yetare

in it

still, pervasive and present forces, through
the stirring words they spoke, the noble
songs they sang, the civilizations they
inaugurated, the beneficence they planned, the pictures they painted.
So, too, Christ has left the world—not
by death us these have, but by glorious
resurrection and ascension—and

he, too,

yet lives in the world. But how? Only
as these live in it ? Only in the way of
the natural effects of his great historical
appearance ?
No. Ina way as different from that

I shall'not depreciate them, however, be-

cause my object to-night isto allude to a
section of the church not yet mentioned,

neither High Church, Broad ‘Church,
nor
Low Church. The people I am
thinking most about are the mo-church
people.
We can put up with a great
deal of difference among those that are

sincere in the Master's service, and with
many mistakes, too, when we
think of

the great masses around us that have no
religion at all. Oh! the thousands and
tens of thousands who have not heard
of Jesus since they were in the Sabbathschool—thank God they were ever there!
—in the land of the Bibles which they
have never read, whose conceptions ot
religion are drawn from newspapers

which

do not understand religion, and

therefore misreprésent it. I say not that

all

newspapers

do

that; but

many

to

which some refer as their guide and oracle do most distinctly, for want of know-

ing better.

And

here

we have, side by

side with alight as brilliantas the

sun, a

darkness deep as death shade. We
want to send missionaries to China, India, and the like; let us send them, but
let us see to our heathen population at
our doors. Oh,

how

many

there

are

of

them!
Brethren of the Baptist Union, I.
hope I shall be forgiven for having grumbled, but sometimes it seenis to me intolerable—you will excuse me for grumbling—when I see souls perishing for lack
of knowledge, and a lot of you divines
must be accurate about the eross of a + ¢*
or the dot of an “ ¢." Cross them twice
over, and dot the “4's,” or. do not dot
the “8” as you like—do let us get to

work

saving

souls,

and

building up

churches.
A friend

of mine,

John

Plowman

name—a person of whem I will say

{To which all these abide among us = as is | Tittle—was dreadfully

angry when

by

but.

he

the actual presence of your friend from was requested to stop plowing, when he
the poor memory of that friend after had got as fine a team of horses as could
He did not see it;
death has summoned you to the long be, to kill a mouse.
farewell from him.
How,
then, does he did not care whether the mouse was
Christ still live among us? Let a story killed or not; he wanted to plow, and
tell us. Many years ago, a poor slave get his Master's work done. And somewoman, who could not read a line, who times that kind of spirit comes’ over us,

had struggled and wrestled toward God,

who rather want to be at work.

We get

darkened and oppressed with the agony
of a great seeking, had revealed to her a
vision of Jesus.
It was to her a strange,
new, wonderful
revelation.
She saw

rather fidgety; we are not good committee-men—horrible
committee-men,
though I, for one, believe in committees,

one standing between God and man, one
who loved, and one who loved her.
She
felt that he loved her, and this knowl-

my foot—only, mark you, I like a committee of three, two of them in bed.
Nothing can be better than that; for all

edge poured a flood of light

denominations, all Christian

and joy in-

from the crown of my head to the sole

men

of

of all

to her heart.
She said, ** I felt such a
rash of love, I loved everything.
I said,
* Yes, Lord, Iken love even the white

denominations, should give most prominence to the work to which. our Master
soul’s welfare, a shake of the hand that
has
called us; and while we hold our
carries the heart along with it, and many
folks."
But,” she said, *‘ I thoughtto -distinctive principles—as I hope we alother little unassuming ways which demmyself, ef the white folks knows I've got ways shall, for a man without backbone
onstrate the. existence and strength of
Jesus,
they'll get him away, somehow ; is not worth anything—yetlet us always
this bond of unity, and which will conand so I kept it all to myself, and thought hold them in subservience to the great
EE
stantly augment that strength ; instead of
I wouldn't tell nobody.
But,” she con- work of saving souls. Therefore, my
this we attend our social meetings, bear
REV, P. E. WHITTIER.
tinued,
““
I
went
to
a
Methodist
class- Methodist brethren, if you can touch that
our part in speaking,praying and singing,
BY REV. 8. D. BATES,
meeting, and they began to get up and man’s heart that I can not reach, fire
at the close bow our headsto receive the
tell their experiences.
Well, the first away by all manner of means.
If, on
Rev. Philander E. Whittierdied Oct. 2,
benediction, take our *‘‘ Gospel Hymns”
one that spoke began to tell about Jesus. the other hand, [ may be able to reach
under our arms, and leave the house, with near Rome Corners, Delaware Co., Ohio,
‘ Why, says I, ¢ that one has got him, a certain class that you can not, well,
perhaps an occasional nod to an acquaint- of congestion of the heart. He died very
100.’ And then another got up, and says give me a chance, and do not find more
ance as we pass along, leaving behind, suddenly, without any warning to himself
I, ‘He has got him, too." And finally says
fault with me than you are obliged. At
many times, doubtless, beclouded souls, or friends. His age was 44 yearsand a
I, ¢ They’s all got him.’ ”
the same time, if you, do, I won't fret;
whose burden might have been greatly few months. He was a native of FarmThis experience of the devout negro, neither need you fret if I find fault with
:
lightened by that which would have cost ington, Franklin Co., Maine.
He was converted when sixteen years and of those to whom her heart could you, if you are sincerely doing your
us absolutely nothing.
of age, and united with the Freewill not help responding as she heard them Master's work. What we want to do is
Again, in the social service, so much
value is given to precision of speech, and Baptist church in his native place. He speak of the Lord Jesus, is an experience to bring these no-church people into the
so much of criticism and comment made afierwards resided in Boston and was peculiar and true of Christ only. It is church of God. We want that promise
upon the attempts of faithful though un- several years a member of a Congrega- possible to speak of knowing Christ by to be fuliilled—‘ I will make them a
cultured followers of Christ, as to inter- tional church of which
Dr. Lyman some spiritual intuition, of seeing Christ, people that were not a people; I will
of feeling Christ.
Thus, divinely, in- call her beloved that wus not beloved;
pose another barrier: to this oneness of Beecher was then pastor.
spirit. When Christians will look through
He then spent nine years in Cal- timately, really—not vaguely and re- people that knew not thee shall run unthe homely garb, and awkward gesture, ifornia and Oregon, but maintained his motely in the way of a general historic to thee.”
This is what we desire.—
and stammering tongue,and poor phrase- Christian
integrity. In 1863 he was influence, but in veritable and personal Spurgeon.
ology nto the hearts of each other, marriedto Miss Mary P. Tufts, also of. presence—does Christ live in the world,
ERIS
GE
5
0
Sa
in the hearts of those who love him,
recognizing there the Christ of their Maine.
BE NOT DECEIVED,
They soon after removed to Ohio, [and They have him.
salvation, and the oneness of his characAt is quite as important‘ to be on the
ter, then shall we begin: to see how sinful not being in the vicinity of any F. B,.
- But now since Christ, in bodily presagainst deception
in religious
it is for those who have been spiritually church, he and his wife and her mother ence has ascended to the right hand of guard
born of the same great Father, to spend united with the Regular Baptists, at the Father, it is by the ministry of the matters as against deception in anySincerity on our part is
Delaware
Co.,
O. In the Holy Spirit that he is thus present in the thing else.
these opportunities in any other way than Cheshire,
the development of that immortal part, spring of 1877, after a revival bad oc- hearts of the believers.
Hira no safeguard against deception. Nei:
and the bringing of other souls to feel curred at Rome Corners, circumstances
The Holy Spirit dwelling in a man is ther is sincerity on the part of those whom
seemed to demand and warrant the or- the divine Christ personally present in we trust. Many who would not betray
‘this warming, consecrated soul service.
us may deceive us. If they are honestly
May the Lord grant that in “every indi- ganization of a Freewill Baptist church. him.
:
vidual church there may be a firmer Rev. A. H. Whitaker effected such an
But Christ is thus personally present in error, they may lead us to be. We
knitting together of heart with heart in organization and became pastor of the in us, only as we distinctly choose to ought to take heed lest we be deceived
the fgreat work of leading souls from the church,
have him thus. | ¢ The kingdom of God through the books or the newspapers we
Bro. Whittier and family withdrew is within you.” If we would have this read, the lessons taught us in the Sundarkness
of sin into the ‘‘ glorious
from the Reg. Baptists, and became mem- kingdom of God within us, God
liberty of the children of God.”
our Lord day-school, the sermons we listen to from
A
ff ih gn ae————
bers of the new church, greatly to their Jesus dwelling in us thus, the
Holy the pulpit, the counsel or the example of
There is no surer way of producing un- joy and comfort. A house of worship Spirit must be King.
those whom we look upon as godliest, or
happiness than by thinking wholly of was erected soon after, and he with one obey him. He must be Everything must the convictions of our ewn mind and
absolute ruler,
ourselves; Looking at our own pains or two others devoted most of their time Hence, the reason for
Many are deceived on points. of
the admonition of heart.
and misfortunes, studying all the failures during the summer of 1877, with a liberal the Scripture
that we
‘‘resist
not,” morals as well as on points of doctrine.
we have made and the slights we have contribution of their means, in accom- ‘limit not,” ¢* grieve
not,” ¢ quench They are conscientious in wrong-doing;
met, we sink into the moody condition of plishing that work. In May 1877, at a not,” the Holy Spirit. For
what is doing they are dishonest, or untruthful, or imselfishness that makes happiness impossi- session of the Richland & Licking Q. any one of these things? It is choosing pure, or insincere, without intending to
ble. The joyof life comes with contem- M. he was licensed to preach the goepel, against Christ, and so dethroning Chuist be ; without knowing that they are. They
couragement, solicitous enquiry after

J. D. Cox.

pupils and want them

from a close and life-giving

from

This is manifested as well in the conventionalities of every day life as in seemingly greater things. Instead of cordial
Christian greeting, kindly words of en-

of the school.
The pastor should be a
member of any such committee ex officio.
(2) A pastoral committee, whose duty
should be to seek and welcome strangers,

sitive.

sixteen

attendance was not large for a Quarterly
Meeting, yet almost every church was
represented by letter or delegate, and
most of them by both. The ministers
were not all present, but there was Jona-

now

means of grace.
6. Au organist—thoroughly in sympathy with the chorister, and prompt to second every effort to make the singing
spirited, spirityal and inspiriting.
7. Two important committees are needed in nearly every school. (1) A library

introduce them to the school and

usually

session in 1835 was held in Contoocook-

be-

neat.

believes

in it were

power

on earth would long be able to stand

state of spiritual inactivity, would be
5. A chorister—a cuitured singer and a witnessed a steady, continued, permanent
devoted Christian, who knows God and

regular,

were

then composed of seventeen churches, and

and work and pray, with

church too often relapses into ‘its

work

sermons, it was said,

from the best ministers, and the preacher.
was so assisted by the prayers and responses of the brethren that he could not
make a failure ; and then he was almost
always
followed by exhortations that
were often more effective than the sermon
itself. My ambition was awakened, and
Ilonged to go to a Quarterly Meeting
and see and hear for myself. The opportunity soon presented itself, and I went
with high expectations.
The Weare Quarterly Mceting was

concentrated effort. By lack of uvity, I
mean & lack of interested, consecrated I loved
aud greatly revered. And
oneness, such as shall make all the there was William Dodge, from the
prayers and every department of Chris- same town,
Fishersfield,
now
Newtian labor, be like the working of one bury, a man small in stature but of good
great, strong, consecrated heart, whose judgment, clear
and
critical.
David
power shall be able to move heaven to a Moody was then pastor of the Contooquick and blessed response ; a merging of cogkville church, slow, sure and strong.
spirit into spirit, in the social service

gent,of quick memory,of methodical habit,

much

The

viz., lack of united,

petent assistants, active, obliging, intelli-

to do

leading members.

It was represented to me as a meeting
worth attending, and if once enjoyed it
would create a desire to always attend.

and

may be seen periodical outbursts
of
religious quickening, brought about by
the visit of some praying-band or evangelist or other transient instrumentality
Cand
would 1ivt depreciate
these
agencies), after whose departure, the

courteous, ready

a large number of the

oft reiterated, but certainly highly important, as essentially hindering aggres-

1. Listen to them. Do not rob your
judgment of all weight by. seeming to
prejudice the case.
:
robber puts himself
on a level with |
2. Sympathize with them. Enter heartChrist. He showed no penitence for his ily into the real difficulfies of the situa. sins. ** Dost not thou fear God.”
Since tion. A genuine sympathy is a wonderful relief to a burdened spirit.
>
you are about to die and go to meet God.
3. Show your own coafidence in them.
s¢ In the same condemnation.”
That is Make it plain that you trust in their goodness and capacity. If any desirable qoalin the condemnation of death.
* Hath
done nothing amiss.”

blessed possi-

bilities, there surely would always be
found a wide margin of difference between the two.
:
There are very many evident reasons
why that fullness of blessing and spiritual vigor for which we pray and labor is

leads to supreme devotion to: his cause
and truth; grit—that self-confidence and
courage of opinion which dares and does
though friends fail and helpers falter by
the way ; and gifts—alike of nature and
of culture ; sanctified common sense ; tact
which can organize victory out of defeat;
ability to acquire and then to use knowledge; and not least, though here last, a
heart-power which can bring heaven
down to earth, or lift earth up to heaven.
The superintendent should, ‘‘ covet earnestly the best gifts.”
2. An assistant superintendent—in the
apostolic succession in grace, grit and
gifts.
3. A secretary—quiet, accurate, quick
of eye, and with a ready hand, prompt,

childhood,

him.” Both the common people and the
chief men joined in taunting Christ. Perhe was a false Christ.

individual church should honestly compare

Suffice

God and of Jesus Christ our Lord,

the executed fell to the executioner.
Christ wore two garments: an under and
an upper garment. The under garment
was
a long skirt, or tunic extending to
the feet.
~The priests wore garments
woven entire with the

souls newborn of Gud.
\
But, while all this is true, yet if every

it to say here, that grace, grit and gifts
are the three indispensables of eminent
success.
Grace—a soul-knowledge of

equally true of both that they knew not
what they did. Tt is also true of any sinner now who rejects our Lord that he
knows not what he does.

®:« Parted his raiment.”

Literally, ¢ erying with a

SUNDAY-SCHOOL ORGANIZATION, What
organization dedoes Sunday-school
mund?
1. A superintendent.
The qualifications and duties of this officer require
more time and space for thorough discus-

sufferings which they endured were lessened by drinking of the deadening
draught that Christ refused. Many have
been crucified without any such alleviating potion, . whose physical pains may
have been as severe as those of our Lord.
He suffered voluntarily ; he gave his life
away; and he had mental sufferings unequaled in the annals of pain.
‘¢ Father, forgive them.” Jesus usually
called God “Father.” This prayer shows
a divine spirit. Jesus illustrates his own
injunction, ‘‘pray for them which despitefully use you.” *“They know not what they
do.” ‘ They” may refer either to the Ro-

imThe

This work is going’ glodiously forward,
the advance of Christianity is becoming
more and more rapid, and ¢‘ Jesus Christ
and him
crucified ” is the magnetic
watchword all along the line. Every day
witnesses such victories over the enemy
of all - good as makes the high arches of
heaven ring with the gladsome tidings of

mend my spirit.” Notice Christ had or
was a spirit; death released his spirit
from the body; at death Christ expected
his spirit to go, not to Hades, but to
God.’
cross
(1) The
Practical Lessons :
illustrates the compassion of Christ. (2)
Proclaims hope to the dying penitent. (3)
Free access to God. (4) Salvation for the
(5) The love of Christ.
world.

ground. In the middle of the upright
beam was a projection, or seat, to relieve
the hands of the support of the body. Before the crucifixion, a drink was offered
Christ *¢ wine mingled with myrrh,” designed to stupefy and render insensible
to pain. The Saviour refused this drink.
He chose to drink to the very dregs this
cup of suffering.
The malefactors.”
Literally, evil-doers. Here, robbers put

of an
death.

death, and shall hide a multitude of sins.”

loud voice, said.” For his previous cries
¢ I comsce Matt. 27:46; John 19:30.

the

eternal

properly

the

plation of that which is eutside. When
.we look abroad to the beautiful world

and trace God's goodness and power in
its creation and management, and we

give ourselves to such work and care as
shall help make it more beautiful, then,
and then alone, will we secure the giatifications that are foretastes of coming
blessing.— United Presbyterian.

after.a very thorough and

satisfactory

examination. From that time until removed by death, he preached with good

acceptance and improvement.

He had a

strong and active intellect, 1was studious
and devoted to his work. He was an

ardent lover of the - Sunday-school,

and

actively identified with its work, present-

from our inner

hearts.— Wayland

Hoyt

in Illustrated Christian Weekly.

NE

i

There is none made so great. but he
may both need the help and service, and
stand in fear of the power and unkindness,
even of the meanest

of mortals.— Seneca.

have been taught or induced to adopt a

wrong. standard of conduct, and whatever is conformed to that falls short of
the right. By any of these false religions, false teachers, false standards of
morals, false views of life and its duties—

take heed that ye be not deceived.—Rev.
Henry Clay Trumbull.
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to

from

he should be taken, But God. doeth: all
things well, and we will Mbw in, submission to his will. Sermon by the writ-

side of such a Small circle. A Quarterly
Meeting in those days usually called out
most of the ministers belonging to it, and

in this land

very

to Church of England is divide
d into three

the young churchof which he was a
member.
To human appearance we can
not see how he could be’ spared, ‘or Why

any young person should desire to know
something of the ‘meh and meetings out-

been:

RE

feet

¢ Had cried.”

than the rescuing

soul

apostle bore witness to the dignity of this
work when he said: ‘Let him know
that he which converteth a sinner. from
the error of his way shall save a soul from

seat.

mercy

the

to

honorable
mortal

five children, and is a sevére blow

It is not strange that

has

a a rr

the

the blood of Christ,

on earth or in heaven more glorious and

or prayer-meeting.

christianized

a

skull,80 called from its shape. The Baptist
Union version renders the verse: ¢‘ And
when they had gone away to the place
which is called a Skull.”
¢ There they
crucified him.”
The feet and hands of
the crucified usually were nailed to the
cross. The cross was high enough for

important this side the
There is no employment

with which I united more than forty
years ago, had some excellent meetings,
but it seldom sustained a Sabbathis¢hool

A

called,in the Hebrew,Golgotha, meaning a

Head is the grandest,

his

ED TA

Notes and Hints.
“Calvary.” The Latin name of 'a place

earthly

blasting

prosp ects of great usefulness, and is certainly
a great affliction to his wife and

Wh

23:33-46.

the

ise, in the prime of his life,

members,

Quer

Luke

MEETING.

TEN Ral

.

to

the most profitable, the most “satisfactory
and the most
throne of God.

FIRST QUARTERLY

I want to say to you, brethren, that one
great reason why the church of God
should go on is because of the multitude
of persons that remain altogether ui-

VR)

«¢ The sixth hour.” Atnoon. The Jews

BARTLETT,

entrusted

church by jts great

reckoned the hours from sunrise. ' ““DarkIlow brought about’ is unknown.
ness.”
It was evidently a supernatural event.
** Over the whole
« Over all the earth)”
land” is the true reading. | *‘ Veil of the
temple.” This was an elaborately wrought
curtain dividing the holy of holies: from
The mercy seat was
the holy place,
within the veil, and only the priest, and -he
cnee a year,entered within the veil. The
rending of it signified free access through

* God forbidthat I should
GOLDEN TEXT:
save in the cross of our Lord Jesus
glory

work

STEWART,

" NO-OHUROH" PEOPLE.

Se

Papers.)

‘CHE CROSS.

Christ.’—Gal. 6:14.

The

Hades.

J. E,

ing a well written and interesting essay
on that subject at the last Y, M. Ministers’ Conference. .
His death has cut off a man of prom-
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the

Septuagint,to the garden of Iden. Hence,
it came to be used for the abode of the
That abode the Jews placed
blessed.
in the heavens, and at other times in

8.

Lesson.--Dec.

Sabbath - School

in

given,

name

is the

and

garden,
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9 Cor. 12:4; Rev. 2:7.
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The ong that loved the harbor
The winds of fate outbore,

But held the other, longing,
Forever against the shore.

ilies in Massachusetts!
Does this make
any difference in the social standing of

The one that rests on the river,
In the shadow of leaf and tree,
With wistful eyes looks over
To the one fur out at sea.

the

as a startin life?

that rides the billow.

ks bi

the peace

ver,

One frets against the quiet
Of the moss-grown shaded shore;
One sighs that it may enter
That harbor nevermore,
Oue wearies of the dangers
Of the tempest’s rage and wail:
One dreams, amid the lilies,
Of a far-off snowy sail.

Of all that life can teach us
There’s naught so true as this:
“The winds of fate blow ever,

But ever blow amiss.
x
—Harper's Bazar.
re

MANUFAOTURING POPULATIONS.
The subject of Mr. Cook’s lecture on
and

Poor

in

Factory Towns.”
The lecturer commenced with the sentence, ‘ God grant
that the day may never come when Amer-

ican society shall be divided between the
unemployed rich and unemployed
the former a handful, the latter a

Itis not

alone

kings

poor,
host.”

and aristocracies

that is the cause of the very rich masters
and the very poor employes in the manufacturing districts of Europe. There
are laws deeper down than this which
account for the contrast, applicable alike
to Europe and America, and,untatored by
Christian philanthropy, are not only tending to but actually producing the same
results in both countries. In order to
elucidate the causes which separate the
rich and the poor in manufacturing populations, Mr.

Cook

lays

down

employing

What spins

classes, one well-to-do, and

the harbor safe and sweet.

the 18th inst., was, ‘‘ Rich

and

classes?

Does early education amount to anything

Though wiling fair and flect,
To

operative

the

two

great principles which rule modern manufacturers. We clip from the report in
the Boston Advertiser :
1. That subdivision of labor increases
the skill of the workman ; and,
2. That, other things heing equal, the
larger a manufacturing
establishment,

these two

the other—I

Then he shouted
Methodist

can,

as only

¢ Young

a Primitive

man,

look

to

Jesus Christ; look now.” He made me
start in my seat; but I did look at Jesus
Christ, there and

then.

The

cloud

was

gone, the darkness of five years had rolled away, and that moment I saw the sun:
and I could have risen that moment and
sung with the most enthusiastic of them
of the precious blood of Christ, and the

simple faith which looks

Oh, that somebody
Trust Christ, aud

was, no doubt,
must ever say:

alone

to

wisely

ordered,

I had been about five years in the

most

fearful distress of mind, as a lad. If any
human being ever felt more of the terror
of God's law, I can, indeed, pity and
sympathize with him. Bunyan’s ** Grace
abounding” contains,in the main, my history. Some abysses he went into I never trod ; but some into

which

I plunged

he seems to never have known.
I thought that the sun was blotted out
of my sky—that Thad so sinned against
God that there was no hope for me. I
Jraved=the Lord knoweth how I prayed;
ut I never had a glimpse of an answer
that I knew of. I searched the Word of
God; the promises. were more alarming
than the threatenings. I read the privileges of the people of God, but with the
fullest persuasion that they were not for

Woe to that land, to hast’ning ills a prey,
Where wealth accumulates and men decay.

‘‘ Ker since by faith I saw the stream
My flowing wounds supply
Redee
love has been my theme,
And shall be till I die.”
*++ 4

see

him hear it in your voice,

it in

your

face, feel itin your whole life. Make it
claim its true kinship with the truth that
is lying somewhere in the midst of all his
error. Who would go a hundred miles
merely to make a Mohammedan disbelieve
Mohammed ? Who wonld not go
half round the world to make him believe
Christ and know the richness of the Savior?— Phillips Brooks.

SEEK THEM NOT.
When Jeremiah the prophet was pouring out his words of Warning and lamentation over apostate Israel, he said to Ba-

ruch the Scribe, the son

of

Neriah,

~— Selected,

I

OLOTHES,
There is but one good argument in
favor of a uniform for
ladies who devote
their lives to charitable toil. They are
drawn much into the more criminal quar-

ters of our cities, where vice and

visitors, tract-distributors,

-
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. Abouttwo years ago, when I was coming out of a preaching service, I saw an
old man looking
very unhappy.
So I
said, ‘¢ My

friend,

you

are not Ye

MASON & |
CABINET ORGANS,

cumstance.
‘I saw a gentleman the other day who
was
paralyzed on one side, and
was

ONLY

wheeled about in a Bath chair. As he
was out one day, he saw a poor man
sitting ‘by the roadside afflicted in the
same manner, and

called

out, ¢ Oh,

is

Paris Exposition,
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for you.’ But the poor man was deaf,
and still he kept calling for a half-penny.
The servant wheeled the gentleman
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The gentleman said,

‘“ He was blind.
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for

God's sake, give me a hapney!’ The rich
man told his servant to wheel him over
to the poor man. He did so, and the
gentleman held out half a crown to the
beggar. But the blind man still kept
crying, ¢ Oh, for God’s sake, give me a
hapney ! *
‘ Here, my good fellow,
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py.”

“No,” he replied, *“ I am not.” Phi
ed,
You are not saved.” “No,” said
he: “I have been praying for it for
twenty years.” «What! ® I said, ‘* praying for it twenty years! Letme tell you
a story ; for you remind me of the cir-
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the’ light of Christ be trusted to make itself known in due time without ‘any ef- |
fort to proclaim its presence.
Umpire Measuring Jar,
"The
world may notdiscover it quite so soon,
An indispensable requisite in every
kitchen
an bakery Fo
wn
A He
or praise it Jue so loudly, but in the
8
Weighing ugar, flour, &c,
end men will think more highly of it
REA
Aduids by the quast, pit
for the unobtrusiveness of its bearers.
SAMPLES sent by e ress onreceipt
a
post paid, on
Let us cause itto shine; and He who

who

wrote at the dictation of the prophet the
the greater the profits.
words of warning and of doom:
** SeekThese are the organizing laws which
est thou great things for thyself? seek
explain most of the phenomena of manthem not.” Jer. 45: 5.
ufatturing populations, and will continue
Baruch may have been oung, and life
to explain them for ages to come, al- me. The secret of my distress was this; |
ave opened before im with promise
know the Gospel; 1 was in a
thom ghrit
is only inthe last age that the didnot
of blessing nnd prosperity ; earthly ambilaws can be said to have been discover- Christian land; I had Christian parents ;
but.I did not fully understand the free- tions may have absorbed his soul, and his
ed.
gaze might thus have become fixed upon
ness
and simplicity of the gospel plan.
On the one hand, it is the pringiple of
1 attended all the places of worship in earthly honors and pleasures which awaitsubdivision of labor which confines the
modern operative more and more to some the town where I lived, but I honestly be- ed him, butthe warning of the prophet
single detail, the work Ypea which, after lieve I did pot hear the gospel fully was: ‘Seek them not.”
However desirable such great things
it becomes a habit, calls into activity preached. I do not blame the men, howonly a few of the mental powers, has in ever. Ome man preached the divine sov- might be, in a world of sin and sorrow
it no variety, and so does not develop ereignty. I could hear him with pleas- such as this, the pursuit of them was atthe mind by tasking it at different points ; ure; but what use was that to a poor sin- tended with too much danger and unceris in itself of ouly petty importance, and ner who wished to know what he should tainty for him to make them the objects
so excites little enthusiasm in labor, and do to be saved? There was another ad- of his care and toil.
The same advice to-day way be fitly
mirable man who always preached the
even little pride of skill.
given to many an aspiring -soul: ¢ Seeklaw
;
but
what
was
the
use
of
plowing
up
Many people lightly utter the words
great things for thyself? seek
ground that wanted to be sown? .Anoth- est thou
that there is chance for mental improves er was a great practical preacher. I them not.”
“Seek ye first the kingdom
ment outside of factory hours. This sim- heard him, but it was very much like a of God and his righteousness.” Let your
ply shows their ignorance of operative commanding officer teaching the mancu- seul aspire to things higher than ‘this
‘“ The world passeth away and
vers of war to a set of men without feet, world.
life :
What could I do? All his exhortations the lust thereof;” its grandeur and its
‘* I put the question to persons here were
glory fly like a dream; those who seek
lost on me.
I knew it was
said,
who have had any experience of long
great things fail to win them, and: those
‘*
Believe
on
the
Lord
Jesus
Chiist,
and
walks, how much vigor is left to a ehild
who win them fail to enjoy them.
Let
tending a machine and walking fifteen or thou shalt be saved ; but I did not know the Christian take the Lord to be his porwhat
it
was
to
believe
in
Christ.
twenty miles a day;’or a woman tendin
tion, and build his faith and hope upon
1 sometimes think I might have been
a machine and walking thirty a day, oa
the Living Rock; so, when earthly sorin
darkness
and
despair
now,
had
it
not
day after day, six days in a week. In
rows and storms shall beat upon him, his
been
for
the
goodness
of
God
in
sendinga
women
and
children,
who
constitute
inheritance will be incorruptible, undefilsnow-storm
one
Sunday
morning,
when
nearly half of operative populations,
ed and unfading ; his portion will be eterhow much life is left for Wg culture, I was going to a place of worship. When ‘nally secure.—Zhe Christian.
I
could
gone
farther,
I
turned
down
a
after ten hours severe labor in a mill?
4-0-4
But subdivision of labor increases skill ; court and came to a little Primitive
A GREAT STREET PREACHER.
increase of skill increases productiveness ; Methodist chapel. The Primitive Methincrease of productiveness
increases «odists are a very useful body, taking the
Archbishop Leighton, returning home
profits; and long hours are the scythes poorest of the poor and lifting them up one morning, was asked by his sister,
from
the
dust-heap
to
sit
among
princes.
that reap the gain. This is the law of
“Have you been hearing a. sermon?’
manufactures’; and, it is only saying what In that chapel there might be a dozen or ‘I've met a sermon,” was the answer.
fifteen
people,
The
minister
did
not
come
is evident in the nature of
things, and no
The sermon he had met was a corpse on
less evident in the condition of all man- that morning ; snowed up, I suppose. A its way to the grave; the preacher was
poor
man,
a
shoemaker,
a
tailor,or
someWaciuriugpe
lations where factory oeDenth, - Great street preacher! No laws
cupation has a hereditary for three or thingof that sort, went up into the pul- nor penalties can silence him. No tramp
pit
to
preach.
four generations, that the tendency of the
of carriages, nor
Now, itis well that ministers should of horses, nor rattling
system is to make the operative class in-|
rush and din of ¢rowded streets can drown
be
instructed
;
but
this
man
was
really
ferior ; and the: inferior yet more inferistupid, as you would say. If a man his voice. In heathen, pagan, and Protor.
estant countries, monarchies and free
could have spoiled a sermon, he would
Other things being equal, the larger have done it. He was obliged to stick States, in town and country, ‘the solemn
of his discourse is going on.
the manufacturing
establishment the to his text, for the simple reason that he pomp
In seme countries a man iy imprisoned
more money it will make. This includ- had nothing else to say. The text was, for even dropping a tract. But what
ing the subdivision of labor and the large “ Look unto me, and be ye saved all ye
rison will hold this awful
preacher?
ends of the earth.” He did not even
number of working hours which
de- pronounce the words rightly, but that {hat chains will bind him? He lifts up his
voice im the presence of tyrants,and laughs
grades the operative—this very same did not matter.
There was, I thought, a glimpse of hope at their threats. He walks unobstructstate of affairs calls for and educates
ed through the midst of their guards, and
shrewd business and high intellectual for me in the text. He began thus: delivers the messages which trouble their
‘¢
My
dear
friends,
this
is
a
very
simple
abilities on the part of asters. Thus text indeed. It says, ‘Look.’ Now that security and embitter their pleasures. If
‘ by the necessary operation of the two does not take a deal of effort. It ain't we do not meet his sermons, still we can
great laws of manufacturers; the master
lifting your foot or your finger; it's just not escape them. He comes to our abodes,
and, taking the dearest objects of our love
is elevated, but the operative, little task-- ‘look. ‘Well, a man need not go to col- as his text—what sermons does he deliver
lege
to
learn
to
look.
You
may
be
the
to us ?
ed intellectually and leading a monotobiggest fool, and Lye you can look. A man
His oft-repeated sermons still enforce
nous life, becomes socially lowered, and ned not be worth a thousand a year to
the
same doctrine, still press upon us the
dependent more and more upon the or- look. But this is what the text says,
‘ Surely, every
man
¢ Look unto me.) Ay,” said he in broad same exhortation.
ganizing mind above him.”
walketh in a vain show. Surely,they are
Essex,
‘“many
onye
ave
looking
there.
We are very apt to suppose that the deYou'll never find comfort in yourselves. disquieted in vain. Here there is no conterioration in our factory towns is due to Some look to God the Father.” No; look tinuing city. Why are you laboring for
the foreign populationin them ; but ¢ the to . him, by-and-by. Jesus Christ says, that whieh I will presently take from you
and give to another? Take no thought
two great laws of manufacturers have ‘ Look 8into Me."” Some of you say, ‘I for the morrow.
Prepare to meet thy
must
wait
the
Spirit's
working.’
You
have
produced most of the traits of the operaGod.”
no business with that just now. ‘Look to
et
lA
a
tive class in Great Britain. Even the Christ. It runs, ‘ Look unto Me.’”
~
Englishman has been degraded in Eng
SOOTTISH
PIETY.
Then the good man followed up his text
land by factory life. You say that the in this way: ‘Look unto Me; I am
One day, recently,
the Hutchinson's
low-class operative here is usually a for- sweating great drops of blood. Look un- steamer was sailing around Cape Wrath,
eigner! We should be more moved if 10 Me; i am hanging on the cross. Look; carrying some flve hundred Lewis men
I am dead and buried. Look unto Me; I from Stornoway to the herring-fishing at
American blood were thus
degraded. risé again. Look unto Me; I ascend; I Wick, In the evening the captain was
But in England it is English blood that am sitting at the FatHer’s right hand. Oh, ¢¢ chaffed” by a tourist about the Scottish
deteriorates. Inthe poor whites of the look to Me! look to Me?”
When he had strictness of view in relation to the Sabevening—as a
South we have proof that American blood got about that length and managed to spin bath—it was Saturday
can deteriorate also. Our blood is as out ten minutes or so,he was at the length really impracticable strictness. = The
of his tether. Then he looked at me captain said of the five hundred Lewis
capable of deterioration as that of the under
the gallery, and, I dare say, with mea ‘‘ afi” not one, landing at the Thurso
English by unfavorable conditions of 80 fow present, he knew. me to.be a! late on Saturday night, would take a
factory life.”
stranger. He then said, ‘‘ Young man, step toward Wick till Monday morning;
‘We will close this outline of the lect- Jou look very miserable.” Well, I ‘did; that if the weather proved fine,they would
ut I had not been accustomed to have spend the night in the open air; if it
ure with one or two extracts :
‘remarks made on my personal appearance
bad, they would seek shelter in
, It is proved by the careful statistical from the pulpit before. However, it was proved
out-houses ; and that on the Sabbath day
Investigations of the Massachusetts bu- a good blow struck. He
continued: they would worship in groups, led by
reau, that the wages of children are ab- ‘And you wili always be miserable—
their headmen. ' About ten o'clock at
solutely necessary to the support of most
in life and death—if you do not night the captain's statement was strikfamilies of working-men, and that the miserable
trouble with the operative class in New obey my text. But if you obey now, this ingly illustrated by a solemn act of joint
moment, you will be saved.”
worship—singing, = Bible-reading,
and

misery

live together.
In ordinary
garments
they might be met with insult. But a
Special garb is a protection; it points
them out as those whose errand the most
degraded respect ; aud it enables thei to
go without fear where they would scarcey be safe did they not wear it. We are
not sure that some special kind of dress
might not be used with advantage by
Protestant women who labor as district-

Freewill Baptist Publications,

- ADVERTISEMENTS.

one seeing those heads and shoulders of
men worshiping God would have
felt
that so long as men of their class people
our country districts, we are not in" sight
of the poet's
;

him.

and

the part of the whole five
their grand, shaggy heads,

surmounting broad shoulders, being laid |’
bare to the pelting wind and rain. ~ Any 50

had told me that before!
you shall be saved.
It

will not say oppressed and down-trodDEAL POSITIVELY,
den, but certainly not quite well-to-do,
How do men change their opinions?
and not rapidly improving in intelligence
or social position. Two great- laws I ‘Holding still their old belief, they come
have discussed here, but you can not somehow into the atmosphere of a clearer
better faith surprobe
the mystery of manufacturing and richer faith. That
populationsto the bottom unless you rounds them, fills them, presses on them
blame parents themselves for sending with its convincingness. They learn to
their children into factories when they love it, long to receive it, wy open their
hands and hearts just enough to take it in
ought to be at school, and the manutac| turer for violating the law which requires and hold it along with the old doctrine
giving up.
education for those children under four- ‘ which the have no idea of
They think that they are holding both.
teen years of age.
I blame both parties, the parent and They persuade themselves that they have
the manufacturer, but there is an excuse found a way of reconciling the old and
for the parent.
I look north, south, east the new, which have been thought unrecgo on thinking
oncilable. Perhaps they
and west, and find no-excuse for the manso all their lives. But perhaps some day
ufacturer.
something startles them, and they awake
to find that the old is gone, and that the
The low wages of the parents are the new opinion has become their opinion by
excuse commonly alleged by families for its own positive,convincing power. There
forcing their children into labor and keep- has been no violence in the pingess, nor
ing them out of school. After all, how- any melancholy gap of infidelity between.
ever, working-men should see that the Dear friends, if you have any’ friend who
competition of children's labor lowers believes an error, and whom you want to
wages. Keep-all the children in school make believe the truth, for his sake, for
who would be there if the law of Massa- your own sake, for the truth’s sake, I beg
chusetts were executed, and the working- you deal with him positively and not negmen of Massachusetts would have more atively. Do not try only to disprove his
to do, This competition between child error. - Perhaps that “error, because no
labor and mature labor is a most mis- error is wholly erroneous, is better for
chievous cause of the reduction of wa- him than no faith at all. But make your
ges.
:
truth live and convincing. Through every
A ECE RL RRL ERAS
entrance force its life home on his life. Let

HOW SPURGEON FOUND OHRIST.

prayer—on
hundred;
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The Rules of Order

are

comprehensive,

and

ye:

very concise and well arranged; stating in fifteex
workmanship,
They
have also received the
ages all the important, parliamentary rules of deDAL OF
SWEDEN AND
GRAND
LD
,
iberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75,
NORWAY,
1878.
No
other American
cents;
;
fOrder————
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evr
attained highest award | L. 7
nearer; and at last he made
the.
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World's
Exposition.
Sold
for
man hear, and then he thankfully took
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Now, my friend, this is just what
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unday,
,18, postage
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vation as a free gift through the blood
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
“
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of Jesus Christ; but instead of taking it,
Butler's Commentar
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Q
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and thanking him for it, and rejoicing * in
by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, contains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
I,
you
keep on asking for
it.”
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* What!” said he, interrupting me, * can
Thave salvation without asking for it?
Of course

you

can,” I replied;

rd

¢ the

gift of God is eternal life through Jesus
Christ our Lord ; and the thing to do with
a gift is to take it, not to pray that you
may have it. ¢ He that believeth on ‘the
Son hath
ing
life.) "—<Q gir! I
see it all now,” he exclaimed,

ed away comforted.— British

and
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The Scriptures impart to the soul a holy
and marvelous delight.
It is, indeed,

the heavenly ambrosia.— Melancthon.

day

of judgment.— Oriental

x

dozen,

MH

:

ON

8320

FIER
HEE

of my

I want it onl fire always,~—not for

self-delight,—but
spread the gospel
from
pole
to
pole.—
Countess
of ; Huntington.
:

Daily are two angels writing
What we do fer good or ill;

wp

fe

.

st and

good inditing,

Think not of rest, though dreams be sweet ;
Start up and ply your heavenward feet.
Is not
God’s oath upon your head,
Ne'er to sink back on slothful bed,
Never again your loins untie,
Nor let your torches waste and die
Till, when the shadows thickest fall,

Ye hear your Master's midnight call?
;
— Keble.

There are those to whom a sense of
religion has come in storm and tempest;
there are those whom it has’ summoned
amid scenes of revelry and idle vanity;
there are those, too, who have heard its

the

Railway

& COUNCIL

BLUFFS.

amid

But perhaps

tears are i
softened showers which
cause the seed of heaven to spring and
take root ia the himan breast.— Sir. W.
Scott.»
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Chicago, 8t. Paul and Minneapolis Line
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again in my, pre
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him. Were
the people of the North our
own flesh and
they. could .not-be
our,

an excel.

is ample to satisfy the epicurean taste of the most
fastidious.
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Is the shortest and best route between CHICAGO
and all points in’ NORTHERN ILLINOIS, IOWA, DAKOTA,
NEBRASKA, WYOMING, COLORADO, UTAH,
NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, OREGON, CHINA, JAP.
AND AUSTRALIA. Its

the knowledge which causeth none to err,
is more frequently impressed upon the
mind during
seasons of affliction; and

voice”

contentment.

a

the Serip-

75 cents only, is made for each meal, and the

alone

Is the old Lake Shore Route, and is the only ont
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WAUKEE.
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West from Chicago.
As proprietors of all FIRST CLASS HOTELS make
their DINING SALON the great feature of their
houses so the Management of “Great Burlington
Route,” having the COMFORT, PLEASURE and Lux.
URY of their patrons solely in view, do not use
their CELEBRATED DINING CARS for Pas a
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The above named books are sold by the dozen,
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‘and this we must render now.—W. Jay.

We love to think how many there are—
and the number is increasing—who are
laboring iu obscurity, it may
be, scarcely
known by the world, often in poverty
and sorrow, or amid streng and painful
opposition, year after year toiling, suffering perhaps, clinging to the cross,
adhering to the truth, and Wining by a
quiet example the unbelieving to
Christ.
—Christian Segretary.
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Price,
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Peck

&c.

$7 a hundred.
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God demands an account of the past;
that we must render hereafter, He demands an improvement of the present,

One with smiles the

ipran

It is an

ranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year!

Topi G Sob

All labor vainly done;

The solemn shadow of the cross
Is better than the sua.
— Whittier.

heart!
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Apart from Thee all gain is loss,

How do I lament the coldness

the

meetings,

seis ip
2g Mo Eo 2

but he must give account as a rich ’

man in the
Proverbs.

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.

excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00; postage, 12 cents,
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One was in love with the sea.

:

i
TTT rp

You never will understand the manufacturing population of New England or
Old England until you fasten your attention upon the manner in which the necessity of child labor chokes the early education of the
operative. Children under
fifteen years of age supply by their labor
from one-eighth 0 one-sixth
the total
family earnings of average operative fam-

Two boats rocked on the river,
In tue shadow of leaf und tree;
One was in love with the harbor;

27. 1878.
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England begins now precisely where it
did in old England, with the “forcing of
the children into the factory too early.
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The Alovning Star,
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WEDNESDAY,

emt

, keepoth not the Sabbath day.” And there
is no one who will deny that they were
not as consistent in their theology. as their

et

NOVEMBER

27, 1878.

A

All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters |
be

on business, remittances of money, &c., should

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.
I

SW The Western Editorial
St., Chicago,

Office is at 167

Dearborn

" The season of religious
gathering is upon ms. All around are
immortal souls who are dead in trespas ses and sins.

Their moral sense

is dead-

ened. The mean and the low, not only
do not see themselves as they are,
but they are trying to believe, and, in
fact, come to believe, that other people
These
are no better than themselves.
persons are not slow in proclaiming that
education at best but produces a refinement of selfish living and that religion
But, if any, there
consists of hypoerasy.
is hardly a man of them so degraded in
his habits, so steeped in his own folly,but
will make an exception

of some

one

or

the
more persons while condemning
world in general. There is some man or
woman within the range of his vision
whose life stands for something other and
Ligher than selfishness. And such a man
or such a ‘woman, though all unconsciously, perhaps, is doing as much
for the upbuilding of Christ's kingdom,
as some who wvork much more consciously and in the eyes of the world.

a

The simple fact is there is room enough
for all to work in the vineyard, each in
his own

way,

and

there

is no

time

to

spare in the investigation whether it
would be one’s duty to do another’s work,
or it was another's duty to do one’s own
work. It is the duty of all to ba honest
and earnest, whether in regard to goods
behind the counter or opinions behind
the pulpit. It is the duty of all to
be humble and merciful and peace-making, to hunger and thirst after righteousness and to suffer for righteousness’ sake,
to love God with all the heart and one’s
neighbor as one’s self. These are the es-

namesakes

modern

|

are

when

in theirs,

they exclaimed : “Now we know that
God heareth not sinners; but if any man
be a worshiper of God, and doeth his
will, him

he

heareth.

Since

the

world

began was it not heard that man opened
the eyes of one that was born blind.” And
they reviled and cast out the man for iterating and reiterating that inconsistent
proposition that whereas he was born
blind he now saw, and thatthe transforms

ation was

wrought by’a man who

on

the Sabbath day spat on the ground, and
made clay of the spittle, and, anointing
the eyes, told him to wash them, and then
he saw. That blind man certainly had

MORNIN

27, 1878,

x

duty on the part of the agents of the Interior
Department.
After giving the amount of
food furnished as little more than half the
amount to which the tribe was entitled,
he

says: * It seems that the Interior Department does not intend to give them more
than two-thirds of a supply for the year.”
He also states that “their rationsonly last.
de for three days of the seven for which
they were issued.”
These statements are altogether too
direct to be unnoticed and too serious to
be ignored. If true, people generally will
agree that ‘‘ these Indians are subjected
to many aggravations, and men of more
gentle nature would not be slow to complain.” Of course, the friends of the
Indian Bureau will claim that the desire

onthe part of army officers to have the

I

and that is, that

there is a consistency which is at the bottom of many false judgments.
‘An illustration will at onee make plain what we
mean. Jesus once opened the eyes of a
blind man. This raised quite a talk in the
community,
for the man was

well

known

to have been blind from his birth. - For
doing this kindly deed, there were some
. people called the Pharisees
who charged
Christ with inconsistency, and they went
on reasoning about it till they came to the
conclusion that it could not be consistent

for a man who came from God to do such

a thing under the existing circamstances.
* This man is not of God because he

BRIEF

Let

NOTES.

Ove day last week, the premium on gold
vanished for a time, par being the highest bid
which could be got.

The

Springfield

lican remarks that * the
shock with remarkable

country

Repub-

stoed

the

composure.”

The Pan-Presbyterian and the Pan-Anglican
convocations have set the Methodists to think
ing. There is a proposal which is gaining in
favor that a Pan-Methodist council. be held in
England, and pluns to that effect ave likely: to
be matured soon.

The Bulgarian correspondent

of the

Illus-

trated Christian Teékly writes that journal
that a paper in the interesis of missionary work,
called the Morning Star, is giving light amd
the darkness of that region, and has a circula-

tion of about three thousand. We extend cordial and fraternal greeting to our trans-Atlantic namesake and only hope that it may shine
on with increasing brightness until “ the dark-

contrzl of the Indian question placed in
an intuition of an individual truth, and he
as certainly did not reconcile things. the hands of the War Department, ma“Whether he be a sinner or no, I know terially colors these statements, but,
ness disappears.”
nevertheless,
something
more
than
not; one thing I know, that whereas I
We hope tbat other Yearly Meetings besides
general denials will be inorder.
That
was blind, now I see.”
the one specially addressed will thoughtfully
the
Indians
have
been
most
shamefully
O-B-0-0
ng
swindled and misused for years is an read the letter written to the members of the
INFAMOUS LITERATURE.
‘Wisconsin Ys M. on this page. We can not
disgraceful
fact, forbear repeating the following extract, as it
Our readers will agree with us that unquestionable and
Mr. Cook was fully justified in using which calls for far more thorough investi- will bear reading more than once: * The
strong language in the prelude to his gation and radical correction than has churches must not overburden themselves in
their efforts to sustain preaching, for by so
last Monday lecture. It was in reference heretofore prevailed.
doing they will drive many from their congreTo
us
the
plan
of
committing
the
care
to those wretches who use fhe mails to
gations, and in the end will be without u paspollute the minds of the young with in- of the Indians to a distinct bureau to be tor. If one church can not give a pastor a full
famous matter, those who are engaged in controlled by Christian commissioners of and adequate support, then let two; if two
‘the most abominable traffic known to eminence and ability, has seemed the can not do it, then let three; if three can not,
the leprous

outlawry

of the

ogres of the city slums.”

ghouls

and

It is with per-

sons of this character that the majority of
the National League of Free Religionists
have now publicly struck hands,in demand-

ing the total repeal of the laws

which

prohibit the use of the mails for the circulation of such indecent stuff.
Mr. Cook gives eight
propositions
which admit of the most explicit. proof
from their own organ, and all of which
go to show that at their recent meeting

best possible,

but

it becomes

more

more evident that either a change

system

and

in the

of supervision iiself, or ‘else a

change in the men who manage it, is imperatively demanded. Which of these it
shall be, a better knowledge of facts must
determine.
Seventy new subscribers to
ing Star were

the

JMorn-

received last week.

CURRENT

at

Syracuse,

“the

National

Infidel

to eat, and the agent informed me that
the allowance ha never been sufficient. .

*

ox

»

*

Tt was a matter of surprise

to no one acquainted with the facts,

that

denominational relations that. he could
no longer submit to the loss of power in
cities involved by the itinerant system.

some of these Indians should soon break Whereupon the Herald comments: * Miout into hostilities. The great wonder is’
that so many have remained so long on norities are as peremptory as itinerancics,
their reservations. | With the Bannocks ‘and a Congregational minister sadly inti- days,
and Shoshones our Indian policy has re- mates that no furniture, in these
solved itself into a question of warfare or should be bought without castors, to fastarvation.’
:

The recent uprising of the Cheyennes,
which created such alarm and which

re-

sulted in murder and pillagé where they
went,id claimed as another case of the,
same kind.
Major Mizner, in command
at Ft. Reno, where the Cheyennes are

located, also reports serious dereliction in

| cilitate moving.

Congregationalism is on

‘wheels to-day as well as Methodism,
its wheels are not greased!"

and

and be done with

it,

weak

be

united,

the

strong

able meeting-house, 86 x 50, Just

a pastor.

If one church

can

not give a.

pastor a full and adequate support, then
let two ; if two can not do it, let three; if
three can not, then

until the work

let four,

and so

is fully done.

on,

We

have

vitality and strength enough for our work.
What we peed is unity and active effort
among our brethren and ministers. Do
not make our ministers dependent upon
outside help and thus restrain them from

preaching the truth. We do not lack
ministerial talent or numbers; we need a
system that will give them all work, and

sonsfield Q. M, followed the dedication
. Such
interests as home evangelization and
the
Printing Establishment, especially the
Morning Star, were warmly remembered.
On the evening of Noy, 13, the society and.
friends on Bowdoinham Ridge gave their
pastor, Rev. Wm. H. Ward, a friendly call,
and

left tokens of their
among them.

appreciation
\

of his

lahors

Three were added by baptism to the church
in Lyman, Oct. 20.
Rev. G. B. Blaisdell, pastor of the churc
h in

Springvale,is happily uniting the peopl
e by his
earness labors for their temporal and spirit
aal
prosperity.
The meetings are well attended

support in the work.
| and earnest prayers are offered for the révival
"We call upon every church in the of the Lord's work.
There has been quite a revival ut Spragune’s
bounds of the Yearly Meeting, to try and
have a revival in your midst. By effort Mills, Easton.
A special work
the services of ministers or evangelists Hill. Prominent of grace is going on in Castle
among the workers
can be obtained. Begin the work now. Tasker, formerly of Dixmont. Right isor Bro.
ten
Do it yourselves. Do not depend on have been converted and many have arisen for
others.
prayers, among them some of the strongest
The Y. M. appointed an agent to travel young men in the place. The work.is within
over the State and visit all the churches. the limitsof Mapleton & Castle Hill church.
As this agent,Rev.

B. F. McKenny,comes

organized last winter.

among

him your

and

FROM NEW YORK. One of the Lord's chosen workers passed from earth recently in the

which he is engaged.
Finally, brethren, the Morning Star is
our denominational paper. When we:
quit its patronage and substitute the
secular and political papers of the day ; or
some cheap non-denominational organ,
we at once begin to drift away in our
uffection for the denomination and soon
lose all interest in her work and mission.

active

effort

among

our

brethren

and

ministers.” It is refreshing to read such vigorous

words.

They

inspire

self-confidence,

and self-confidence is invaluable.

This trait is

as far from boasting as from whining.

Denominational Hetos.
Qircular Letter.

you, give

If we are Freewill

body of Christians, we have a work to do,

and

a mission to fulfill.

ing unto prayer.

As a denomination

we hold to certain doctrines which we regard as scripturally true; and to certain
usages, which separate and distinguish
us as a people. If the doctrines held by
us be true—be the faithful and infallible
teachings of the Word of God—our duty
in their advocacy is plain; and if the
usages of Freewill Baptists be just and in
harmony withthe spirit and interests of
Christianity ; then, we should

to our mission

and work.

be

faithful

We propose

speak of the-subject,—The

to

Missionof

Freewill Baptists.
The sense in which we use the word
mission, is that of duty or calling. Christ
has imposed certain duties upon all his
followers. We are called of God to meet

these duties.

It is our mission to do the

work whereunto God

has called

a denomination of Christians,

us.

As

we hold our

place in the ranks of believers.
Our
placeis not on the border—on the extreme right or left. We hold the mean of

hearty

co-

operation, and contribute for the work in

To the Churches and Brethren of the
Wisconsin
Yearly
Meeting:
Dear
Brethren: By appointment of the Y. M.,
we wiite you this annual letter. As a

Baptists,

let us

sup-

port our denominational publications and
by so doing support and extend Freewill
Baptist principles. Brethren, be active
diligent in the Lord's

work,

Amen.

watch-

D. POWELL.

fellowship of the truth; the ground held
by Freewill Baptists, must be the place of
their union, or must be passed over by
one or the other of the extremes. It may

be claimed that we are the connecting link
between the true
doctrines of Christ
men.

It

may be

are the opposite

and
the false—the
and the traditions ot
so,

but

ends

the

extremes

of the one

whole, and the middle must

exist

great
some-

where,
But extremes are the radical
divergent ends of two opposing thoughts.
The truth is between the two. On this
principle, we have a fair right to claim
the truth. On one side, is the extreme
of absolute and exclusive denominationalism, of intense adherence to the letter
of creeds, and

dogmatic

statements

affinities;

on

the other,

tendency

to give up adherence to doc-

is

a

and

general

trine, and free the church of all positive
statements of faith and practice, and thus
| remove the hindrances of every faith,
creed, schism and ism, and blend

in

one

organic whole every shade of doctrine.
The
former too much divides, the
latter tends to subvert every doctrine of

Christ. Occupying the mean between the
two, our work is peculiar.

Truth and false-

hood may be apparent on both sides. Whilst

we readily accept the truth from

either,

we must reject the false from both. Our
place is important, and we must fill it.
Our people are drawn and tempted on

either side.

Itis easy for them

to leave

their ground; hence, so many leave us
and go to either extreme. Both extremes
claim relationship and would draw us
away from the ground we occupy. Our
mission is faithfulness to truth, and chari-

ty for all.
But more
particularly : (1)
The
world is lying in sin. God calls us to
help deliver. (2) Many parts of the
world are yet ignorant of the gospel and
the way of life. God calls us to help
preach his gospel to every 'creature.
(3) The church of Christ is divided and
one part is arrayed against the other,
being in the middle, our mission is to
unite. Our faithfulness to the commands

and dootrines of

Christ must win the

REv. A. L. HOUGHTON,

recently returned

from Europe,
was given a reception at the
Free Baptist church, Lawrence,
Mass., on
Wednesday evening of last week, at which
there was a large attendance of his congrega-

tion.

An hour was

made

pleasant by vocal

and instrumental music, and readings by Miss
E. G. Wetherhee, and brief remarks befitting
the occasion made by the returned pastor.

VERMONT

ITEMS.

The

church

in North

Tunbridge has thoroughly renovated its parsonage.
And now with
their convenient

house of worship the people are looking for
spiritual as well as financial prosperity.
At Waterbury Center the church is still
struggling along witliout a pastor. Brother

Letson, the

agent

for the

Green

Mountain

Seminary, has been successful in raising funds
sufficient to pay the mortgage on the buildings.

The school is prospering under

the

labors

of

its eflicient principal, Miss Colley.

brought it up to a comparatively prosperous
condition.
The attendance on the meetings
has increased of late under the quickening
zeal of its new pastor, Rev. D. C. Wheeler.
Two persons were admitted to the Concord
church by baptism, on S8abbath, Nov. 17, and
two others received by letter at their last communion.
A series of yospel meetings, under the aus-

pices of the Y. M. C. A., of Pittsfield, was
commenced in that town on the 10th inst., by
union services in succession in the Free Baptist, C. Baptist and Congregational
conducted by their pastors.

churches,

RHODE ISLAND Q. M. NOTES.
The church
in South Scituate, under the pastoral care of
Rey. Silas Griffeths, has been enjoying a glori-

ous revival. Meetings have been held for the
past three weeks and when they were closed
the interest was unabated.

At a baptism

on a

recent Sabbath, Bso. Griffeths led into the
baptismal waters, among others, a husband
and wife, one on either side, also a father

and

daughter. Sister Fenner has been laboring
with them, and,as a church, they feel that her
labors have been wonderfully blessed.
Within the past ten months, fifty-three have
been added to the Union church at North
Sterling, Conn. The revival interest is still in
progress.

Week

before

last

six

new

started, five of them young men.

ones

tain
our ground.
It is importants
that. we secure all the ground now
held by us. Many of our churches are

FTES o | and it is the part of wisdom

help. .It is
the weak;
and valor,

| for the weak to use their little Strength.

of Chagrin Falls, O.
A pleasant “ China Wedding” was given to
Rev. A. P. Cook, pastor ot the church at
Cherry Creek, N. Y., on the evening of the
Tth inst. It was the 20th anniversary of his
marriage. A large number of friends gather-

The church

himself and excellent lady glad, by gifts,
songs, poetry and refreshments,
The members of the church and soclety in
Kendall are just completing a nice parsonage
for their new pastor, Rev. Mr. Randall. This
church was reorganized about oné year

PINE

TREE

STATE.

The

Woman’s

Earnestand

field

a good

devot-

in either

of

of the denomination, and organizeda * Dorcas
Society,” which is doing noble work for the
poor in town.
Besides, she has battled for the
good cause of temperance throughout the year,

and made a noble record. Three have been
added to the membership by baptism.
The work of the Lord is being revived in
souls

are

now rejoicing in Christ, who six weeks
were in the way of ruin and death,

Depauville, and

scores

ago

of precious

A number of good revivals have been enjoy-

ed within the bounds of the Lake George Q.
M. The Johnsburgh church has doubled its
membership, As a result of a three days.
meeting at Loon Lake, Bro. Geo. West has
baptized eight or ten converts; and now in his
earnest and self-sacrificing efforts he is pushing forward
an interest in Hague where
three days meetings have been held, and a

number have sought the Lord.
In last Star, the item commencing,

* The

women

should

of the

have read,

Genesee

Q.

The women of the

M.,”

West

Bethany

church, ete.
Merrimack St. Church,
As

ed

on Sunday,

upon

the

Manchester, N. H.

November

fifth year

of

3,

we

our

enter-

pastorate

of this church, and as it has been a long

time

since we have reported ourselves in the Star,
it may not be uninteresting to some of its
readers,. and some of the former members of
this church, to learn how we are succeeding
and what

we are doing.

This

some quotations from a

will do

by

Historical Sermon

we

of

the church preached upon that occasion.

In the autumn of 1839, Rev. J.L, Sinchir
came to Manchester and commenced holding
Freewill Baptist meetings. November 16 of
that year, a Freewill Baptist church of 25
members was organized.
July 1, 1841, the

Society (or perhaps the pastor)
erect a meeting-house,

cemmenced to

‘This, through the per

severing self-sacrificing and indomitable

of Bro. Sinclair, was finished
Jan. 12, 1842, Rev.
sermon.

effort

and dedicated

Silas Curtis preaching the

During the existence of this church it has
Rev. J.

L.

Sinelair, whose

services continued four years, with

an acces-

members.

Rev.

D. P. Cilley, seven years, with an addition
806 members.

Rev.J.

B.

Davis,

of

five years,

with an addition of 270 members. Rev. F, W.
Straight, with an addition of 82 members. Rev.

house was well filled.

added.

were

is

those places.
;
The
church
at
Lowville
believes
the
‘ unselfish self-sacrificing spirit” to be essential to parish success, or to a valid claim to be
a church of the New Testament order, and
shows her faith by her works.
The past year
she has given $100 to the Benevolent Bocieties

J. M. Bailey, (unable

Rev. Mr. Blanchard (Congregationalist)

pastor

have no stated preaching.

Mission Society of Presque Isle, held a very
successful public meeting in the town hall of
that village on a recent Sabbath evening.
The

Rev. F, H, Bubar and

the

ed men would find

session to the church of 114

THE

for

abeut completed.
The church buildings at Gaines and Murray

Ladies’ Mission Band.
tor, of the church, has

than she can possibly attend te go out into the
different districts to hold meetings.

since,

under the labors of Rev. Dr. Bathrick, and
has been progressing through some difficulty.
They now seem united , under Mr. Randall.
A fine lot near the church building was donat-

had nine pastors,

Mrs, Fenner, the pasalso more applications

the hearts of

made

ed at bis residence, and

has a Woman’s Mission Society, and a Young

to

state the

additions).

Rev. J. B. Davis (2d. pastorate) one year; 47
added.

Rev.

J.

Rev.

A, Kownles,

10

8. McKeown,

years,

oné

year,

282

8

present and interested the audience with their

added.
Rev. G. M. Park,
4 years, 174 added.
During these years there have been connected

remarks.

with

The

society

was

organized

under

the influence of Dr. Phillips, and finds a great
help in keeping up its enthusiasm in the pages
of the Missionary Helper.

The church in Limerick

has

received by

legacy a pieco of land. There is some talk
that the gift be turned into a parsonage.
:
The church in Brownfield was organized in
Aug., 1822, of only a few faithful ones, the exact number is not known. Thay
bore heavy
burdens and passed through
But God was their strength,
At

twelve years they ‘numbered

68,5

by advice of their pastor,Rev.

disbanded on account

p waters.
fhe end of

They

then,

Paniel Brackett,

of division of opinion

on Temperance, Missions, and other moral

re-

dogmatist from his exclusiveness, and forms, and immediately reorganized with only
took for
our charity for those who err must win seventeen members. These seven
them to the truth.
:
: their motto ‘“ onward and upward,” and for
, Ifour place and mission be so -impor- their watchword ¢ prayer.” They then built

tant, duty calls loudly for us to main-

wife of Deacon E. Steele, of East Concord, N.
Y. She was the mother of Rey. J. C. Steele,

ed, and a corafortable home

Hlinisters and: Churches.

New HAMPSHIRE NEWS, Bix years ago
the extremes. If everthe church of Christ -the 1st Wolfbore’ church was in a low condiis one in faith, one in practice, and one in tion, but a little venture -and self-sacrifice has

The Independent does not think it best
to weak and greatly in need of
“ prolong the agony” when
v
| the duty of the strong to help

about the business of lifting its dle
yastly better way to pay the
wh

the

complete
active and helpful.
Tuesday, the 12th inst. The lain
ivi
We recommend the weak churches to very pleasant and will seat with comfo
rt all
unite their strength and their means, and that usually attend. It cost, exclusive of furnishi
ng,
$1200.00, and 1s paid for. The
thus they will be able to secure ' the
sermon
on the occasion of dedication was
by Rev. (.
labors and efficient services of a well
H. Smith, text Isaiah 2: 8. This
church
Sustained pastor.
The churches must has enjoyed the labors
of
not overburden themselves in their ef- others, during the last half such men, among
century, as Danie
forts to sustain preaching, for by so do- Brackett, Aaron Ayer, Samuel Pendexter, l
T.
ing they will drive many from their con- W. Hill, E. H. Hart (12 years in all) Charles
gregations, and in the end will be without Hurlin, E. C. Cook, ‘Albert Hill and Joseph
Granville. An interesting session of the Par-

then let four, and so on until the work is fully
done. We have vitality and strength enough
for our own work. What we need is unity

TOPICS.

——NoO man of our time deserves a
larger measure of gratitude from the
League of Free Religionists, so far as public than Anthony Comstock, the well
their principal organization is concerned, known champion of the movement for the
transformed themselves into a national suppression of obscene literature. For
lepers’ league of moral cancer planters.” five years he has persued, like a ferret,
Then the speaker referred to a fact the scoundrels engaged in sending forth
which has been previously brought to in various forms vile literature and pietsentials, and when one shows the fruits public notice, and to which allusion was
ures to poison the minds and debauch
of these principles in his or her life, we made in our columns not a great while the morals of the youth of our land. He
are not to be concerned with what are the ago,-that at some of the institutions where | has been instrumental in seizing and deaccidents of his or her life, whether one young ladies are educated, no catalogues
stroying over 20 tons of books, papers,
has a gift of talk or a gift of silence, are issued, because such catalogues are pictures and other printed matter,and has
whether one is in America or in Africa. If made * the .lattice-work through which
destroyed 162 plates of engravings for
the fountain is sweet and pure, it is not moral lepers and assassins, secretly, at obscene pictures, besides numerous woodan essential thing in order to partake of it night, under the cover of the mails, throw cuts, ete. About 300 men and women
that the cup should be of iron, or tin, or their poison into seminaries of all grades; engaged in the nefarious business have
glass, or gold. If the gospel love is in the and Mr. Cook puts the
sentence
in during the same time been arrested, and
___soul,
it will make itself known just as ef- italics that * it isa terrific sign of the most-of them convicted; and are many of
foctually in one way as in another. It
times when shrewd men of affairs, con- them undergoing punishment under the
“may be one’s nature and temperament to
ducting a great school, dare not publish United States law covering the case.
converse with all he meets on the sub- a catalogue.”
Last week, Mr. Comstock visited ChicaWe take the following
ject of religion, and great good has re- from the Advertiser's report :
go and addressed a select body of invited
sulted from this method; while in others
Daniel Webster once found Ianeuil citizens at Farwell Hall on the subject,
that same religions life will be distilled hall shut to himself and his political and procured the organization ofa branch
out of their daily duties, and they be just friends. A hundred signatures cpened it of the Western Society already in operaas effective in the Master's service, though last summer to sympathizers with a moral tion, with headquarters at Cincinnati, coAll
your reputable
they never speak directly of the subject cancer planter!
press was against the meeting.
Boston, operating with the original New York
of religion. But we do not propose to so far as she noticed any such gathering Society of which Mr. Comstock “is the
raise any discussion as to the relative of apologists for a convicted criminal of leading spirit. The leading men of the
value of diverse gifts, the main thing is, the most infamous type, shuddered at it. city were present and took hold of the
as we have already stated, to be filled This city believesin free speech and the matter with an earnestness which assures:
right of assembly; but not in moral assaswith the love which characterized Jesus.
sins in masks.
Is it quite decent or safe success. Ex-Senator Trumbull was chairto give the enemies of Boston un opportu- man of the committee which reported the
This issue of the Star will find the mort nity to injure its good name? Isfreedom plan for an organization. An agent is at
of its readers in the midst of the annual of speech to be carried so far that speech once to occupy the field, and; unless we
thanksgiving festivities.
We unite with becomes so free that it could not be are mistaken, the social pirates who prey
reported and sent through the mails
them in gratitude to the great Giver for without being accountable at law ? It is upon youthful innocence are in immediate
all the mercies he has shown us, and for evident from the New York press and danger.
the bounties with which he has crowned Syracuse journals and from the testimony
——** CONNECTICUT C. BaPTIsTs.”—That
the year. How many homes this paper of this intidel paper which I hold in my
that the language of the defenders is a name found in the Morning Star.
comes to. And how widely separated hands,
of the
successful
majority "of Free Who are these Connecticut C. Baptists ?
they are. But God's love is over all and Religionists at Syracuse was so infamous, We nev er heard of them before, and we
about all. Whether prosperity and peace that it could not be reported, published thought we knew Connecticut Baptists
have abode in these homes, or suffering and sent through the mails without sub- pretty well, too. ‘¢ Connecticut C. Bapand loss have come to them, happy are jecting the newspapers thus publishing tists!” Can the Christian Secretary tell
it to prosecution.
us anything
about them?
Perhaps,
the inmates if they can sincerely blesa the
More scathing remarks were made in however, they do not live in the State of
Hand that has both given and taken. It
regard to the Free Religionists. Although Connecticut, but have received the name
all the same—from the Morning Star,—
may afterwards appear that what we have
the society has been in existence for ten Journal & Messenger.
counted our gains were loss to us, and
years, has had workers in all parts of the
Yes, neighbor, these Baptists live in
that the experiences that have seemed the
country, some of them persons of ability, Connecticut, but are only a small part of
most bitter were the real blessings. Of
yet they have comparatively insignificant a numerous family ‘to be found in all
this we are sure, that whosoever has kept
financial support. ‘God be thanked for
parts of the country. The ¢ C.” prefix is
a juyous heart the past year; loving God
this phenominal impecuniosity.”
a comprehensive and flexible one, and
supremely, dealing kindly with all, remay stand for *¢ Calvinistic,” or *¢ Closelieving the want and suffering that have
THE ARMY AND THE INDIANS.
communion,” or ** Contrary,” inasmuch as
always been at hand, keeping the Golden
In his recent report of army operations either term belongs adjectively to that
Rule of love and helpfulness to all, never
in his department in the Interior country, class of Baptists who arrogate to themmurmuring,
but doing bravelyand cheerfulGeneral
Crook has made some very ex- selves the term * Regular,” though very
1y what it has seemed needful to do,—these
plicit statements concerning the treatment irregular ‘when judged by the primiwill find thanksgiving day full of peace
of the Indians by the Interior Department
tive Baptist standard, such.as Robert
and satisfaction, and will be attended by
which challenge general attention, and Hall and John Bunyan used, and
the heavenly blessing as well as the gratwill certainly demand an explanation by such
as
Mr.
Spurgeon
and
the
itude of many hearts. Friends, be loving
the parties implicated.
; majority of English Baptists still use. We
and cheerful to-day, of all days in the
It will be
remembered
that the use the term as we speak of *¢ John,” or
year, and let your homes shine because
Bannocks
and
Shoshones
revolted
in “James,”to designate a particular memof your presence in them., Alas! how
August
last
and
made
some
very
serious
ber of the Smith family. When we speak
many homes are destroyed, or left desotrouble for the army and the settlers on of “F.” Baptists we mean the Freewill,
late, by the scourge that has swept
the frontier, but were finally driven back or Free-communion members of the famithrough those southern cities.
to their reservations by General Miles ly, and when we say ‘C.” Baptists we
after a severe fight and the loss of several mean the Close-communion, or CalvinistSome people thought that
Charles men. It now : transpires that General
Kingsley's theology was not always con- Crook himself spent the months of March ie, or Contrary members of the same
sistent. Once, on being asked how this and April at the agency of these two general family. Do you see it, neighbor?
We do.
was to go with that, he replied:
You tribes and quietly took obsevations. Here
logical Scotchmen must construct congist- is what he says:
| ——Tne Zion's Herald is a little sharp,
ent theories: I have intuitions of individThe apportionment of rations for the although entirely courteous,in its remarks
ual truths: how they are to be reconciled, supply of this agency was ridiculously about the change of denomination on the
I know not.”
This incident but serves as inadequate ; the
Indians complained that part of Bey. R.. R. Meredith. Mr. Mera guide-post pointing to the truth we three days out of seven they had nothing edith givesas the reason for his change of

would bring forward;

3

* And for the first time a lady spoke on the
I platform of the Baptist Union,” is one of the
items of special interest in our English correspondents letter on the first page.

their first house of worship 38 x 46 which cost
them $700.00, ne small sum for those seventeen

in those days. * It was dedicated in Nov.

by Rev. Daniel Jackson.
service

for

almost

1834,

That house did good

forty-four

years.

God’s

blessing has attended faithful labors and besides
all who have passed on to glory the church
now numbers 72 resident and 68 non-resident
members, These remaining ones were made
happy in the dedication of a new and comfort.

this church

about

thirteen

hundred

members.

About 1860, the old house

was

sold to the

Unitarians, and through some differences, two
churches sprang out of ene.
The house in

which we now worship continued the property
of others until April 4, 1874, when it was
repurchased for our society by four of our
brethren, and rededicated that month,
Rev. T.
D. Stewart preaching the sermon,
The tirst. Sabbath in November,
1874, we
entered upon our pastorate with the church.

Our society then was burdened witha debt of
$11,000 for church property and for ineidentals
and interest soon due $670. To-day our debt
stands $8,925. Our membership 240. May 26,
last, twenty-seven

united with

the church

by

baptism and a number of others by letter.
July 21, nine joined us by baptism and one by
letter. Besides meeting our home financial
obligations,
we have raised during the year past

some over $80 for Foreign and over $50 for
Home Missions. But what we have done has

been accomplished by work, perseverance and

push; and by a society not as well able to do
as many

of our

our mercies, we

churches.

have

Notwithstanding

our diseouragements.

During the last two years and a little over, we
have lost, from our congregation, by removals

out of the city, thirty families; and though

:
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T

agitating
our debt

gained others, Our people are now
the payment of the remainder of

G.M. P/

Pray for us.

soon.

still

families and

kept these

have

could we

be

would

it

as

cheering

is not so

showing

Olneyville Free Baptist Church,

SEMI-CENTENNIAL JUBILEE.

In accordance with the notice given in the
Star, the Free Baptist church in Olneyville,
R. 1., observed
the fiftieth anniversary of its
organization on Thursday evening, Nov. 7..
"The occasion was one for which due and fitting

preparation was made, and it proved most. ens

joyable and satisfactory.

:

Invitations to be present were extended to

both the
present and past members of
the church, together with the pew holders

and some others. A collation was served in
the vestry of the church at 6,80 ». Mm. Four
long tables were “spread, and the number
which partook exceeded three hundred. As

pastor and people were

that children-had

as-

sembledto do honor to a common mother, The
vestry was beautifully decorated

and the hour

was one of cordial greetings and good cheer:
At 7:45 services were held in the audience
room. The pulpit was removed from the
platform which was elaborately

and

tastefully

decorated, and upon the wall in the rear was
suspended a full-form and life-size oil painting
of Rev. Martin Cheney, the founder of the
church and its pastor for nearly twenty-five
vears,
Rev. A. L. Gerrish, the pastor, con-

ducted the services. The 84th Psalm was read
by Rev. M. Phillips and prayer was offered by Rev, Lewis Dexter. The exercises of
the evening were interspersed with singing by
the choir.
:

Alfred A. Harrington, Esqy, the clerk of th
church, presented a paper giving some of the

leading facts~in the history of the ‘church and
the society which acts in conjunction with it.

building

These

was ordained in April, 1823.
Uatil 1823, there
was ne mecting-house in Olneyville. But
during that year measures were taken for the
erection of one, and a society for sustaining

public worship was organized and incorporatod, — Among its charter members were Gov:
Samuel W, King and Senator James F. Simmons who have
both State
and
national
reputations.
A majority of the charter mem-

bers being Baptists the house erected

became

a Baptist meeting-house.
All who preached
in it were required to present satisfactory
<redentials of character. This society organized

in 1823 and the church subsequently organized
“have ever mai
y
always working together in great harmony for
the good of the parish and the cause of God.
tions

The Olneyville

Free

Baptist

organized Nov. 7, 1828,

church

It was

was

composed

of

cleven members, five brethren and six sisters.
The hand of fellowship was extended by Rev,
Zalmon Tobey.
All the original members are
now dead, the last, Mrs. Wealthy Latham,

dying Dec.

12, 1877,

Their

lives and

labors

have not been
fin vain.
Martin
Cheney
was chosen pastor, and Peter Place and Cyrus
Williams were the first deacons. At first Mr.
Cheney acted as clerk.

The
Martin

church

has

Cheney

had. eight

from

128

pastors,

to 1852.

viz.,

Geo.

Day from 1852 to 1857. Martin J. Steere
1857 to

18068.

D. J. B. Sargent

from

T

from

1838

to

-1860. B. F. Hayes from 1859 to 1864. J. A.
Howe from 1864 to 1872. Wm. F. Davis from
1872 to 1875. The prsent pastor, Rev. A. L.
Gerrish, commenced his labors in Feb., 1876.
Of these pastors four have died. The church
has had ten deacons, prominent among whom

were Daniel PP. Dyer and Ralph P. Devereux.
All of them are dead except the three now in
office.
It has had seven treasurers, five of
whom

have

died, and

eleven clerks,

five

whom have died.
Among the clerks
James W, Winsor and Wr. H. Bowen.
During the fifty years of its existence

have been

added to the church

of

are
there

hy baptism

734, and by letter 252 while 256, have been dis-

missed

and 166

have

been

excluded.

The

present number of members is about 300.

** As we call to mind the changes death has
made in the membership of the church since
its organization, we

may

well

take

to

our-

selves the apostolic mmjunction ; ¢ Wherefore seeing we also are compassed about with so
great a cloud of witnesses,

let us

lay

aside

every weight and the sin which doth so easily
beset us, and let us run with patience the race
#ct before us, looking unto Jesus, the Author
and finisher of our faith.’ ”
Rev.

times

of Rey.

Martin

Cheney.

He gave interesting incidents in his recollections of him as a man, pastor and preacher,

f

Bishop,

ow
_—

of

which he is pastor, of the most friendly character.
"Rev, J. M: Brewster
presented a
paper on “The Work of Womon
in
the
Church,” which will be published in the Star.

Letters

‘were

read from

Profs.

Hayes

and

Howe, of'Bates College, former pastors. These
expressed regrets for inability to be-present,

made pleasant references to the past, and extended fraternal and Christian greetings.
While the exercises were in progress, the

pastor called attention

to the debt

of the

church including that on the mission chapel
which amounted to $1600, and asked for
pledges to liquidateit.

Ie wanted

the

occa-

sion to prove a real jubilee. The appeal made
with great carnestness and power met with
generous responses,and at 11 :301t was announcod that pledges sufficient to pay the debt had
‘been secured.
i
The: doxology, * Praise God from whom all
blessings flow,” was most heartily sung, the
benediction was pronounced, and the Olneyville church, grand in its historical associations,

noble

in

the

Christian work achieved,

and with high aspirations, under God, for a
useful future, entered upon the second half
«century of its existence.
CoM.
s

E. Methodist,

WENTWORTH

word

of God.

to a pastage,

Home

from

which they have brought down a wonderful simplicity of both faith and practice,
and have maintained through all their history great purity of life and a piety which
may be a lesson to more

pretentious

bod-

towns,

The

and

théy

spening

was preached Friday SYening,

¥ Rev. - C.

E.

ing on the Sabbath was one long to be remem.
bered.
Bro. Cole preached in the morning
and Bro. Blake in the afternoon. Both sermons were full of the good spirit and the large
congregation seemed to melt beneath their
ower, giving vent to their feelings in tears.
Ve ate glad to report our Q. M. still on the

e Lord is doing a great work

Bible, and

among

the Weare
Q. M. was also with
us and did us
much good service. We can truly say the
meeting was a real success and we feel as if
the cause of God was strengthened and our
people ready for. another good session in January.
We hope to have prayers of our sister

Q. Ms. that the old Wentworth Q. M. may do |
her part in the great werk of salvation.
C. W. NELSON, Clerk.

GEAUGA & PORTAGE Q. M.—Held

its Nov.

session in Auburn, Ohio, Nov. 8—10.
It was
made memorable by the rededication of the
house of worship,
Nearly
forty years
ago a

Baptists assembled

to hear the dedication sermon of the old house
of worship.
Few indeed of the old band were
left to hear Prof. Dunn preach the sermon last

One or two

remembered

that Bro.

Dunn, then a young man, preached the first
sermon.
The history of this church, its members and ministers, would be of great interest.

The house has been thoroughly repaired inside
and out at a cost of one thousand

was dedicated free

of

debt.

dollars,

Thanks

and

to the

energy of Rev. A. R. Crafts and the people
Auburn for the Srportmity of wHuag
above.
Rev. A. P.
Cook,of Cherry Creek,
Y., assisted Bro. Crafts in some meetings
winter and the converts are live men

women, ready fo sacrifice for the good

of
the
N.
last
and

of the

cause.
This Q. M. has a few small churches
destitute of preaching and could. sustain a man
with a phnkl family, Until such a man is

found, the ministers of the 9 M. are to do the
best they cin to help these churches by extra
meetings.
The life and labors of
Rev. O.

Blake have sowed much good seed in this region which we hope will be gathered in due

time. We commend to the attention of this
Q. M. resolutions passed by the Q. M. at the
last and previous sessions to adopt the weekly
offering system of giving for

benevolent

pur-

noses and to welcome Sister Nelly Phillips in
er work ol pushing the Home and Foreign
Mission work in the State. Darwin Crafts of
Hiram Rapids, Ohio, was elected Q. M. Clerk.
J.C. STEELE,

Clerk pro tem.

MoUND City Q M.—Held its Nov. term
with the Grand Chain church, Nov. 8-10.
Called to order by the clerk. J. 8. Manning
the

chair.

Delegates

thirty-seven answered to

enrolled,

their names.

represented

and

All the

but

one,

and many of them reported revivals, and all in
good

Two brethren received license

working

to

order.

preach

the

gospel.
The conference, in the absence of the
chair, passed a vote of thanks to the Mission

Board for sending to us another-year our

dear

Bro. Manning, and a unanimous vote to accept

of his labors and be guided
Qur

Saturday

Spirit of the

meeting

was

Lord came dewn

by his counsels.
glorious.

The

and all hearts

were filled with his love, and about one

to

and

dis-

faith. The men

a standing

follow

hun-

dred spoke of his goodness and their determi-

nation to be faithful to his cause. The churches sent in mission Honey twenty-three dollars,
the collection on the Sabbath,six dollars, making twenty-nine dollars mission money.
This
money is used to build up the cause at home.
Next session with the America chureh, the

HUNTINGTON Q. M.-—Held its Sept. session

with the Cambridge church. The business of
conference was transacted with. much barmooy, and the meetings of worship were spiritual. The conference voted to assume its pro-

portionate shareof expense in the support of
a missionary in the Foreign field with other
Q. Me. in their Y. M.
Next session
Dec, 18—16.

with

the Starksboro’ church;
E. B. FULLER, Clerk.

CLEVELAND
Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Hinckley church, Nov. 1--3. This

rector

collar.

The

with

conscientious

iculed

for

their

‘peculiarities,’

but

to be

the conclusion that

baptism by immeérsion,

and government by congregation, had the
sanction of the apostles, They were severe:
some fleeing to Holland

and

some to Friesland ; finally, about one hundred and fifty years ago, they came to

America, settlingin Pennsylvania.

The Dunkers have no creed, but they
preach substantially
evangelistic = doctrines.

Candidates

for

membership

wear

hoops,

or

trimmed

straw

or

leg-

horn hats, or
jewely.
Fur or cloth
hats, frock or sack coats, parting
their
hair on the side, or having it shingled, are
prohibited to the brethren.

They

are

op-

Greenville ch R I

been

or paupers.

Strong

temperance

Complete History of Wall

if any of

the Brethren held
them.

must

slaves

they

free

But two items especially show that new
ideas can not be always
kept out of a
religious body in this age or country. One
Is the rapidity with which they are putting
up houses of worship.
It is only recently

that they

have so far conformed

‘¢ world” as to have meeting-houses;

ing been accustomed

to hold

to the
hav-

their meet-

ings in houses and barns.
The churches
are, however, built without any species of
ornamentation,

having neither galleries,or

pulpits, The other item is that they have
at last-overcome their scruples to the extent
of beginning to collect church statistics.
As nearly as can be ascertained they have
between three hundred and four hundred
churches

with a membership

Rev.

C. 1H.

Street Finance,

thes

dispose

of 100

con-

PIANOS

at low-

ORGANS

are the BEST

MADE,

war-

sis
:STANLEY $2.15.
The only authentie and Copyrighted cheap edition. Gives a fall history of his wonderful discoverics in Africa and marvelous journey down
the

Congo.

AGENTS

Mu-

half-price.
HORACE WATERS
&
Manfrs. and Dealers, 40 E. au) St,

BARD

Chaucer

to

the

To

the

Consumptive.—~Let

those

Time,

Scott,

$14.

Byron,

Tennyson,

N.Y.

English-reading

world.—New

Ornamental cover.

The boys and girls who would not be entertained and amused by * The Bodleys on Wheels ? had
better ‘“ sel] out.”
We dare say that the elders of
the house
Will read it through with almostas much
interest as the children.—Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Mary A. Lathbury.

PLAY

for
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grown-up

he

entertaining,
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*.* For sole by

and

prepared

Fiction, both Serial
Book

Reviews,

hind Short Stories, and

are special features.

ITS CONTRIBUTORS
A. P. Peabody,

D.

of
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Rev.
James Freeman Clarke,
Rev. J.T. Tucker, D. D.
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for
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A. Washburn, D. D.
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Edward E. Hale,
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Namesaks,

the Seltzer

Tarrant’s

Seltzer

of overcoming

dyspepsia,

a bilious

or irregular

habit of the body, affections of the kidneys,
matism, gout, languor and loss of appetite.

SOLD BY ALL

SPECIAL
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N Bartlett Darlington Wis.
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Rev 8 H Barrett
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Its articles on Practical Philanthropy,
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all Booksellers.
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*FOR THE HOUSEHOLD .

ITWILL

Dedication.

Walker
G Brand
R Crafts
A Satin

The

strong.”—Boston

Presenting only original matter, equals in literary merit the leading secular monthlies, and
sustains to the religious press a relation similar to theirs to the secular press.
It aims to
have in all its essays, serials, stories, poems,
etc., a moral purpose, while in its Editor's

thor-

Philadelphia Bulletin,

247

The F. B. church at Prospect, will be dedicated Fri~
day, Dec. 20, at 10; A. M. The Whitestown, Q. M. wiil
be held atthe same place and time. We hope fora
full delegation trom ail the churches.
J. M. LANGWORTITY,

W
A
A
:

especially

A Monthly

sto-

Spring in Germany,

Rev
Rev
Rev
jie

is

suc-

AFTERNOON

HOUGHTON, 0SGOOD & CO.,

Special Notice

Forwarded.

& CO, PUBLISHERS.

Transcript.

on receipt of price, by the publishers.

It is desirable that all articles of bedding, &ec., for
the Girls’ Hall, should be marked with indelible ink,
or letters stitched in oftowus, societies, or individuals presenting them. This seems necessary, that we
know how to adjust them to the rooms for which they
may be designed by thedonors. It will be remember=
ed, that many of the rooms will bear the names of
those who have contributed $26. 0,—the sum ia round
numbers,—required to fiaish a room.
AH. MORRELL,

BY MAIL.

char-

WHITTIER calls it “a complete

Department

AND

HENNEPIN Q. M, wil be held in Champlin,commencIng Friday Dec. 6, at 2, r, M,, and continue over the
Sabbath following.
Ditus DAY, Clerk.

Books

By

masterly

cess.”
“ Acts upon the reader like a tonic.

Rev.

readers.

or to the Average ix the writings

uvenile readers.—

‘the Four

STANSTEAD Q. M. will be held with the Compton
church, commencing Dec. 21.
Conference, Saturday.
at 10,
A. M0.
"A. A. WOODMAN, Clerk.

|

LIGHT.

eight

Prof. Francis A. Walker,

D. PEASE, Clerk.

O Van Valkenburgh—Mrs EF
Wells—E D Wado~T
Wille—H N Vose—R Zimmerman,

INTO

With

BOSTON: DLOTHROP

A book as charming
for girls as ‘‘ Deephaven”
has been and is

EDGECOMB Q. M. will hold its next session with the
1st church in
Georgetown, Dec, 27—29.
The churches
are requested to send in their tax,
E. ROBINSON, Clerk.

REV.
from the
be sent)
Rev
Rev

for Christmas

acter drawings, full page, with poems and exquisite vignettes. Fine binding. Quarto. $3.
A fresh and artistic religions gift-book.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE, SEND FOR ONE

Stories for children. By SARAH O. JEWETT,
author of * Deephaven.” $1.50.

13-15. We hope to see a
|
BENJ. BUTLER, Clerk,

Post-Office

A book

INCLUDE

FARMINGTON Q. M. will hold its next session with
Dec.

BOOKS

OF HAPPY CHILDREN.
By favorite American authors.

Prof. Geo. P. Fisher, D. D.

The stories are uncommonly clever and amusing, perfectly good in tone, and all of them are su-

Mill Grove church,
good attendance.

DESIRABLE

Extra gilt side and edges, $1.50.

standpoint.

We can not desire a better or more entertaining
book for children than Mr. Horace E. Scudder’s
“The Bodleys on Wheels.”"— Hartford Courant.

the Cherry Creek church, commencing Dee. 7. at 10,
A.M.
‘W. E. GRISWOLD, Clerk,

M. will be held with

AND

themes, and of secular topics from the religious

CHAUTAUQUA Q. M. will hold its next session with

Q

and
HUB.

Table are vigorous discussions of live religious

$1.50.

ries are simple, natural,
oughly wholesome.

RIVER

address

ublishers, Springfield, Mass.
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More

For particulars

terms

NEW

stamped,
tree calf,

,

A_ hoon fo the
York Observer.

eow20

the Vienna church, Dec. 11, 12,

sold.

ing. Instantly attached to a table, it firmly holds
any ordinary
board, elevated above the table, giving space between for the loose portion of the gar:
ment, while ironing on the board. Ada
to
ironing Ladies’ Skirts, Shirt Bosoms and
nts
Dresses. Ata very trifling cost it takes the place
of all clumsy and expensive inventions heretofore
known. Try one and prove it. Price75 sents,

Burns,

There is every reason why the book should become the standard collection of British poetry for
home use.— Boston Advertiser.

languish under the fatal severity of our climate
through any pulmonary complaint, or even those
who are in decided Consumption, by no mecans
despair. There is a safe and sure remedy at hand,
and one easily tried. *“ Wilbor’s Compound of
Cod Liver Oil and Lime,” without possessing the
very nauseating flavor of the Oil as heretofore
used, is endowed by the Phosphate of Lime with a
healing property which renders the Oil doubly efficacious. Remarkable testimonials of its eflicacy
shown to those who desire to see them. Sold by

Pro.

is a simple device for holding the board while iron- *

(1350-1878)

Mrs. Browning.
Cloth, handsomely
$6 50; half calf, $10; morocco, or

who

romance.

THE LAUNDRY JACK!

Poetry.

Present

Shakespeare, Milton, Pope, Goldsmith,

2115

ANTED

BROS,

with more benefit secured to the patient than with

erent

as

THE FAMILY LIBRARY
Wordsworth,

double the quantity of any liquid oil.
The most
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold by druggists and E. H. TRUEX, 3 Platt St,, New York.

Sisomating

Nearly 10,000

Edited by JAMES T. FIELDS and EDWIN F.
WHIPPLE.
I vol, royal 8vo. 1,028 pages,
‘Heliotype Portraits of Chaucer, Spencer,

for lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutritious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,

It is

fusely illustrated, and highly éndorsed by the
clergy and press. Agents are selling 10 to 25

“ Continues to hold its place in the very front of
American magazines, few of which equal it in
ability, and none of which have greater originality
and freshness.”—Sunday-school Témes.

Illustrated Catalogues Mailed.

““ Books for Every Household.”

ap-

BOOK
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N.Y.

York,
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rial
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J ELLY,
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ranted for SIX years. AGENTS WANTED.
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A NEW

&

er prices for cash, or Imstallments, than
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and

York.
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EXPLORER
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St. New
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new and second hand,
class makers including WATERS’
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BIGLOW & MAIN, | JOHN CHURCH & C0.
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valuable information for investors. AdBaxter & Co., Publishers, 17 Wall Street,

the HOLIDAYS

{

Gospel Hymns No. 3, words only.
Price, 6c., by mail; 60c. per dozen, by express,

HAPPY MOODS
Original Poems.

|, GAEAT OFFER, FOR MOINS)

held

proved by the Academy of Medicine of New

of about 60,-

© A.strange, quaint, simple people are the
Brethren. They have lived in this country
more than a
century
and athalf,
and yet they
are unknown
to our
public, and they-scarcely constitute an
appreciable factor in society.
They have
been hid away in the heart of the nation,
as strangers in their own’ country; and
while harmless and exemplary in their
private lives, they have contributed but
little to the great moral forces that must’
bless society and save the world.
Avoiding the ecclesiastical formalism of the
older churches, they have
created
another system
for themselves,
scarcely
less objectionable. Scrupulously censcientious, they have zeal without knowledge,
and have elevated their own fancies into

Emma

New York.

Business Fotices.

and yet they discourage the signing of tem-

fifteen years later decided that

Miss

C. Burr,

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT FREE

of. British

principles are held, a decision in 1835 prohibiting the selling of grain to distilleries;
perance pledges or having anything to do
with the methods of the temperance organizations of the ‘ world.” In 1782, they
protested
against the slave trade, and

41.85
Treas.

"ADVERTISEMENTS.

i

OIL

ji

Rev. D.

J.0liver.ofG.
In Effingham Center, N. H., July 16, by

Of 191 Congregational ministers who have
died during the past four years, ninety-seven
had passed the limit of 70 years, and ninetyfour had not reached it, the average being 65
vears; 4 months and 19 days The average
duration of their ministry was 34 years and

LIVER

10.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
1.00
83.00
1.90

N. BROOKS,

Mr. Frank A. Lunt, of Dover, N.H., and

taining
dress

invigorat-

by express.
2.42
13.43

Smith, Mr.James J, Hill, of Parsonsfield, Me., and
Miss Sylvia E. Thyng, of Shapleigh,Me. Aug. 8, Luther
J. Cate and Vv iss Lucy . Abbie Hobbs,allof E. Aug, 14,
Mr. Leonard Hiil,or Parsonsfield and Miss Ambied.
Varney, of E. Aug.24, Mr.
Oharles C. Hamelton, of
Waterboro, Me., and Miss Martha Alice Gary, Of Limerick, Me. Oct. 3, Mr, Fernando E. Bean,of Raymond,
N. H., and Miss Eldora A. Littlefield, of KE.
ov. Y,
John C. Cockburn, M, D., of St, Andrews, N.:B,, and
Miss Annie G. Clark,ot
E.
In Kittery, Me., Sept. 24, by Rev.A. E. Boynton, Mr.
George E. Hobbs, of K., and Miss Sarah H. Plajsted,
of Limerick,
In Lyman, Me., Nov. 14, by Jas, 8. Potter, Mr. Samuel B. Stanley, of Shapleigh, and Miss Vietorjad,
Smith, of Waterboro.
-

A bishop of the church of Ireland has expressed a willingness to license clergymen of
the Reformed Episcopal church.
This denomination has organized fourteen colored congregations in the neighborhood of Charleston, 8,

pure,

ing scriptural songs ever produced,
not surpassed
even by the two preceding of the same os wey
series. Price,
35¢., by mail 3 $3 per dozen

Married

:

to send forth the third

is offered as the best collection of

In Center Strafford, Sept. 12, by Rev.S. . Kimball
Charles A.George and
Miss Mintia J, Potter, both o
Gilford,
In Brownfield, Nov,20,by Rev. E. 8. Jordan, Mr,
James H. Blazo, of Parsonsfield, and
Miss Abbie B.
Fogg,
of B.

to the

Messrs

and PENTECOST.

book. It will be found to contain a large
proportion of new Songs never bel
published, fnefud
ing several by the inspired Bliss, which have
been
reserved for this book, together with some of the
most useful ones, In short,
i
;
GOSPEL HYMS NO. 8

Missions.

of his

gregational churches do not contribute
American Board.

8 conducted

couraged the publishers
2

SILAS CURTIS, Treas,

Deesot O on debt per D L Rin
Pierpont
do
.
’
.
Tamworth N H for L Crawford par J Runnels
Unity
QM Me perJ Higgins
E 8 Coftin Thorndike Me
Clay lo per W N Tippett
On F M debt unknown
Sparta Pa on note B school fund
i
int the above

The statement.is made on authority that out
of New England more than one-half the Con-

COD

p

the Star Nov 6

In Georgetown, Me,, Nov. 16, by

3

IRA D. SANKEY,
. JAS, MeGRANAHAN
:
He
A
GEO. C. STEBBINS,
*4* The world-wide ¢
tance «f Nos. 1 and 2
of this series of Gospel yi mns, and the
for a fresh collection of the same
chara.
en-

{

Manchester, N. H,

Gospel Hymns
MOODY, WHITTLE

Patten Me

Concord, N H.

3.

| Used in the Gospel Meets

414.
Treas.
;

SILAS CURTIS,

Colby EN Fernald fn Oet as published in

Rev. David C. Marquis, D. D., has been dis-

QUERUS

1mmn

per LW Anthony

Mrs A A Colburn

posed to secret societies, to having their
pictures taken, to using pulpits or tombstones, to putting up lightning rods, to
going
to theaters, to teaching singing
A. B. WILBOR, Chemist, Boston, and all drugschools, or to keeping taverns.
gists.
Their ministers are selected by vote of
the members, male and female, for their
For particulars regarding Electric Belts, address
PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO., New York,
gifts and piety.
They have no lawyers,
beggars,

7

deceased per’ J Wallace exr
One interested Bristol N H

missed from the Westminster | Presbyterian
church, Baltimore, and has gore to the Lafayette Presbyterian church, 8t. Louis, Mo,

are

baptized by trine immersion; and they
observe
as
ordinances,
feet-washing,
the Lord's Supper, communion and the
anointing of the sick with oil. The Lord's
Supper, as observed by them, is not the
holy communion, but is a full meal immediately preceding the cornmunion. They
have no fellowship with outside churches,
aud‘‘ non-conformity to the world,” and
‘‘non-resistance”
are their two distinguish
ing principles.
The
sisters must not

!

6

Education Society.
L !
Ul
dé
Estate of John Wallace Jate of Litticton N H

trustees.

T months,

15

{

of Trinity

he has

1.00
1.00

:

Concord, N. H.

the secured capital shall reach $40,000.
| The Rev. Thomas D. Anderson, D. D., pastor of the First Baptist church, New York,
has placed his resignation in the hands of the

Jews of that city, by whom
in the highest esteem.

H Stevenson I 11
C Skier m
Ntar Nov

A capital of $26,000 has been raised for the’
Protestant newspaper soon’ to be established
in France.
Publication will be delayed until

000, one-fourth of whom are in Pennsylvania. Indiana and: Ohio have about 8000
each.
Illinois, Virginia and West Vir2d Friday in Feb, = A. J. JORNSON, Clerk.
CORINTH
Q. M.—Held its Oct. session with ‘ginia contain about 13,000; and the rest
the East Williamstown church, Oct. 18—20.
are scattered over Maryland, Michigan,
On account of bad weather the attendance was
Missouri, California, Kansas, lowa, Nenot
large.
The interest was good.
Rev.
braska and Oregon.
Neither an educated
Daniel Laud from the Huntington
Q. M., and
Rev. J. Moxley from the Stratiord
Q. M. were
nor «4 paid minister is to be found among
present, and their aid was gladly received,
:
Appointed the ministers of the Q.
M. to hold them.
a series of meetings with each church in the
We quote the concluding paragraph of
. M. the coming winter. A collection of the article in the Sunday Afternoon:
$12.22 was taken for the support of Miss Crawford. The meetings were continued for: several days and resulted in the quickening of
the church, reclaiming of a number of backsliders, and
quite a number of conversions,
about twenty in all.
Next session with the 2d church in Corinth.
CHESTER DICKEY, Clerk.

VanBakolen,

regret

1.00
10.62
12.00

Foreign

respected for their sincerity of purpose.”
C., some of which meet in log buildings.
They originated in Germany about the
Mr. Samuel Goldman, a New York rabbi,
beginning of the eighteenth century.
A
who, with the English, speaks freely the Hefew pietists becoming dissatisfied with the | brew; Russian, German; and Polish languages,
sects by which they were surrounded, met has come as a convert into the Episcopal
together, studied the Bible, and came to church, and is to be a missionary among the

ly persecuted,

SAUK C0.,
Q. M.—Held its last session with
the churchin Prairie du Sac, Sept. 6—8.
All
of the churches were represented except one.
Ministers present, F. B. Moulton and W. W.
Lee. The former reports that the interest
continues good in those churches over which
he presidesas pastor. The latter has but recently settled over the Prairie du Sac, and
Sumpter churches, which now give us two
ministersin the
Q. M. During the session the
meetings of worship were full of deep, earnest
devotion, especially the preaching, which was
rich in thought, earnest in" tone, and listened
to with attention.
The cause of Missions wus
remembered, and a collection was taken of
$8.65, which was divided between the Home
and Foreign Mission Societies.
Next session of the Q. M. will be held with
the church in Big Spring, commencing
Dec.
6.
D. STILLWELL, Clerk.

Subbath.

exclusive,

scrupulousness the model furnished in the
"lives and practices of Christ and the Apostles. If, in their strenuous contest against
a worldly spirit and against worldly practices, these simple people have fallen into a sort of ritnalism and make too much
of trivial matters, they are not to be rid-

us and almost constant additions are being
made to our churches.
Bro. N. Jones, from

toiling handful of Freewill

are

‘“ The Brethren are;” the article referred to goes on to say, “ a very worthy
people, who, renouncing the vain pomp
and glory of the world, endeavor to conform their lives to the teachings of the

came

Blake, of the Sandwich
Q. M,, which was listened to with interest to its close. The meet-

gain,

Brethren

coats made with

sermon

Dr.

the

this account of the Dunkards we propose
to pick out and condense a few facts.

those not of their own

session

Rev.

to

80
4,00

Mrs Fowler
per J 8 Manning
Hillsdale
Mich
*
Union
Ky
:

Colby E N Fernald in Oct as published in

aceept

the 10th inst. The sermon was entitled, “Some
mistakes of Col. Ingersoll.”

Tunkers,” and * Tumblers.”

women are also very simply attired.

Q. M.—Held its Nov.

the appointment, much
people.

4.00
100.00

Gen Baptist Mt Vernon Ind **

Association, died very suddenly a few weeks
since.
|
Rev. Dr. Fletcher, pastor of the ** Church
The probability is he will

100,00

Mary Hedge Woolwich M+
J P Underhill Ea Aurora for freedmon

new religious weekly paper.
Rev. Dr. Riley,
one of the best and ablest members of this

New York.

NO.

Missions,

Estate of John Wallace late of Littleton N H
per J P Wallace Kx
A friend of missions in Westport Me 1-2 for
X
freedm
eedmen
A friend for per fund

of Messiah,” in Buffulo, has been elected ‘président of the ¢ Liberal Institute” at Fort Plain,

are described ‘as tall, stalwart, bearded,
dressed in coarse homespun clothes, wearing their hair long, ‘and having
their

at Dorchester, Nov. 1-3, This session was
one of profit and interest. There was a good
delegution from other

was with us,

courage acquaintances and friendships with

Quarterly Hleetings.

in

and the one

belong

From

The

and we will gladly send sample copies to
any who may desire them for that pur-

union and love and

existing between thig church

indeed

church, in Buffalo, made a very able reply to
Col. Ingersoll’s mistakes of Moses, Sunday

ers,”

We send extra copies of the ¢ Morning
Star” to be used in securing subscribers;

Rev. M. Phillips then delivered a brief ad«dress respecting the character and work of the
lamented Dr. Day, who was the second pastor
of the church, He eulogized him as a man whose
life was earnest and pure, and whose preach-

Rev. Mr. Morse, pastor of the neighboring
Baptist church, spoke briefly. presenting fraternal greetings.
He regarded the relations

the deep, ear-

The November number of the Sunday
Afternoon contains an article on the sect
variously
known
as the ¢¢ Brethren,”
‘German Baptists,” ‘¢ Dunkards,” ¢* Dunk-

co.

M.

aipon the subjects assigned them.

for

The Dunkards.

bors under auspicious circumstances.

churches in the Q.

Both Breth-

Oh,

Beligions Bliscellany,

Reading Village church and commences his la-

called to

ing was eloquent and convincing,

Marys.

The Dec. term is to be at Bar Harbor, Jan,
3---h,
L. Gort, Clerk pro tem.

‘es Wednesday, Dec. 4.
{
Judge Mills, treasurer of Hillsdale College,
is one who believes in temperance enough to
work for it. On a recent Sunday he spoke on
this subject at Woodbridge, Mich. We also
learn that he has been chosen pastor of the

and sought to reveal the secret of his power
and influence, The portraiture was beautiful
and inspiring.
:

‘ren Phelon and
Phillips
were peculiarly
adapted, from personal knowledge, to speak

weeping

22, The term has been well attended by a first
class of students. The winter term eommenc-

. Phelon delivered an address upon

the life and

and

Rev. H. Perry, of Western New York, will
for a time preach for the Lansing church.
Rev, A. A. Myers returns to his former field
of labor in Ky.
The fall term of Hillsdale College closed Nov.

irreligious,

profane.

spirit of sacrifice for God and his cause, Oh,
for wrestling Jacobs, and prevailing Israels,

the same authority with the
They

ies of Christians.
But evidently the time
nest, fervent and persevering determination to | for their change has come.
‘They are out
stand by and sustain the church. Let us seek of harmony with the spirit of the age but
for holiness of heart, and purity, of life.
Next session with Liverpool . church, in will not be able to resist its influences much
longer. Yet the change may not in. all
Feb., 1879.
iG. H. DaMoN, Clerk.
progress most of the time: since ho has been
respects be an improvement.
)
laboring with that people. The meeting-house
ANSON Q, M.—Held its Sept. session with
There
is
an’
interesting
article
on
an
inhas been repaired and rededicated this’ season, the Kingfield church. The exercises were of
side page treating of the same people.
Moe jan usual interest. Plans were made
and the church generally is in a prosperous
or
no.
special meetings with each church.
condition, :
:
0
| 'We were
vored by the presence of several
MICHIGAN PICKINGS. ‘Rev. J. H. Walrath, able ministers from abroad, who by their
The different religioussocieties in Buftalo,N.
counsel
and
sermons added much to the. inters
a graduate of Hillsdale College, class 78, has
Y: are considering the proprietyof inviting the
est of the occasion.
accepted a call from the church in Jackson,
Rev. Geo. Pentecost to Buffalo.
Next session with the Anson church, Dec. evangelist,
and will commence his labors the first Sabbath
, 16,
Mark L. HurcHINS, Clerk.
The plan is to secure the large “ Rink,” fit it
in Dec.
4
ELLSWORTH Q. M.—Held its Sept. session up, and hold a series of’ union meetings.
Rev. B. F. Boller, of the Theological departwith the Otter Creek church, Nov. 1-3.1—i
The Bufialo Ministers’ Association is just
ment will supp'y the church in Dover for the very good season was enjoyed, The Rev. Mr.
now digcussing the propriety of establishing a

with
a mind to work,

and

up

REV. J. B. PALMER, a graduate of Hillsdale,
of ’78, is pastor of the Free Baptist church at
Mt. Pleasant, about four miles from Racine,
Wis. A steady, continuous revival interest
without any special meetings has been in

pose, and will notity us to that effect.

last words emphasized will fitly describe Mr.
Cheney’s ways of life during the first ten years
«of his residence in the place. He was converted in 1820, and was baptized by Rev.
Zalmon Tobey during the following year. He

4.

ing the past summer.
‘¢ We are
in this State,” are his words.

The following is an abstract:
:
In 1810, Martin Cheney came "to Olneyville.
He was then eighteen years of age. The place
then contained twenty dwelling houses and
one small cotton mill, the third built in this
county, some six rum shops and one distillery,
but no meeting-house, Sunday-school or public
school. Not a fewof the inhabitants were
intemperate

session was not largely attended but there were
good congregations on the Sabbath, morning,
afternoon, and evening.
Preaching was good,
as was also social meeting Saturday afternoon,
We greatly meed reviving and a general
awakening in all our churches.
Oh, for the

that he has organized three congregations dur-

ensuing year,

seated at the tables

richly laden. it seemed

Western.
Rev. I, HOAGLAND writes from Missouri

Ses

their places, oar

others have come in to take

The Henry Bill Pub. Co., Norwich, Conn.
¥ABh WANTED
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.

Schools, or for Seminaries.
Good instructions
and very good music.
Euliven
your fin
for Christmas
playing b
racticing MASO
- PIANOFORTE: TECH.

LE BOOK OF ART |*

Magnificent in all its details. 63 Large Ele.
ant Engravings, all masterpieces by the world’s
st artists.
The Book
for Holiday Pres
ents.
Send for circular and sample engraving.

P. W. ZIEGLER & Co., 518 Arch St., Phila., Pa.
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post-free, for
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THE

THE

Poetry,
were two
stands at
were two
the night

fast.
Mamma sat in her place, her face’ more

EVE.

in the little cottage
the foot of the hill;
without food or fire,
was dark and chill.

radiant than the silver service before
her. Papa carved the beefsteak. Ned,
aged ten, and Grace, half-past seven,
were making a medley of music with
their talking and laughing, and all were
fresh as that clear November morning,

Said Mabel, the little maiden,
To the grandmother old and gray,

¢ Oh, what shall we do to-morrow ?
And

‘ Mamma,”

how shall we keep the day?’

Then the grandmother stooped and kissed her,
And smiled through her tears, as she said,
* Qur Father will not forget us,
He will give to his children bread.”
“Butoh! it is dark,” said Mabel,
¢ It is dark and very cold—
‘Will he send the ravens to feed us,
As he sent to the prophet of old?
“ The storm is beginning to gather,

The wind is murmuring low—
From the clouds will he give us manna,
Instead of the rain and snow?
Will he come to us in the morning,
As he came te his friends by the sea?
Will he kindle a fire, and feed us,
As he fed them by Lake Galilee?”
‘* He will come,” said the grandmother, softly,
“‘ We know not the heur or the way,
He surely remembers his promise;

‘We have but to wait and to pray.”
* Good wife,” said John Allen, the farmer,
‘ To-morrow is Thanksgiving Day,
‘We have prayed for the widow and orphan,
You know we must act, as we pray.
At the door, my wagon stands loaded,
So put in the cakes and the pies,
The tea, and the sugar, and chickens,

Aud we'll give them a pleasant surprise.”
———

“ The cottage is dark,” said John

Allen,

I know that He who is mindful
To feed the birds of the air,
Will never forget or abandon
The soul that trusts in his care.”

He has come to us in the night.”

Mrs. Ramsey in Little Star.
"0-4

COMING HOME.
“ Come, Kitty, come!” I said:
But still she waited—waited,

‘em

to help support his widowed mother;
Timmy O'Neil, the poor little boy with
one leg and a crutch, who sells peanuts;
Jenny Boon, the blind child of the seamstress to whom I gave some of Gracie’s
old clothes ; Kitty Blyn, the little lame
girl who sells bouquets in the park;
lad,

who

and

child

the

say-

pretty

dark-

who

leads

Emilia,

about her half-blind father, the organgrinder. If these will come, then we
shall invite General Morton’s--ehildren—
Edith and Frank, to come and help you
make the strangers happy. Their father
and mother think upon most matters as
your papa and mamma do, and will be
glad to have their children attend such a
party. Now the tongues may be untied.”

Coaxed, * I'm coming soon.
Do let me wait. He’s sure to come;
By this time father’s always home—
He rows so fast and steady;

At this point the tongues

I’m coming soon.”

were

loosed,

and made many exclamations of delight
and surprise ; but these will not be given
to the printer to put into this story.
Ned declared, ¢“ That is the strangest,

‘* Come, Kit I" her brothers cried;

But Kitty by the water

Still eagerly the distance eyed,

With “ Pm coming soon.
Why, what would evening be,” said she,

“ Without dear father home to tea?

|

‘With out his ¢ Ho, my daughter’ ?
;
Pm coming soon.”
.

Come, Kit!” they half implore,
The child is softly humming,
She hardly hears them any more;

newest, pleasantest plan that ever was
made-inthe-world-"
E
“ How will the children be invited,
mamma?” asked Grace.
“I will write notes, and send them by

the coachman, and your brother

with him.”

But “ I’m coming soon”
Is in her heart; for far from shore—
Gliding the happy waters o’er—
She sees the boat, and cries, ¢“ He's coming

!

‘We're coming soon 1”

—~St. Nicholas,

Circle,

ING TO BORIPTURE.
In a parler fumished and adorned with
all that abundant means and fine taste

‘beaatiful

Upon a marble table

lay an open book, and the lady’s bright

face bent over it. Its title was, * The
New Testament of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ.” It was dearer-fo.her than
all her wealth ‘and station éould ‘give.

When she closed the volume . she drew

her chair to the grate, léaned back in it,

and sat looking thou ightfally, almost ‘sad8

Her silent thinking vas. soon broken

may

go

“1,” said Mr. Lyndon, « will give you
something to put into your notes besides
the invitation to dinner. You may invite
each child to come to our house two
days before Thanksgiving, to receive a
new suit of clothes and shoes.”
At this

A THANKSGIVING DINNER ACQORD-

entrance

let any

they will jump out when I'm holding
back as hard as I can.”

haired Italian

“ Come, Kate!” her mother called,
‘ The supper’s almost ready.”
But Kitty in her place installed,

by the

* won't

words out if I can help it, but sometimes

ings for his goat;

With, “ Pm coming soon.
Father’s rowing home, I know,
I can not think what keeps him so,
Unless he’s just belated.—
I'm coming soon.” =

ly, into the fire.

said Grace.
“And I,” said Ned,

comes to the kitchen for the cook's

could procure, a lady, more

I

as a mouse, mamma,”

Fritz, our light-haired German

Nodding oft her pretty head

than all, sat alone.

“I'll be as mum

while

‘* Here, then, is the list for your party :
Benny Baines, the boot-black, who shines

“ He bas come,” said the little Mabel,
When the cottage was warm and light,
‘* He waited not for the morning,

: Family

who have probably never had an invitation to a Thanksgiving dinner,” said the
mother.
‘‘ How strange,mamma! We can’t wait
another minute. Now please tell us who

Gracie

the very best papa
whole world,”

declared,

‘and

“ We

mamma

end, and Thanksgiving Day
arrived.
The table in Mrs. Lyndon’s dining-room

at each plate

was a pretty bouquet of greenhouse flowers. For the dinner there was an abundance of good things: smoking oysters,

a huge turkey and roast beef, fresh cele-

ry curling over-the tops -of tall glasses;

sweet potatoes-and various other vegeta-'
bles, with plénty of érimson cranberries.
For dessert there was a

yramid

of ice-

cream and two Silva BSR Bh glogant,
feathery cake, not made too igh. “In the
center of the table:‘sood.a.

golden oranges, ia side

got

dB SS

pyramid
HE

Heh

of

PeTIYLin gra

purple and grapés
white. The
poor ¢
drew an easy chair beside his wife's. - As dren, and the rich ones;
too, greatly enthe two sat together he asked:
Is mot Joyed their dinner. “Those of them who
my little wife's - face. more grave than were unaccustomed to such good
things,
of

her

husband.

He

usual to-night?”

“1 have been reading,” said she, * one

of our

Lord's

rules

of life,

which

have never obeyed.”
*¢ Whatis that?” asked Mr. Lyndon.

we

* When thou makest a feast, call the
poor, the maimed, the lame, and the
blind.”

‘“ But we have sent more

we could number to the

poor,

feasts than
Many

of

them would bring uncleanliness, and perhaps disease, to us if invited to sit with

so handsomely served, showed no greediness or any ill manners. Mr. and Mrs.

Lyndon, Ned

and Grace,

and

the two

young Mortons sat at the table, and by
kind, lively talk made the strangers happy and at ease. After ‘dinner came the
sports. In the children’s large playroom were games, battledoor, and shuttlecock,

hoops,

and

various

things

amuse. Though a city house, Mr.
don’s was blessed with a back
Most of it was invested in a grass
and ‘through this was a paved

and blessed them.
The white light of day was beginning
to grow gray when Mrs. Lyndon said,
* Dear children, it is time for us to part.
The boys may go now. When the coachman comes with the carriagewe will send
the little girls to their homes.”
As the boys passed to

the

street

were

prolonged,

and

young Bert for a grateful burden

chickens, some sweet

potatoes,

ed,

- discussed,

and

adopted... This littlestory isnot gaingtd

wor

don

‘

I have no doubt that when You

as

a

One sad, sad morning, in the summer

With a little trouble

of 1870, Bertie and his baby sister were
carried from their beds to one of the windows of their home, that they might have
a farewell look at papa. In vain Bertie
cried out, * Papachen! Mamma! Hans!
lieber Hans!”
Papa mounted on his
good, true Hans, waved his sword in farewell to the child, but rode on at the head
of his regiment. Mamma walked on, too,
followed by many wives, mothers and
sisters, all of whom could say :
“Gott segne

dich!

Auf

*

*

*

falling.

Thanksgiving dinner, unlike any we have

painful

trouble

had

a firm

to place;

find that

we shall

made

thee.

But

when

thou

makest

a

‘‘ But, papa,” asked Ned,

mean that we shall never

our

Sud-

lick on his cheek,

un-

and

Hans

pressed

his

cles, aunts, and cousins, nor any people

head

who will ask us sometime P”
‘Oh no, my son, it can not mean that ;
it means that we shall sometimes * bid the
poor, the maimed, the lame, the blind 7

strength breaking completely, the colonel
threw his arms around the neck of his
faithful charger, and kissing him, cried
like a child. After a while, gathering
himself together, he cut off the much
carressed forelock from the head of dear
Hans, and sent him away to be shot—put

and so we determined to have this year a
Thanksgiving dinner according to Seripture.”—8.

8. Times.

5

Hans was a beauty!

Lis master’s; then,

his

out of suffering—for too well he knew

"ro

(HANDSOME

against

neither time nor skill could save
handsome
Hans.—Mprs. . Minnie

HANS.

A black Arabian

Funcke, Nicholas Jor November.

poor,
= Von

horse—the colonel’s war-horse!
He had a glossy, silky coat; and with
his arched neck and magnificent form, he
was indeed a.pleasure to behold.
When his master bought him, Hans was

|

that the world had something more serious

mind his mother, and smokes cigars, and
once in a while swears just a little ; but T

young and wild, but a good military training sobered him a little,and made him feel
for him to do than prancing and dancing all

day long. Now this horse's master was
my colonel, and that is how I know all
about him, you see. Hans was very fond
of sugar. One day—down in the yard,

before mounting our horses for our usual

morning ride—the man-servant let go
his bridle. Hans sprang forward to reach
the sweets I held out to him, tripping me
up, over my riding-dress. The colonel
came up quickly to help me, saying:
‘Hans!

halt!”

Instantly

Hans

obeyed,

and there he stood, one leg held over me,
the

head

stretched

out,

and

upper

lip

raised ; and though the sugar lay on my
chest where it had fallen from my hand,

he never moved until I was on my feet
again. Youmay be sure he got that piece
of sugar, and more too; but he seemed to
be still more pleased when his master pat-

ting him said in caressing tones,

* My

Another thing Hans liked was to assist
at the military parades and manceuvres,
Ah! then he curved his beautiful neck,

in bis old quarters in Dresden, and he was

get 53333333334—all threes except
the first. and last figures; which read togethe
r

54, the multiplier. Taking the same multiplicand and using 27, the haloff54, 4s the multi-

plier, we get a productof 26666666667—all
sixes

except the first and last figures, which read together give 27, the multiplier.
Next inter-

chang ing the figures in the number: 27, and
using 72 as the multiplier with 987654321 as the
miultiplicand, we obtain a product of T111111
1112—all ones except the first and last figures
,
which read together give 72, the multiplier.—
New Orleans Picayune.

«I kdow

let me
Walter

have been brought up better than that.
He won’t hurt ‘me, and I should think
you would trust me. Perhaps T can do
him some good.”
“Walter,” said his mother, * take this
one drop of ink into it.”

“0

and put just
:

mother, who would have thought

one drop would blacken a glass so!”
“Yes, it has changed the color of the
whole, has it not? Itis a shame to do
that, Just put one drop of clear water
in, and restore its purity,” said Mrs.
Kirk.
“ Why, mother, you are laughing at
me.

One

drop,

or a dozen,

or

fifty,

won't do that.”
‘“ No, my son; and, therefore, I can
not allow one drop of Will Hunt's evil
pature to mingle with your careful training, many drops of which will make no
impression on him."—New York Weekly
Witness.,
0-0-0
roo

for Godis all-sufficient; he can defend,

deliver, or supply.

el hundreds of miles.

When

they

meet

with

broad lakes, they take a very extraordinary
method of erossing. They approach the banks,
and perceiving the distance between them
and the opposite shore, they return, as if by
common consent, into the neighboring forest,
each in search of a pieee of bark or light wood,
which answers the purpose of a boat to ferry

them over, When the whole company is provided in this manner, they boldly commit
their flcetto the waves, each squirrel sit~
ting on his own boat, and fanning the air with

his (ail in order to drive himself across. In
this orderly manner they set out and often
occasionally

broad

in

happens, however,

this

way.

that the

poor squirrels encounter such a gale that near-

he does mot always

glass of pure, cold water,

MIGRATORY SQUIRRELS.
Squirrels in Lapland are in the habit of emigrating in large parties, and sometimes trav-

It

ONE DROP OF INK.
‘“Idon’t see why you won't
play with Will Hunt,” pouted

Kirk,

ER

,

ly all their vessels are capsized and

they are

shipwrecked. It is an ill wind that blows nobody good, however, and the ishipwreck, so

disastrous to the squirrel, is a matter of great

rejoicing on the part
shore,

who gathers

of the Laplander

up

thrown on shore by the

the

dead

waves,

oft

animals

eats the

and sells the skins,

flesh

GLUES HIMSELF IN.
living on

the rocks in the sea,who,not being able to shut

his house and lock the door,

is obliged

to use

other means to keep out intruders, and to stay
where he chooses. His way is simply to glue

to a rock!

He

makes

for himself, in the softer rocks, a home, which

a hollow, perhaps

an eighth of an

inch deep, but it is all he needs, for he

carries

his roof on his back. His shell is round and
sloping on every side like a roof, so that when
he is glued into his little pit, itis almost impossible to get him

himself, and

out.

it is always

‘When he wants to let go

The

glue

ready
his

he makes

in his

hold,

foot.

he

pours

out of another reservoir in the useful foot, a
few drops of water, which dissolves the glue
and lets him go. All day he stays at home and
rests, and at night he wunglues himself and
walks out to get something to eat.
He's a
limpet, and he has only one foot.
That’s no
matter, though—he wouldn’t know what to

:

do with two.

insects

that

frequent

the

waters,

quire predaceous animals to keep them
due limits, as well as those that
earth; and the water-spider is one
remarkable upon whom that office
To this end, her instinct instructs

re-

within

inhabit the
of the most
is devolved,
her to fab-

rieate a kind of diving-bell inthe bosom of that
element.

Orators are

She usually selects

still

dict of other writers, and

waters

for

this purpose. Her house is an oval cocoon,
filled with air and lined with silk from which
threads issue in every direction, and are fast
ened to the surrounding plants. - In this co.
coon, which is open below, she watches for
her prey, and even appears to pass the winIt is most
ter, wlen she closes the opening.
commonly, yet not always, under water; but

treated un-

Forensic

the recorded ver-

to illustrate

the sub-

ject by choice extracts from the speeches
and
sermous of the various distinguished
men,
skillfully weaving into the whole both
anecdote and incidentat once entertaining snd
illustrative. Among political orators are
mentioned such men as Burke, Grattan and O’Con
nell of Irish fame; Chatham, Fox, Brou
gham

and Canning of

Clay,

Calhoun,

English;

and

Webster

and

Patrick Henry,

Everett

of our

own country.
Of forensic orators,sketches are
given of but three,—~Erskine, the great
English
pleader,
and William
Pinkney
‘and Rufus
Choate the two greatest
Ame
n co
p
ers. Of pulpit orators, Whitefield, Hall,
Chalmers only are given—a very limited selecti
on

it will be agreed, though a good

it goes.
For our own
value of the book would

ed

bad

less

space

one

so far as

part, we think the
have been enhane-

been

devoted

to

the

generalizations of the first fin chapters
and
more space given to the actual achievements

of the world’s great orators, ancient and modern. Names here are necessarily omitted for

-want of space which belong in company with
those given.
The book, however, as it stands,

is both very entertaining

and

is especially to be commended

instructive, and
to the perusal of

our young men both as a model in style and as
presenting the best models for imitation. in the
pursuit of that art which, to be true art, must
supplement nuture, and which moves

always move the world.

and will

We have

seen no

book anywhere which so well and graphically
treats the subject named as this hook by Prof.
:
~
Mathews.
LITERARY NOTES.
A society is being formed in London to Carry
out the reprinting of the old works of early
Presbyterianism,
popular

fairy

in

press

books

new

of #ans

| Christian Andersen and the brothers Grimm,

A cheap, popular edition of Herbert Spencer’s four essays on education will soon be ig-

sued in England.

Mr. Spencer will

‘spend the

winter in Algeria.

Joaquin Miller is announced to lecture in this
country during the coming winter upon ¢ Lit-.
“ Old

erary London,” * What is Poetry?” and

and New Rome.”
The

complete

edition

of Spinoza’s

works.

which Berthold Auerbach edited thirty years
ago is about to appear in a new and revised

form. The biography has been enlarged and
re-written, and such of Spinoza’s works as
have been discovered during the interval have
been added to the collection,
John Calvin's Catechism, in the origina
French edition, printed soon after

at Geneva,

in

1536, was

lately

Nation: Library of France, and

since been issued in Geneva

he

arrived

found in the
a reprint

and Paris,

has.

This

edition was for many years believed to have
been entirely lost, no copy

WONDERFUL PROVISION OF NATURE,

The

chosen the sim seems to be to combine brief:

to exist,

O0-O-06

The

Orators.”

and Pulpit orators, and representa
tive men are
chosen from each of these groups
us examples
of celebrity and models of excellence
, The selections are culled exclusively from
English,
Irish and American history.
The method of
treatment is one which, though by
no means
profound or exhaustive, will commend
itself to
the general reader. In treating of
each subject

editions of the

There’s a curious little creature

is merely

and

J. B. Lippincott & Co, have

0-0-0
>

himselfby the footon

*¢ Oratory

54 asthe —muitiptier] |analysis by the author with

cross lakes several miles

40+

45 gives

ing the figures of 45, take 54as the multiplier,
and. taking

of

book is not a learned and diffuse disqu
isition
on the general subject of public Speak
ingy nor
a manual of elocution of the cut-and-dr
ie] order, in disguisebut
, rather a fresh, racy and
every way readable book, treating somew
hat
of oratory in the abstract, but of actual
orators
and oratory in the main. Several chapt
ers are
devoted to a consideration of the qualif
ications
of orators, their difficulties and helps,
and followed by ‘a very readable chapter on
“ The

Tests of Eloquence.”

we obtain another remarkable product 6666666
606. Returning to the nrultiplicand first used,

he

denly he felt a warm breath and a gentle

character

der three divisions, viz, ; Political;

4444444445.
Reversing the order of the digits
and multiplying 123456789 by 45 we get
a result equally curious, 5555635505.
If we take
123456789 as the multiplicand, and interchang-

a

Matthews,

4
Worid,? * The Grea
On in the
their Use and Abuse,” ete.,
Chi
:
8. C. Griggs & Co. 12mo. Pp.ete.
450. (#200
Those who have read previous
books by
Prof. Mathews
will readily apprehend the

leather fits
But the air
its way in,
sucker that

fii: Son was gins
_A OURIOSITY OF NUMBERS.

sur-

geons could find time fo help him.

‘does that

invite

busy

ORATORY AND ORATORS
by Wm.
. D., author
of 4 Gott

.

* The multiplication of 987654321 by

hard it was to be laid by, and not continue

fell back and waited until the

Fiterary Beviety,

it actually sticks it all the firmer to the stone.

the work he had begun—to leave the bat-

ed: for they can not recompense thee ;
for thou shalt be recompensed at the
resurrection-of thejast: 19

in the Alps.

'it requires

The force that is exerted upon the sucker
is
called atmospheric pressure, and is exactly the
same power which keeps the limpet on
the
rock and the fly’s foot on the ceiling. — Little
Folks Magazine.

his

tle-field for the sick-room.
Pale and weak from loss of blood,

ure

sucking hold

thus formed, for the soft, wet
closely to the stone all around it.
tries with might and main to force
und it presses so closely upon the

moment some ®f the colonel's own men
marched by, and seeing consternation on
their faces at the sight of their wounded
leader, he cried out, swinging his cap to
them—
‘ Forward, boys! To-day decides; do
your best !”—in that moment he felt how

feast, call the poor, the maimed, the
lame, the blind : and thou shalt be bless-

take

space there between the sucker and the stone.
The air cannot get into the little chamber

wound when he saw his true, good Hans

2180 bid thee again, and a recompense be

also

et being often deepened into
a glowing
The Alpine plants often grow
in dense

masses, and their extraordinar
y splendor of
coloring lends that magic char
m to the fresh
green turf which renders the past
ure lands of
the High Alps so famous.— Sketc
hes of Nat.

in water to

We will now

leather has taken such

321,
ever had before. Mamma read one night,- -tremb
patient
lin
by hisgly
side. At this | 987654
again, we
with some strange

new pair of eyes she
had never used
before, these words
in the New Testament:
‘When thou
makest a dinner or a supper, call not thy
friends, nor thy brethren, neither thy
kinsmen, nor thy rich neighbors, lest they

purple.

The reason why the leather * sucker,”as it
is called, acts in this way is because, ‘when we
pull the string. we raise up the center of the
leather, and make a little tent-shaped hollow

*

than

it prop-

leather at the end of the

some force to separate them.

out of his

_ The colonel felt as if he

more

ation under the influence of the
constant summer light and rays of the midn
ight sun, white
and viol

Now, with this simple

upon the stone that we can carry it from place

saddle just in time—man and horse were

much

of polar districts, where the
hues not only become more tiery, but unde
rgo a complete alter-

against the hole

gently pulling the string we shall find that the

that Hans was wounded; rode to many of
his officers, and gave directions for the
coming hours of battle. Then he rode to

this

id
, with a rich brown, shadiog
to black
are observable amidst the.
white ang yellow
flowers of the low countrie
s, and these tints
likewise seem to assume a pure
r
zling hue in these high regi and more dazons.
A similar
richness of coloring is met with
in vegetation

hold of the free end of the string, and drop the
leather upon the stone we wish to raise.
On

After a moment, the colonel, not knowing |

lifted

ALPINE FLOWERS,

The Alpine flowers have a
remarkah
and vivid coloring. The
most ny
and reds

It must be

string has been soaked tome hours

her iri

bsp
© ,
GAR

erly, be able to lift stones of several pound
s
weight.
But before we try to do so we must

soldiers, a cruel chassepot hall went
through the colonel’s leg at the ankle, and
came out on the other side of Hans’ body.

an ambulance, and was

it wnswers

make, out of

contrivance we shall, if we have made

make it soft and pliable.

put off when

mocks all inquiries.— Science
Review,

as the

that no air can get through the opening, or
our

take care that the

secret art

Of attraction and repulsion
that

We must then fasten to it a yard

experiment
will fail.

er, and bydome

x

can

knot should be so hammered

ber, 1870, at the great battle of Sedan, in
France, between the French and German

drew on. Of course they all talked of the
party.
:
Mr. Lyndon said: “I will tell you,

we

manner

Itis a wonder

to elot
,
body with oir, as with
a' garment,
whic
rid
h in
she
can

of string, by means of a hole pricked
in the
middle of the leather, a knot at the end of
the
string, preventing it from coming away.
This

or creature is

*

been explained.

about the size of a silver dollar, and also of
the

same shape.

wiedersehen,

*

same

thes

ful provision
which enables an animal
that breathes the af.
mospheric alr, to fill her
house with it under
wat

The same

that is used for the soles of boots.

The train moved out of sight,

*

water. How

simple materials, a very good imitation
of one
of these hairs, sufficiently large to see
how
they act. First, we must get a bit of leathe
r

80 Gott will!” at the railway station—for
they were going to the war—these brave
soldiers.
- The last view of the departing heroes
that Bertie’s mamma had, was asthe train
rolled swiftly away, that of Hans head,
stretched over the orderly’s shoulders
from the half-door of a closely-packed
horse-car. The dear old fellow looked interested and wise; he was a hero in his

*

round the grate fire, as, without, darknes
s

have

hairs act in precisely the

and appears like
this ghe enters

e little ani.
mals can envelop their
abdomen with an air.
bubble, and retain it till
they enter their cells
is still one of nature’s mys
teries that has not

that enables the limpet to hold on so
to the rock enables the fly, by means of
little hairs, to trot about upside down;
principle thé swelled-out ends of the

body of the limpet.

On the morning of the first of Septem-

How quiet the house was when all were
gone! Mr. and Mrs. Lyndon, Ned and
Grace, and the young Mortons, gathered

to

out moving it a quarter ofan inch.

power
firmly
those
for in

With

displacing an equa
l mass of
water, again ascends for
g second lading, til
she has sufficiently fill
ed her house with ic,
80
as to expel all

have been

stick, however the waves may beat agains
t
them, and they stick hard, too—hardey than
the strongest cement could fasten them, Have
you ever tried to pull one of these limpets from
its place? Ifyou have not, I can assure you
that you or I might pull and pull away with-

comforters!

as was given to the boys.

came

well

a globe of quicksilver.

‘ber cocoon, and

the seaside you have often-noticed the limpetsat
which stick so hard to the rocks. = There they

beauty ; he was as docile and good as he
was full of life and fun.

than he is.

it. One of the servants went with them,
holding on her lap the dear blind child as
her special charge.
To each one was given a basket containing the same remembrance for mother

we

as

and Bertie’s mamma walked to her home
alone, and into her nursery to her little

came, and the little girls were placed in

how

horse,

a parcel

derful and how comforting it is that’ the’ ‘found himself with'his three ‘companions

gay lio
ean bend
hli

———

on his

who does his duty—does willingly what
he is told to do by those who are wiser

of sugar and one of tea, to carry home to
mother. In afew minutes the carriage

children,

Hans was a clever

the air to it in the foll
owing manner : She usyally swims on her back
, when he I abdomen is
enveloped in a bubble
of air,

Gurrositics.

HOW A FLY WALKS ON THE OEILING.

back. He even liked to have baby's chubby fingers pulling his flowing mane. Yes!

Coming down to modern times, we find
family table.”
and with high and dainty step seemed to
there are also [Here were balls, mafbles, and other pro- be saying to himself, “I and my master! Martin Luther to have been one of the
most charming talkers of the ages. Fond
safely receive, visions for fun. ~The boys took naturally My master and I!”
of society, fond of music, fond of children,
that we ought more to the yard, in which they could
But one day the parades were no more intensely earnest, outspoken, and bub-:
sometimesto obey literally that tender knock about and make plenty of noise
for show ; everything was in deadly, ter- bling over with humor, he had just the
command of the Master’s.”
with no feeling of restraint. The girls
rible earnest. The bullets whizzed around qualities which make a good converser;
* Little mother, you are as wise as you as naturally liked best the play-room in
him,
killing many poor horses and brave and we find his * Table-Talk” abounding
are winning. You have already per- the house. Here, too, was seen gentle
soldiers fighting for their Fatherland. in those illuminated thoughts that cast
suaded me. Do what you desire in this Timmy O'Neil with his crutch. It was
Many a time,my colonel has told me, with *‘ a light as from a painted window” upon
matter, andit shall be my will.”
sweet to see how kind all were to him ;
‘his arms around dear old Hans’ neck, he every theme, even the deepest and most
~_ ** Every inch of your six feet, my hus- and still more attentive were they to the
band, is full of goodness and sympathy, blind child. Her face, at first lonely and thanked his heavenly Father that they dreary. The more intimately we know
were both spared after the battles. That Luther the better we like him.
as wellas strength,” ="
sad, soon grew bright, and her laugh as was during the war of 1866 in Germany.
TUTTO
0-0
bb
i
ro re
After these mutual, ‘loving praises, a [ light-heartedas any. one’s. How
.wen- | At last peace returned to the land, Hans
Dare
to
be
upright,
honest,
and
sincere,
plan was
propos

us and our children at. the
‘“ That is true; but
many whom we might
and my heart tells we

.

daily

door,

to | brave Hans!"

Lynyard.
plot,
walk,

rides

1878.

at home again.
a little. During
colonel married
you know—and’
were the
same,

own right, just as any man

‘Mr. Lyndon handed to each anew marketbasket in which were a pair of roasted

the

The long week of waiting “came to an

was handsomely set, and

on earth, laid his hands on children’s heads

have

in

daily

When all hands were clean, the owners
of them were led down to the library, and

allowed to handle books and pictures, to
look as long as they liked at them, and at
ter over last night, and decided to have
another dinner-party, but not like last all the beautiful and curious things.
After this treat, all passed to the parlor
year's. ‘We shall have a party of little
to enjoy what could be found there. Soon
people.”
‘* A party of little people for Ned and Mr. and Mrs. Lyndon went to the piano.
me ; oh, that will be fine, fine!” exclaim- Mrs. Lyndon played, and her husband
Joined her in singing. All the children
ed Grace.
“Jolly, jolly! Hurrah for our chil- who could sang, too, and a very sweet
dren's Thanksgiving party!” said Ned. concert that was. Then Mr. Lyndon sat
down, asking all the children to do so,
*“ How many shall we have, and who?”
‘“ What if you should not be pleased and ne gave them a loving, cheerful talk.
when we give you our list?” said Mr. He urged them to be Christian children,
which was, he said, simply to love and
Lyndon.
“Oh! you and mamma always make please the Lord. He spoke of truthful.| ness and of love, and told them how these
pleasant plans for us,” said Ned.
““ This is to be a new kind of party, are beyond all measure better and greater than riches, or even learning, or anyunlike any we have ever had.”
‘‘ But, papa,” said Grace, *¢ children thing in all the world. He closed by offering a fervent prayer to Him who, when
always like all sorts of new things.”

“ We are going to invite some children

bappy, I think, to be
Things changed for him
the winter of 1867-68 my
an American girl-—me,
so, though the parades

27,

A lively ceremony they made of sugar treats were instituted ; also, Hans
it in that safe place for the running over of was pleased when the young wife was
their spirits and the splashing of water. proud of him and his master, and looked
There was plenty of foam and fun as two very wise when she spoke to him.
A
or three pairs of hands scrambled together couple of years later he delighted in
bein the marble basin for the soap.
ing led around and around the house, with

¢ Thanks-

* Then promise not to speak
am telling you.”

‘ My sister,” he said to the widow,
And she came at his call to the door,
‘‘ Behold what the Master has sent you;”
And she answered, “ He thinks on the poor.

*

Grace,

NOVEMBER

hands.

here in a week. Are you
another dinner-party, such
Thanksgiving Day?”
papa and I talked the mat-

| our company is to be.”

+“ Now what is the meaning of this?
Iam glad I have brought them the candles,
And the wood, I’m sure ’s not am iss.”

—By

said

giving will be
going to have
as we had last
‘“ Yes, your

STAR,

Everywhere
the little Lyndons and
Mortons were so many benevolent busy
bees flying about to attract others to all
the pleasant things.
;
At four o'clock Mrs. Lyndon invitad the
children into the bath-roomn to wash their

repeat the talk, but will tell how the
plan came out next morning at break-

THANKSGIVING
There
That
There
And

MORNING

© id

of it being known

‘D. Lothrop& Co. will issue 120,000 copies of
the splendidly illustrated holiday Wide Awake».
Also, they have just ready a fine illustrated re-

ligious gift book fer the million—the

old, well

beloved hymn, “ Jesus, Lover of My Soul,” illustrated by Robert Lewis, and placed at a

popular price,
They have now ready the
three long-promised illustrated volumes of

gelence for children, © Eyes Right,’ by Adam
Stwin,*“Overhead,”’by Annie Moore and Lau ra
D. Nichols, and * Four Feet, Wings and Fins, §
by Mrs. Anderson-Maskell.
Wide Awake for

1879 and 1880 will be notable for an illustrated
geries entitled “ Our American Artists,” by 8.
G,'W. Benjimin, Each of the twenty-four
papers will give the portrait and autograph

its inhabitant has filled it for her respiration,

made to make our young folks acquainted wit

which enables

modern American art.

her to live in it.

‘She

conveys

of

an artist, studio interior, and ¢apy of 3 paint
ing. It is the most important temp; gel

—

«ui

1

AL

STATE

SHINE10

Saturday.

In church, or.camp, or state.
WORM

=u

had

15

abopt

tweed, chi

All practice it; and he Who i§ content
'
Wit show ing, what ‘he is, shall have small
3

men.

The

200.

elderly

qererel plain,

i dressed

They

5

were

‘among

women

The

better,

So wags the striking wag their
LwOld Play,

ogi

&

the

were dressed

Oung women were

One thing

particularly

mode of gieeting. : No

sooner wouldan elderly gentleman per
One crime fs everything; two nothing.— ceive another elderly gentleman drivin
Deluzy.
fain
trough the gate in his barouche than hé
sa
Even the weakust man is strong enough to would
* Why,
there's
Brother
enforce his convictions.~ Goethe.
Jacob, declare;
looking younger ‘an
No man was ever truly great without

education,

babit

and

seen

him

look

this

two

the hand of his ‘old-time friend would
come sliding along his shoulder, ‘‘Broth-

imitation,

er Jacob,

how.

are

you?”

and

his old

There

was to be one baptism.

The

subject was a young woman of about 22.
Inasmuch as the font had never been used

before, being new, there was
great
curiosity to seeit; work. / Préviously
all

the baptisms wera made
in the Schuylkill.

§

There were brief services, appropriate to
the “bapti¥m, in" the church. Then the
When 1 sée aman with a serene countenance, Songregution was adjourned by Rev. John
it Jooks like a great leisure that he enjoys, but Harley of Pottstown, and everybody went
in reality he
sails on no summer’s sea
This out
‘and stood around the font. The
steady sailing comes of a heavy hand on the young woman, clothed in a woolen
dress,
tiller. - Thoreau.
approached the font led by two other
Man is and always was a blockhead and women.
Mr. Harley entered first, dedullard ; much readier to feel and digest than scending the steps carefully, deeper and
to think and consider. Let but the rising
of
world

ou

pen twice, and it ceases to be marvelous, to be
noticeable,to be noteworthy.— Sartor Resar-

-

tus,

deeper, till

THE DUNKERS.
Times,

following
taken

from

in

the Philadelphia

connection

with

the

shortly

shoot downward,

there

at

was a sudden

which

everybody

involuntarily exclaimed ® ugh!” and Mr.

Harley stood on the bottom in three
of water.

The

the tunnels and shafts ‘the!’ placer miner’

for the ¢
long a

h
hol

AE

ping the
fring the

from the quartz lodes in the hills, bo
capitalists Have taken hold ofthe ‘mining

business of the : Black Hills, and many
quartz millsof the best class are running. The truth aout the yield of gold
is hard to find out, because the owners of

year.”

But little do men perceive what solitude is, friend would fondly clasp him around the
and how far it extends.
For a crowd is no neck and kiss him, Brother Jacob reciprocompany ; men’s faces are hut like pictures in cating as affectionately ac he received.
a gallery, and talk but a tinkling cymbal, where Other elderly men would come up and go
there is no love.—Bacon.
:
through the same performance with the
arrived brother, all remarking
Intellectual activity
is incompatible with newly
any large amount of bodily exercise.
Burns upon the youthfulness of his looks, notnever made a song in baying-time.
He was withstanding
Brother Jacob would prono poet while a farmer, and no farmer while & test that
his limbs bad been failing him
poet,— Hawthorne.
for three years. The female members of
ood of the world is purty de- his family would be greeted by handfotorie” facts: AQ thRt things Shaking from the men and embraces and
kisses from the women.

of a

FLOYD, infant’ son ‘of Jacob and Louisa
‘Openings to ‘the Layman,
died in* Edenton ‘Ohio, Nov. 1st;

Ata

sign

from

the

feet

minister,

the convert reached out her hand and was
led down the steps to a place by his side.
Then she kneeled, the water coming up
to her breast. . The minister asked her if
she

believed

in

the

Saviour.

¢ Yes,”

A PAPER-FOLDING MACHINE,
A model of a paper-folding maehine,
recentlyinvented by J. C. Kneeland of
Northhampton, Mass., is shortly to be
built by the Holyoke Machine Company.
The inventor claims that the machine
will fold paper into. sheets of any size,
from that -of the largest news to the
smallest note, and that it can be so
gauged as to deliver it in whole, half or
quarter quires, which process

being con-

tinued packs it in reams, half-reams or,
quarters, He also says that this machine
will do away with the necessity of the
hydraulic press, owing to the pressure to
which the paper is subjected during the
process of folding.

Only

el has as yet been made,

a wooden

and

the

mod-

ma-

chine company offer to build an iron one
at their own risk.— Boston Transcript.
&--0
* +o

of the

Brethren,”

or

German

Baptists. Outsiders only call them Dunkers.
Alexander Mack was the founder of the
sect in this country.
Mack came over
from Germany and established the first
church in Germantown, where it exists
and flourishes to this day. Dunkers
smile at the notion prevailing among outsiders that a long beard is a requisite to
membership among the men. Itis only
optional, they say. Few are to be found
now who wear long beards. In their
early history in this country it was dif

ferent.

Beards were worn half a yard

first, they acquit him,

only it must not

be

repeated.
Deacons and elders have a
place in the church the same as in other
churches. Differences arising. between
neighbors of such a nature as may, if not
adjusted. keep them from partaking
of
the love-feast and sacrament, are confided
to the visiting deacons, who go around
among the members several weeks before the love-feast, and, learning
how
things stand,

mediate between neighbors,

and get them.if

possible,

communion.

early

At

in a state for

candle-light

on

Saturday the feet-washing began. The
is men on their side and the women on their
by immersion, kneeling and dipping three side sat on benches in their - bare feet.
times forward,
Tubs of water were placed at the head of
To the west of Pottstown two miles, in each row of seats.
Two men
with
Chester county, on the Old State road, aprons and towels,on the men's side, and
stands an ancient slate-colored house. Tt two women with the same on the womis the Dunker meeting house of North en's side, moved along the row, one
Coventry. This part of Chester county— washing the feet and the other wipin
the north-east—hus about 250 Dunkers. them. After the feet-washing, they a
Between the old slate: colored house and galfiieh around the tables, spread with
the road, imbedded in “a brook which
nglish biscuit, cheese and coffee. This
courses through the church grounds, may was the love-feast. With the Dunkers
be see a newly made, rough, square box. the love-feast extends "to the length of
Around that box, Saturday at 1 o'clock, appeasing the appetite. Plenty is supwere gathered a small crowd of young plied and all eat their fill, After this
women and young men and children. the sacrament is partaken of, which does
There wasn’t anything
in
particular not differ from that of other churches.
about the newly made rough box planted Last year at the love-feast they used 1600
in the mire there, save that it bad lids biscuits,
’
padlocked down. Water ran in above
and, after filling the box to a depth of
WOMEN IN CHINA,
about three feet, ran out below,
It was
A novel and striking feature in connecabout ten feet long, five feet wide and tion with the Chinese Minister's enterfour feet deep.
tainment in London was the new departThe services attendant on the Dunker ure
taken by His Excellency from the
annual love-feast were to begin at 2 established custom of his country in alo'clock, At half past1 there appeared on lowing his wife to be present to. do the

long.

The Dunker

mode of baptism

the scene a man with a barouche,

a

wife

honors as hostess. What. will his fellow
and children, and a key tounluck the countrymen
in China say to such a conbox. Depositing the second item of his cession to the foreigner, such a deviation
possessions’ on the church door-step, and from their social system ? The higher
securing the first to the fence, he brought

the third down to the

box,

unlocked

the

classes of Chinese,

like

true

Orientals,

keep their women strictly secluded from
padlock, raised the lids and disclosed a the vulgar gaze.
Womans position in
chestful of water of the dimensions afore- China is not an enviable one. She is looked
said. Steps led down to the bottom. from down upon as an inferior, is seldom .edthe corner next the church. It was the ucated, and is regarded more in the light
baptismal font.
Other carriages came of an appanage than as a helpmeet, coun-:
thick with their loads of men, women and selor, and friend. Even as early as her
children; old-fashioned Sangalls, new entrance upon life she receives a chilltop-buggies ; old tup-buggies and
spring ing welcome; Chinese parents invariably
bi
the church yard* was full and desire sons, no matter how many, childhitching space at a premium.
ren they may have.—The Hong Kong
The majority of the men were old and Press.
the majority of the women were old.
re
ff pr Apr re
There were more young women present

DEADWOOD.

than young men, the latter seeming exceedingly scarce.

‘lhere

are those

who

will say the Dunker sect is dying out, and

Deadwood

now

has

a population

of

point to the great
preponderance of old
people over youngin their places of meet-

about 4,000, and is the commercial center of the Black Hills region.
It has
rude theaters, dance houses, gambling

ing as an indication of
Dunkers scout this notion.

hells, and uncounted bar-rooms; yet a
recent visitor says there is far less ruf-

it. But
** Why,

the
we

hud 30 converts last winter and spring,”
said a prominent Dunker to whom this

fianism than might fairly
a new mining

place.

be expected in

There are banks,

26.

well.”

Sham work is not confined to the
plumbing business. The manufacture of
cheap buggies is now a prominent Cincinnati industry—30,000 being annually

made.

They are sold for $40, or three

for $100, and are principally bought by
young farmers to go courting in. The
courtship has to be very short, or

outlast the buggy.— The Plumber.

it will

Negotiations have been set on foot by
two parties, one in England and the other
in Paris, for the purchase of the London
Daily Telegraph, the only question

matter of price,
84,250,000.

the

sum

is the

asked

being

The circulation of this paper

ig said to average: 200,000 daily, and
Lawson, Levy & Moss, the proprietors,
are willing to sell and start a new paper.
As the happy couple were leaving the
church, the husband said to the partner of
his wedded life: ¢ Marriage must seem a
dreadful thing to you; why, you were all
of a

tremble,

and

one could

hardly hear

you say, ¢Iwill.’” «I will have more
courage and say it louder next time,” said
the blushing bride.
:

sohn, $3000, total, $24,000.

Besides these,

there are other salaries and running expenses for which about $50,000 has been
subscribed.
The use
prohibited

of the ferule having been
in the Galveston (Tex.)

schools, one of the

teachers,

Mrs.

Gar-

land, has brought a bad boy to terms
with a dose of castor oil, which he abominated above all things; his paients complained to the school boardin consequence
and the board wants the woman to take
out a patent on her invention.

ILLSDALE

ate cause of death was whooping

treat of the

origin

and

1,

1880,

and

to

history of the

disease, particularly in Great Britain and

its- dependencies, its preventicn,

charac-

teristics and treatment and how long the

virus can lie dormant in the system.

Christian faith is a grand cathedral,
with divinely pictured windows,
Stand-

ing without, you see no glory nor can
possibly imagine any; 'standing within,
every ray of light reveals a harmony
unspeakable splendors.— Hawthorn,

of

AND en
HEMORRHAGES.

closes

Sclenusic

paratory,

COLLEGE.—Michigan.
Theolo

cal,

Sah
Sufferers
who

iH

™

JOHN E., infunt son of Francis
A. Hawthorn, died in Blanchester;
5, aged 4 months and 19 days. He
ly afflicted with scrofula, but the

Music an

riments.

Neuralgia. atomic
tai
of bowels
use of the
J
gh

Fre yf

El

ELBERT I., eldest son

of Rev.

e

quickly.

MRS. OLIVE.

wife

of Rev.

8.

E, SMITH.
D. Millay,

uncle Rev. Samuel Hutchins, and united

mar-

TIBBITTS, ESQ.,of East Exeter,

died Oct. 14, aged 90 years and 7 months.
He wus born in Banger, Me.. in 1788.
At the
age of four years his parents removed to the
town

of

a

H

a

0)

and

-th

re

remuine

1

13.

itil]

Joseph was 21 years ot age, . Thev then went
to Exeter, where the young pioneer took up a
farm of wild land, made himself a home and
has dwelt near the spot ever since; He hasbeen
twice married, is father of eight children, all

livipg at the present

time.

His

second

wife

survives hum.
He nevermade any/ open profession of religion, but was a man of intelli
gence
and moral worth, of secret devotion
and prayer, reverenced God’s Word, day, and
all the ordinances of religion.
He was a reader of the Morning Star for many years.
He
was a kind busband and indulgent father, of a
cheerful and happy turn of mind.
His last
sufferings were not very severe, and when
death came it found him ready and he departed without fear, for his trust” was in the Un-

seen.

ast season his health began to give away, and
ie was sensible that dissolution was near.
At
times his sufferings were severe, but his trust’

at rest.

He

died in peace, surrounded by all of his surviving family.
He leaves to mourn a_ wife,

three sons and one daughter.

J. R.

Mgrs. POLLY CHAMBERS died at Kittery
Point, Me., Sept. 7, aged 90 years and 4
months.
She wus born in Portsmouth, N. H.,

but passed ber chiluhood and youth in Ep-om.

Her home bas been in this town since her
marriage in Oct. , 1811. Prior ‘to her residence
here she attended the Congregational church,
but professed religion under the labors of the
Freewill Baptists, was baptized by Eld.* John
Hammond,
joined the F. B. church, and
remained a worthy member till called from

Of

the

thirteen

members

characterized by a love for Sunday and

prayer

meetings, reading the Bible, hymn book and
Christian biography, expecially ihe lives of
Randall, Colby, Stinchfield, Marks and: Burr.
She had taken the Morning Star almost from
its first issue,and hailed its coming with interest till the last week of her life when disease
had enfeebled her too much to read or to listen. Every benevolent object had her aid as
far as her means would
allow.
Self-denial
was one of her graces.
She loved to give.
The 8abbath-school was a great delight to her.
She was ever ready to care for the sick. She
leaves two aged sisters, four sons, two daughters and an adopted daughter, May the children
emulate their mother’s worthy traits, and be

fitted to enjoy that beautiful world where:
ed ones are never separated.

day

meeting

her

in

the world where parting with friends will. Le
unknown, . ‘Blessed are the pure in heart

God.”

ACADEMY

;

.—Center

Strafford,

N. H.

Center Strafford, July 31, 1877.

The

courses

of

study

are

the

lia Co., Ohio.

Earache, Toothache,and

Normal,

Faceache.
It is a panacea, and
when used according
to directions its effect is simply wonderful.
H
Blind, Bleeding or Itching. It
P | les isthe greatest known remedy; rapidly pt doh when other medicines have failed.

For Broken Breast, Sore
in Breast.
The
- Nipples, Ague
Extract is ‘cleanly and

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The Sp
Term
will open March 12, 1878, and close
May 30.
Annual meeting of Trustees May 28. Commeéncement Thursday, May 30. For catalogue address

efficacious, and mothers who have once used

M. REED,

it will never bo without it.

COLLEGIATE

ton, Muscatine Ce.,

ments

for the coming

Iowa.

Special

hail

—

how

it should

arrange.

Junction, Iowa:

EXTRACT

Prices

50¢y;

YOND’S

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal, with a
complete board of assistants. For further particPrincipal,or E.

TASKER,

applied.

@Hmsbeen imitat®d.

The genuine arti.
cle has the words* Peud’s Extract,” blown in the
and Company’s trade-mark on surrounding wrapper.
lv
is never sold in bulk.
None other is genuine. Always
insist on having Pond’s Extract.
‘I'ake no other pre.
paration, however much you may be pressed.

$1.00;

PREPARED

ulars address the
retary.

be

CAUTION.
POND’S

Winter term begins

Wilton

directions

Any one can use it without fear of harm.

Dec. 10, 1878. For particulars address the
Prin.
cipal, CLARENCE E. BROCKWAY,or A. O. MUDGE,

Secretary.

tin

need bo called in for the majority of female
diseases if tho Extraet is uscd. The pamhlet which accompanies cach bottle gives

INSTITUTE.—Wil-

year.

on
Yo
phy-

Female Complaints.

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This schoel was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruection. No primary instruction. With three carefully arranged courses of study, The Classical,
Seminary and English Course. For full catalogue
address the Principal.
4
IRVING B. SMITH
ILTON

"i: i

harm, quickly allaying all inflainmation and
soreness without pain.

:

the Secretary,
Ridgeville, Indiana.

It is healing,

Inflamed
or Sore Eyes.
It can bo used without the slightest fear of

;
new

This

Ulcers, Woundscool

heat and pain it is unrivalled, and ghould be
kept in every family, ready for ute in caso
of accidents.
:
;

R® GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
AV Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
1878.

Sore

Burns and Scalds.

gos, For particular information, send for a circur to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

27,

and

and Bruises. ing and cleansing.
The most obstinate cases are healed and
cured with astonishing rapidity.
For allay-

EST
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advanta-

terms of ten weeks each.
Fall term will
begin Aug.

isused by Phaslsians of all Bohools wit

Sores,

address the Principal, Rev. S. C. KiMBALL, A. M.

and

ONLY

EXTRACT

New York and
SOLD DY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Sec-

$1.75:

BY

CO.

London,

Winter Term commences Tuesday, Dec. 2, 1878.
: Northwood

Ridge, N. H., Aug. 1, 1878,

EBANON
ACADEMY .—Pupils fitted for business, scientific schools or the best colleges.

Fall Term begins August 20, 1878. J. W.
FINS
=For g furthey ;
NS; AB; =
address
the
principal,
or ELIE
Sec. Trustees.
W. Lebanon,

NcHos
'\

Me., July

LATIN

HUTCH- |
FS, |
HAYES,

25, 1878.

SCHOOL.—The special work

of the school is to prepare the students for col-

lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible.

ate.

Send for a Catalogue.

Expenses

are. moder-

A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.

YNDON
LITERARY A. INSTITUTE.-—J.
8S.
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent assistants.
Fall term begins August 27, 1878.
A
first-class school. Three complete courses of study,
—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English and Clas-

sical.

Send for Catalogue. Address,
+
IL VW. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,

"AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi-

|Vl
cal,

Scientific

courses

A. E. B.

of

study

for

both

sexes.

|.

Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Winter
term begins Monday Nov. 4, 1878. Spring term
begins
Monday, Jan. 27, 1879. Summer term be-

ins Monday, Apr. 14, 1879.
Fall
term
begins
Ly
, Aug. 18, 1879.
Send to the Secretary for

ALLAN'S ANTI-FAT is the great remedy for Corpu. Jency. It is purely vegetable and perfectly
harmless.
1t acts on the food in the stomach, preventing its con=
version into fat.
Taken according to dircetions,ft
will
uce a fat person from 2 to &
a week.
In placing this remedy before the
public as a pesitive cure for obesity, we do so knowing its ability to.
cure, as attested
by hundreds df testimonials,
of
which the following from a lady in Columbus, Ohio,
1s a sample: * Gentlemen: —~Your Anti-Fat was dul
received.
I took it according to directions and
reduced me five pounds. I was so elated over the result that 1 immediately sent to ACKERMAN’'S drugstore for the second bottle,” Another, a physician,
writing for a patient from Providenc
or Lo 7
“ Four Jotties Have Jetucen pes eh } Son
unds to
ounds,
and
there is a general improvein healt "A gen
Ti
fron; Boston, says: * Without special ch:
or attention to

a Catalogue.
ATES

COLLEGE

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

—For further information address the President, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

APHAM
Sept.

INSTITUTE.—North

Scituate,

R. I.

This Institution enters upon its fiftieth
year
2, 1878. For further particulars
address

the Principal.
No

J. W. STOCKBRIDGE.

Scituate, R. I.

diet, two bottles of Allan's Anti-Fat reduced me four

ADVERTISEMENTS.

and one-quarter pounds.” The well-known Wholesale Druggists,
SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH, of Boston, Mass.,
te as follows: * Allan's Anti-Fat has
reduced a lady in our city seven
weeks.” Ah gentleman in St. Louis
Anti-Fat reduced me twelve pounds in three weeks,
and altogether 1 have lost twenty-five
since
commencing
its use.”
Messrs. POWELL & PL
N,
‘Wholesale
Druggists, of Buffalo,
N.Y., write: “To

10PER CENT. NET.
Kansas, Missour: and Iowa Improved Farm
First Mortgage Coupor Bonds guaranteed. We
u arantee,

as

an assurance,

that

weloan

THE FroParkToks OF ALLAN'S'ANTIFAT: Gentles

men,—The fol swiagre
rt is from the lady who used
Allan's Anti-Fat. ‘lt
(the
Anti]
e desired
effect, reducing
the fal from two to five pounds a
week until I
Ih
never to
unexcelled
blood-purifier.
It promotes digestion,
curing
dys
and is also a
potent remedy
for
druggists. Pamphict on Obes~
Tr neuthatis Pe Sol

not to

exceed one third of the actual value. In over
81x years’ business never lost a dollar; never
delayed a day on interest or principal. No investor through

us ever did or ever will get an acre

ip seni on rcoctpr oletnli re, Buffalo, X.T.

of land under foreclosure. Send for particulars
and references.
J.B. WATKINS & CO., Lawrence, Kan.,
Or Henry Dickinson, Manager, 243 Brosaway,
New York.
4
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Cincinnati,
52649
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CLINTON

BROS., Clintonville,

1y24

The term, however, is hut a feeble expression of
my high appreciation of its value, based upon personal observation. Ihave, while witnessing its posi=
tive results in the special diseases incident to the
organism of woman, singled it out as the el
or
gem of my medical career. On its merits,
as a positive, safe, and effectual remedy for this class
of diseases, and one that will, at all times and under
all circumstances, act kindly, I am willing to stake
my reputation as a physician: and so confident
am
1 that it will not disappoint the most sanguine expectations ot a single invalid lady who uses it for any
of the aliments for which I recommend it. that I offer

SH
PLATED WATCHES. Cheapesr*
in the known world. Sample Waich Free to
Agents.

ABBOTT'S

Address, A. CouLTER

LARGE

NEW

TYPE

& Co., Chicago.

(Illustrated)

TESTAMENT.

WITH NOTES, is a splendid work
Nothing like it. All want it. Price

dress H. S. GOODSPEED
Cincinnati, O.

& CO.,

for Agents.
$2.00. Ad-

New

York or
2043

and

Egypt, 4 new games on 40
fllustrated cards, 50 cts.
E. A. TREAT, 805 Broadway, N

“ They stand without a ri-

val in the

home

Philip Phillips,Singer. Al.
80 & new Bible history pas.
time : “The Ten Plagues of

£47

‘Threatencd

©

Those

A Day to Agents canvassing for the Five.
side Visitor, Terms and Outfit Free.
Address P. 0. VICKERY, Augusta, Me.
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Congestion,

cots can obtain it in THE PEOPLE'S COMMON SENSE
IEDICAL ADVISER, a book of over 900 pages, sent,
ost=paid, on receipt of $1.50. It treats minutely of
y

Dover, N. H.

(For

flammation and Ulceration of the Uterus, mpolencys
Buarrenness, or Sterility, and Female V eakness.
do not extol this medic¢ine as a * cure-all,
but it
admirably fulfills a sing!
most perfect specific in all
dopey
chronic
Ee (: Se
soxXua System or woman. 1t will not disappoint, nor
will It do harm, In any state or condition.

Of American History
on
64 cards.
This 26th thou.
sand reduced 75 to 50 cts.

LDés, worker can make $12 a day at home.
0
Costly Outfit free. Address TRUE % oy
ugusta, Maine, |
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$7
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circle.”—

AMES
CENTENNIAL

Agents wanted,

sell it under A POSITIVE

conditions, see pamphlet wrapping bottle.)
The following are afong those
diseases In which
my Favorite Prescription has worked cures, as if by
migie, and with a certainty never before attained by
any medicine: Leucorrhcea, Excessive Flowing,
Painful Monthly Periods, Suppressions when from
unnatural causes, Irregularities, Weak Back, ProJapsus, or Falling of the Uterus, Anteversion and
Retroversion, Bearing-down
Sensations, Internal
ITleat, Nervous Depression, Debility, Despondency,

50 New Parlor Games.

<5

an \jumense Practice at the World's Dispenand Invalids’
Hotel, having treated many
thoucases of those diseases pecullar to woman, I
been enabled to perfect a most potent and posi
remedy for these diseases.
designate this natural specific, I have named it

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

CARDS, no 2 alike, printed in Crim-

son or Jet, 13¢c.

Conn,
\

WOMAN

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
Bells of Pure Copper
and Tin
for Churches, Schools, Fire
Alarms, Farms, etc.
FULLY

lov-

but they mourn not as those that have no hope,
and ure in hopes of one

be-

Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
1imilies at reasonable rates.
Two
full courses,
Baglish and Classical.
For further information

CoM.

her often during her last sickness.
She wished to be resigned to the will of her Master.
She talked freely about dying, and wished to
depart and be with Christ.
It was hard for
her to give up her children that she loved so
much.
She was anxious to get well, if it was
the will of God, to look after and care for her
little family a little longer. ' She leaves a husband and two children, besides other friends
and acquaintancts to mourn her departure,

for they shall soe

USTIN

athe

rdliable,

Used as a gargle and also
T h roat. applied externally asdirected, in the early stages of the diseases
it will
surely control and cure them, Do not delay
ing it on appearance of first symptoms.
of these dangerous diseases.
3
)
The Extract is the only speCatar rh » cific for this 1
and
distressing complaint; quickly relieves cold
in the head, &e. Our Nasal Syringe is of
essential service in these cases.
©

J. 8. GANDINER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N. Y.

‘A

8

Lyndonville, Vt.

prompt and regular. He loved. the songs of
Zion, juining heartily with them. During the

was in God, and be longed to be

SEMINARY. — Fall term

26, 1878. This Institution is one of
best in the State.
Terms moderate.

Send for Catalogue.

0. Prrrs.

NEWLON 8S. HATCH died in Tamworth, Oct.
16, aged 87 years and 5 months.
Many years
ago he made a public profession of faith in
Christ and was baptized by Rev.
James
Emery, and joined the church in Tamworth,
the place of his residence, of which he remaioed
a worthy member till summoned to
his rest. He was true to all the interests of
the church, and a firm friend of his pastor.
He was seldom absent from
the house of
prayer, and was ready always to give a reason
of his hope with cheerfulness.
There was no
apparent disease upon him, and all that we
can say is, that the machinery of life was worn
out and he passed quietly to his rest, without
a movement of muscle or limb. ¢ Blessed are
the dead who die in the Lord.”
AMOS BURBANK died in Wellington, Nevada, Nov. 2, aged 75 years.
He was born in
Wakefield, N. H., where he spent his earlier
years.
More than forty years ago he removed
to Tamworth.
During a revival he experienced religion and was baptized by Rev.
James Emery, pastor of the F. Baptist church,
and continued his relation with the church
till death.
In his religious duties he was

labor to reward.
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internal, it id always

Diphtheria

ommercial, College Preparatory and two College
‘courses, viz.: €lassical and ScientificBoard,
(including ‘room rent) from $2 to $2,50
er week. For further information apply to
Rev. Z. HANING, Pres. of ‘Trustees, Rio
Grande, Gal-

(about 14 or 16 years old) was baptized by her

JOSEPH

and
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a certainty of success. Ror bleeding of the
lungsit is invaluable. Our
Nasal and Fe=
male Syringes and Inhalers are material
aids in cases of internal bleeding.
:

Institution is already acquiring a reputation for
‘the thorough manner in which instructiofi is im-

died Oct. 23. The subject of this notice was
born in New, Portland, Me,, Feb. 14, 1810.
She embraced the Saviour when quite: young

the I. B. church in New

; sextornal or:

and

Mrs. A. J. Coleman, died in West Stephens
town, N, Y,, Oct. 23, in the ' 43d year-of -his
age, He maintained an honest, exemplary
hie, but never fully gave his heart to Christ
till during his sickness when he seemed finally
-to abandon his trust in good works, trusting |
his all in the merits of Christ, and before the
end came desired tojoin the Sompany of loved
ones gone before.
Seven years since he lost a
devoted wife,
a little darling boy having
assed on
some
years
before
her.
He
eaves a little son of "13 years, a daughter
with ber husband, and a grandson.
When
young
he wus sent with kis brother and
an adopted sister
a few terms to the Whitestown Seminary, at which place the latter died.
He made
arrangements of all his business
matters and was conscious even to the last,
and died in peace.
By this afflicting
providence, Bro. Coleman and wife are
dee ly
stricken in heart, as, by this event, death
has
taken the last one of their children away.

speedisy, cuted b tho free’
:
ri we
4 er ¥ elioine will cure ag
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preparation. has
Rheumatism.
ever Jestormed such wonderfu} cures of
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Known

}oiber

in- |
. Triad ‘Admits both’ sexes, Hest of religious
fluences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest ¢ lege
buildings in the
Northwest.
ition, incidental
and lib:
fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week. Room, 40 to 75 cents a week, Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
pneumonia, ‘The “re. Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
cause of death was lung
mains were conveyed to West Woodville, O.;
Fall Term commences Sept. 4.
where, after funeral services, with many tears,
For Catalogue address,
'
D. W, C. DURGIN, President,
i JA, SUTTON,
they were interred.
Hillsdale, Mich.
cough!’

MRS. LALAR J. PERRY died in Kittery, Me.,
American physicians are given an Sept.
27. Sister Perry wus converted at the age
opportunity to compete for a prize of of fifteen, was buptized and joined the C. Baptist
£100 for an essay on hydrophobia. Dr. church, and remained with them until within
Stamtord has given the royal college of a few years. When she came to live bere, she
the Free Baptist church, and was a
ndon the award of this joined
physicians at
worthy member until she was calledto go up
money, the essay to be delivered to the higher. It was the writer's privilege to visit

college before January

PAIN
DESTROYER
AND
SPECIpIE
FOR INFLAMMATORY DISEASES

Regular

BEY: AB, MESERVEY) Principaly

He,

new

Singer, $2500; Mr. Whiting,
$4000;
Signor Villa and wife $4500; Mr. Jacob-

Summer Term

for Catalogue to

(vy

an

| forming the church when organized in 1827,
she was the last to hear the
Master’s voice sayCollege of Music in Cincinnati.
The ing, ¢* Come up higher.” Consistency marked
salaries of the principal instructors are as her religious life, and uniformity ofdisposition
made her presence a joy in her family and a
follows:
Mr.
Thomas,
$10,000; Mr.
pleasure to her friends,
Her religion was

There are about 100 pupils in the

ns Apr. 21.

Send

suf-

edarly infancy ‘has been almost a constant

the imme

teachers.

child, which from

ried March 27, 1831; removed to TiHinois in
1844, and, in 1867, removed,to Missouri, where
'ARAGRAPHS.
she remained until removed by death,
She
A very fat man sent an order to the has been the mother of eight children, four of
office for two seats in the coach for him- whom have passed away by death. Sue has
self. The clerk engaged him one seat left a husband and fonr ~ children, three sons
and one daughter, to mourn her absence.
outside and the other inside.
She, as a Christian, has ever maintained her
faith in the Suviour,and as a true Christian wife
Paris pays $1,000,000 annually to keep and mother will long be bad in afféctionate
the city streets and boulevards clean, and
remembrance.
In her last sickness she was a
they are clean at all times, as no foreign- calm and patient sufferer, and affectionate to
the
last,
when
she
calmly fell asleep in Jesus.
er fails to observe.
.
CoM.
A little boy refusing to take a pill, his
JONAS L. HOWE died in Barrington;Nov. 12,
mother placed it in a piece of preserved professing Christ. He was 54 years and 5
pear and gave it to him. Ina few min- months of age, and died of bone cancer. For
utes she said, ** Tommy, have you eaten two years he secretly tried to find Christ, but
the pear?’
‘Yes, mother, all but the last May he openly espoused the Redeemer’s
Though a great sufferer in the bod
seed.”
:
“ts cause.
he was “patient in
spirit.” Father, mother, wife and two children were taken, and
Autumn poetry and opinions of eminent still
be suffered on. Sixteen years ago the
persons concerning
yellow fever, its bones of his forearm. were removed. Recentprobable cause and certain cure, should
ly he passed through trying surgical operabe handed in before snow comes if in- tions. He leaves a wife and four children.
CoM.
tended for publication.
New Orleans

‘‘I then, in the
article under *‘ Religions Miscellany” on came {fe response.
presence of these witnesses, baptize thee
an outside page of this paper, will give jo the name of the Father,” plunging her,
one a very good idea of the curious and head forward, into the water. As soon Picayune.
:
interesting people known as Dunkers, as she had recovered breath, the minister
Doctor
X.
is
a
man
of
inferior
ability
again exclaimed, “and inthe name of
and a variety of other names:
the Son,” and the dip was repeated; .and ‘and a poor shot. . But every year he takes
abo
—..... There
are in this conntry.
¢
tafter-thata
A
’
f
ime; the minister saying, |
Dunkers. Of this number the bulk are “and in the name of the Holy Ghost.” dale.with his gun on his shoulder. One
in the West.
Lancaster county takes the | This closed the ceremony. The minister of his professional friends said "it is the
lead in point of numbers among the extended the right hand of fellowship to only season of the year when he kills
counties of this State. Lebanon, Dauphin, the baptized. She was led out, a woolen nothing.— Paris Charivars.
Huntingdon, Montgemery, ‘Chester and cloak wrapped around her, embraced and
Duing the year ending September 30th,
Berks counties ull have Duukers in great- {kcissed by her friends and led away.
er or less numbers,
‘Twe
colleges are
The congregation then re-assembled 1878, 125 persons were Killed on’ Massanow in course of erection by the Dunkers, in the church.
A Dunker church has a chusetts railways and 74 were injured.
one m Huntingdon and the other in Ash- bishop, who is called the housekeeper, Tne Boston & Albany road heads the list
land, O, - The Dunkers, like the Quakers, and several
winisters.
The
North with 55 killed and 52 wounded.
are opposed to war, During the :‘on- Coventry church has two bishops, John
The cactus plant will take root on a
pleasantness” between the North and R. Price: and David Keim, both being stone window-sill, and be nourished with
South some young Dunkers enlisted and elected by the church and one declinin
the promise of rain. Men who make a
joined the Union army. Some
were to serve unless the other served.
Bot
living by writing, consequently, have a
killed, others came back and had to an- bishops were present yeste
Wi
.
;
or-itto-the
chu she
Dunkers the several ministers,
conducted the Turners Falls Reporter.
are opposed to slavery, and with a strong exercises. Their services are not differ“Why
don’t you marry?” said Pope
sentiment that-way in the church thé case ent from the services of other churches.
of the recreant young Dunkers had a They kneel in prayer. The Dunkers Alexander VII. one day to Alacci, the
feeling of justification in its favor, aad allow no one in the church who is a mem- librarian of the Vatican. *¢ So that, your
was finally settled satisfactorily, none ber of a secret order.
If a member holiness, if an opportunity offers I may
¢ Well,
then,
being dismembered. Dunker is a name goes to law without first laying the matter enter the priesthood.”
why don’t you become a priest?”
<I
corrupted from Tunker, the German for before the church, they ¢‘sit” on his case.
to dip. The Dunkers do not own either 1f he acknowledges he has done wrong don’t, your holiness, in order that if an
opportunity presents itself I may marry
names.
They call themselves ‘the by not bringing the matter before them
Church

nis was quite

Term

digs-out-the-yellow-enrtt;-and
~stuives it ferer with,pneumonia of the: lungs, although

collision at the rear,and the next moment

that which has no root whatever in their serious convictions.— Channing.

the sun, let but the creation

VERSES are inadmissible,

Deadwood proper there is “anothey city—

the itv of the ‘miners;

rich mines seek to depreciate values, and
Brother Jacob would drive up and dis-. the owners of worthless mines have a
mount. No sooner would his feet: touch contrary intention.—N. Y. Sun.
the g
than he would feel a gentle
I've

divine

inspiration.— Socrates.
:
A ruined character is as picturesque as a ruined castle.~ZLongfellow.
Men are every
day saying and doing, from
the power of

wards,

of feet above tha level of the town. Under

dressed, with-one-ortwo exceptions, in tunnels dnd’ ‘sliafls 4rd see ‘at’ various aged 1 year and 4 months,
Wespun and places throughout ‘the. ‘upper towh. In’ Intelligent and winsome

Will eke with it his service: 'All admit it,
yenafh th 1

LTAN

the pla!

Ta

scorn it mot, ‘and the bold soldier
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principal, with eight associate

courses of study
for hoth sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best gommercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a spec ty.
Best
teacher of’ Pendnship in the State.
KXpenses
less than in any other of like grace, Xour iris
of10- weeks each. Winter Term begins Nov.
18,
1878. Spring Term begins Feb. 8, 1879.
Summer

sist

ngs

i: he

The number’
at North. Coventry. oi
was

‘©
Allliveby seeming,
The beggar begs with it,
and, the gay courtier
Gains land and title, rank and rule, by seemThe: Ta

hull

POND'S EXTRACT.

EW IHAMPTON INSTITUTION. .—New Hampton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Megervey, Ph,
D.

A

revival,

PARTICULAR
NOTICE, Obituaries should : be
BRIEF and for the public, For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS,
d for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
ia but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of YOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight

|

pein

And leave the vision clear for stars and sum.
~Mrs, Browning,

paths and steps, stand hundreds

Gyucational,

5
ues
osNES RR

winding

@brtuaries,

de

will run
Noon in long rivers down the lifted face

383

1878.

ae

Ye who grope tear-blinded in a desert place,
And touch but tombs—Ilook up, = Those tears

churches, a school-house, a newspaper,
and good hotels. Many lawyers get a
good income out of the extensive litigation over the titles to mines. Deadwood
is in an irregular gulch, has already outs
grown its space, and beginsto climb the
precipitous sides of the hills hy which it
1s enclosed. White cottages, approached by

27,

Anas

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

NOVEMBER

5

question was broached. They hold revivals in the winter and spring. Speakers
travel from ‘one county to another through
the Dunker settlements twice or three

STAR,

A

1. D. STEWART.

#" D. R. WHITTEMORE, 98 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I., will furnish

Registers for 1879, by the dozen at the publigher's price.

COLORADO,

For all points in
KANSAS, CALIFORNIA,

DINING AND, RESTAURANT CAR
OVER

Meals

TRAINS

fo the

0

Best of Meals for 75 cents.
A. M. SMITH,
G. P. Agt.
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HYGIENE

(For CURRENT EVENTS see first page.)
The Prince of Wales is 37 years old.
English national debt, £777,781,696."
Carrara, Italy, has 168 marble quarries.

ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1873.

"No wine is permitted at the White House.
A profit is appreciated in its own country.—

Graphic.
;
The New York city post-office cost

In placing the Morning Star before the
public for another year we do so with a
firm conviction of its increased usefulness

3 Sx

Victor Hugo

ulate the growth of all that is true and

write

without

have

blue

A
sala-

annual

in its

ton, D. C., cost a million dollars.

The puiy daughter of the late George

paid at this office—we offer an eight-page
paper, fifty-two times a year, each paper
containing an average of forty columns of
reading matter, that costs the subscriber
only a fraction over four cents. This
- reading matter embraces correspondence
from the principal countries of the world,
contributed articles on topics of interest
religious

Sand

is married to a son of Garibaldi.
The vote of 56 parishes of Louisiana
the State capital in New Orleans.
The estimates for the support of the

Jor the next

fiscal year

are

about

:

$14,000;

stories adapted to the entertainment and
profit of the family circle, the best selected and original poems, selections of a religious and literary character presenting
right views of morals as bearing on the
great questions of the day, practical
‘thoughts on experimental religion, anecdotesand facts of interestin science and nat-

There was purchased for the use of the navy

during the past year 36,780 tons of coal at a
cost of $288,222,
:
Colonel T. W. Higginson, it is rumored,
is
about to be married to Miss Thatcher, a litera-

ry lady of Boston.

:

The publication of 28 newspapers and 88
books has been prohibited in Germany, since

the promulgation of the anti-socialist law, and
the dissolution of 102 societies ordered.
Fifty-three private soldiers of Japan

shot to death for mutiny last month,

ural history, the progress of theArts, latest

news from all parts of the world, embrac- |
ing items of political, social, educational,

were

one

for a like crime,
The first woman ever

admitted

is Agnes
certificate
new law
other apsame time
son of the

Senator Bruce of Mississippi, is still traveling in Europe with his bride. He has engaged a handsome residence on Capitol hill for the
winter,
Mrs, Evarts, Mrs. Sherman, and the
wives of other cabinet-officers will treat Mrs.
Bruce just as they would if she were white,
and Mrs. Hayes will give her cordial greeting.

totes ahd paragraphs on the living ques:

It

invited

attend Mrs, Hayes at the first presidential
ception,

tions of the day, and particularly a de‘partment of Denominational News that
makes the Star indispensable in every
Freewill Baptist family.

is said that Mrs. Bruce willbe

Latest

The recent outrages

to

re-

and violations

of the

NEWS.

we hope to have two hundred denominational news-gatherers in the field, East and
West, who will keep our readers posted
on what is traaspiring in every part of
our Zion.

Xduocational.
Bates Items.
.

- Among the special attractions in the
next volume will be articles from an able
corps of editorial and special contributors,

corresponenlargement

will find the latest market

reports
will

advertisers

Thetwo

the

in its

find

has

won

the

:

literary societies have

appointed - their

champions
to
contest
in
the
championship
debate which
will
occur next springterm. R. F.
Johnnett, E. W. Briggsand W., H. Judkin are the Polymnjan Goliaths, and 8S. C. Mosely, F, L Hayes and
M. T. Newton will stand for the
Eurosophian Soci-

freshest and best matter in every part of |
the paper. Farmers and produce-dealers
columns, and

ety.

it a
Hillsdale College is certainly a young institution,
and its early teaching was imparted ander grave disadvantages, but in the face of drawbacks It would

_. REDUCED PRICE.

seem that the following list of graduates

who have

been college professors presents a fair showing in one

As showing our desire to favor those
who are struggling with the hard times
we have reduced the price of the Star to

63,
‘64.
%4,
65.
369,
70.

the figures mentioned at the head of this
announcement.
This will necessarily
reduce our income. We could not safely
but

for

the

belief

that our offer will be appreciated,and that
many new subscribers will be added to
our list, Wiil the friends of the Star go
to work for it at once?
All letters on

business

should

be

ad.

dressed to

I D: STEWART, Publisher,

|

George Ferris.
Julia Phillips.

:

62,

63.
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WART,

Libbie Cilley.

D.M. Stuart.

Geo.

73.

W. Case,

The comparatively small

cool, dark

cellar.

We

have

been

habit of covering the same
exclude the air and light.

Edward

in

Music.

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

THE HARP-ETTE is a new instrument
meets
a want long felt by the publie.
clous music. of the HARP is here produced The deer:
by any
one, man woman or child, even
entirel;
orant of music. The sl
8 &re num
one to ten, and the music
the instrument is numbered in lke Maney
in.
being printed in notes. Thus, if you, wish

recei
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from

the

market,

tisement can
itat
accomplished ate

Bint:
hich wi as Hie’

strument, w
Wi
out of order, Securely
and sent pre-paid to an

Dinah M. Craik,
J. G. Whittier,
Louise C. M
ton,
C. A. Stevens,

E. Hale,

Rose Terry

other

Harelet P.

Cooke,

by

tney,

M. Alcott,

Stories

of

Adventure,

Letters

of Trave

el,— Editorials upon Current Topics,——
Artitles
on
Health, — Biographical
Sketehes,—Religious Articles,——Stories
of Heme and ‘School Life,—Tales, Poe
try,——Selections for Declamation,—Anecdotes,
Pazzles,—Sports
and
Page

as

and

copies sent free.

Price, "$1.95.
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Portland.

The receipts for the week have been 7,380 boxes

paper

price, in the trade, and

some Yery

fuod

lots

have

that is not good
en sold at 8; @ 8c. Cheese
enough to command these
res is hard to sell
at any reasonable rate, and
for all early made
We
stock values may be considered nominal.
quote :—

Do
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tubs, against 14,732 packages
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packages
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fancy selections a little
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in

time

short

last

supp'y

prices, but low
stock and hard
best fall lots of
at 22 @ 23¢, and

but

on y

a

very

smail Dortion of the receipts comes under this
head.
For the bulk of the fall Butter,
20 @ 23¢ 1s
a full range, and itmust be a very good lot to
commund 22c. We still quote cheice Vermont

in_the
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Monday,
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the

Rey.
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with

be

the introductory

THEODORE

D. WOOLSEY,

D.D. LL.D.,

will contrib20ute
to 30 articles

Communism,
day.

Cook, will

on

Socialism

the

SERMONS

by eminent clergymen in all parts
will eontinue to be printed.

and the
All
t improvement on the
asters and all other exter-

THE VICTORY,
THE CORONATION,
CHORAL ANTHEMS,
TEMPLE ANTHEMS,

and

the most important question#®of

the press

- Choirs, Singing Schools, Etc.

Lectures, delivered in Boston ev

by

unques-

superior Music Books

worthy.

published th full, together
remarks.
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BACK
Selaticn, Li wm Re
Rhe uma
tiem,
’Kidney
Disease, ’ Neglected
Coughs, and all Local Aches and
Pains, they are the best known remedy.
Ask any one who has used them, or any
physician, and he will confirm the above
statements. Sold by all Druggists, Price, 25
cents.
:

to by specialists in each branch. These d
ments are famous, because they are able and trast.

ery

D|

Seat rom pica

ts,

College, Markets, Farm and
Garden, Financial
and Insurance will, as heretofore, be contributed

COOK'S

HE

have received
the greatest number of

Well and Favorably Known the World
Over as the BEST Retifions Weekly
Newspaper. It retainsall its most dee
sirable features, and adds new ones.

correspond.

same

and readily commands previous
and mediom grades are in large
to sell at satisfactory rates. The
Franklin County, Vérmont, go off

in a

PUROUS PLAS TERS
iT

We shall continue to print articles from the best
writers and thinkers in the country. The Departments of Religious News, Literature, Sundayschool, Finé Aris, Science, Missione, School and

BUTTER.
The receipts of Butter for the week have been
15,420 packages, including 1,854 boxes, and 14,068
against 519,751

k Adding
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Me.,

Fes In writing mention that you ‘saw this adver.
tisement in the Morning Star.
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CHEESE,

Avan} 3,550 boxes for the same week last ear.
X
rts for the week 1,321 boxes. There has rors
a slow and unsatisfactory market, with sales confined to small lots. For the best late made factobd market, with sales confined to small lots. For
e best late made factory 90 @ 1b, is an outside
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MANUFACTURED AND SULD BY
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times,

Subscription

A
packed

ed as expluined above.
© list includes
Home,
Sweet Home,” “ Last Rose of Summer,” * * Sweet
Bye aud Bye,” ‘Old Folks at Home,” * Hold the
Fort,” and ALL the favorite melodies of the day.
Perfect satisfuction
guaranteed. Every one who
purchoses endorses them and recommends them to
their neighbors
Think of it—no more tedious
months of study to master music! Here is a su.
perb musical instrument all ready for use,’and requiring no practice 10 ha pelteetly
Send at
once ant in the HARPE you will have “ga
thing of beauty and a joy forever.”

Spoffard,

A.D.T.W

Louisa

We also a

Its reading is adapted to the old and young; is
very comprehensive iv its character. It gives

@ 51¢ ¥ bushel,

be

with sand

to

E.G. Chaddock,

A.M.Gould,

773.
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$1.50;
150;
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"ia Alken |

of the country

$13.50 per doz.
1850
1380
1200
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PREMIUMS.

75,
*75.

& 0. Dick:
¥. H.Nibecker

68.
68.
‘68,
69,
39,
WM.
0,
70

8.8. Beale.
E.M. Corey.
W. C. Hulse.
J.8.Copp.
KG. Updyke.
B.F.
Newton.
D. D. Tibbetts.
J.T Wsrd,

76.
76.
'i6.
776.
776.
%i7.
777.
778.

M.J.Coldren
J. W, Parsons
B.S, Prescott.
T.8. Roberts,
J.8. Curtis.
J.B. Palmer
B.H.Jones,
W. Depuy.

72.
72,

A. C.Hogbin,
8. D.Swmith,

78.
%i8.

D.J.H.
Ward,
D.D, Mitchell,

B.S, Huuting,

78.

M. Garard.

E.C. Olney.

71, J.Phillips,
Jr.
71. 8.H,Speneer.

73.

L.A.Crandall,

756.

78,
78.

78.

H

A.N.Eldred.

G.C,McCivre
J.H,Walrath,

J.Bhannon,

logical school. Has Hillsdale done anything for the
culture, the evangelization, the Christian izing of tbe
| world?
Shall it be paralyzed now for means to carey

Let Christian

we

prefer ashes if we

that,

well

can

rotted

then if we can do no better,

get

them;

stable-manure;
we

purchase

Some use a little ammonia

used:

for

in

alist,

wen and women

who daily pray, “Thy kingdom come,” do their
part to
answer thut prayer by helping to success the Kreat
foundation now in danger ofbelug crippled for
want
of fands,— Hillsdale Harald,

PEAS.

choice at $1 @ $125 ¥ bbl, ‘including

,

of lumber at Burlington in

cow

largest

cow milker.”
A horse fifty-two years

old

than

A pile of sods in-ene

%

a@

@

"There has been a moderate demand, with

‘sales

We quote:

10

3

Ri

F FYER& SON

PHILADELPHIA

Who

vin
Charles Sumner. Fine Steel Engraving.

Grant
or Wilson. Fine Steel E

vingg, 4

lu

Edwin M. Stanton. Fine Steel En ry
The Inner Life of Abraham Lincoln. By Frank B.
Carpenter. Bound in cloth. 360 Pages. It gives
ht into his “ inner life”
than ean be

.

mie hsiming Stee mn Sos

most
fascinating, instructive, and use
of the kind ever published.
:

; ADVERTISEMENTS.

latel

THIS PAPER IS KEPT ON FILE
AT THE OFFICEOF

A
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Kvaporated..ceoveauss RY POREvi evues 8
CRANBERRIES.

a famous

HALL

THE

&%~ Cut out
pear again.

this ady.

A FRIEND

IN DEPENDENT,
New York City.

ement, as it will not ap-

IN

NEED!

for

the spring

utfit free.
nd, Maine,

only do not serve as a

protection,

destruction

chance

with

less

of

but invite

escape

if the rods were abseat.~Am. Cultivator.

than

“A woman hearing a great deal about ‘¢ preserving autuma leaves” put up some; but
afterwards told a neighbor they were not fit
to eat, and she might
ss well have thrown
cane

was about 140,000 gallons.

yield this

year will

creased.

The yield

It

i8 expectedthe

be. proportionately

ofsyrup is

280 gallons per acre.
The roots of u well set

from 140

acre of clover

tain 185 pounds of nitrogen, 240
lime, 45 pounds of magnesia, 75

pounds
pounds

into

!
con-

of
of

potash,19 pounds of soda,24 pounds of sulphur,
and 74 pounds ot phosphoric.

acid,

on

which

the timothy and other grasses are luxuriating.
It would require a pretty
good
superphosphate to equal the above

article of
amount of

ingredients of the same number of pounds,
— Albany Journal.
A famous horse breeder of France has reared his stock for twenty years on a diet of pars-

nips.

instead of carrots

and

oats,

result of ¢ great vivacity of spirit

with

and

the

sleek-

ness of coat”—conelusive evidence of heathful
conaition,, The yield is about tw8lve tons
per acre;
the roots ean

remain

safely

in

the

‘ground, even during ** Icelandic winter,” it is
suid, and efforts are

making

to extend

their

cultivation for caitle and milch cows. ~N, Y.
i
Herald.

Address
:

progressive

To the Editor:

ONE

For the Whiskers.
This elegant preparation may be relied on
to
change the color of the beard : from gray or
any
other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at discretion, It is easily applied, being in one
prepa- |
ration, and quickly and effectually produce
s a
permanent color which will neither rub nor wash
off.

Chemists,
em30

[No.5]

SAFE AS U. S. BONDS
TWICE AS PROFI

i

TABLE

J

Per Cent, Mortgages
"On well-iniproved
and

highly productive

FARMS IN OHIO,
of about one-fourth of their cash yalus.Couapona payable an.
nually at bank, due in 5 years, a desirable
t.
or sale in sums to suit, present price, investmen
par and accrued interest.

G, COPELAND,

26 Pine St., New

York.

DEAR =f

|

for a case It

THOUSAND

{

16t43

8

Please Inform your readers that I

haves
itive romedy for the cure
of the a
disease, and that by | ts
use in my practice I have cured tho
kind and of long standing,
and will give

Buckingham’s Dye

PREPARED BY
DR.J.C; AYER &t S0-a Lowell, Mass.
cal an

Agent for Dover.

5

cases of

not cure
greatly be
io my faiTwill
th,
willsend or©)
ent Inde80ed,
strong
ONE BOTTLE FREE,
°*
together
with a valuable treatise, to any sufferers addressin
g
P. 0. gddress.
d
Pi

me, giving thelr name, ex;
and
show this letter to any one you may
{th this
t
lo

know

who

vance, $2,20.

REMITTANCES

ia suffering

DR. H. G. ROOT, 1s FEAR BY, Hoy lY ou

and a §5
& Co.
1y6

STAR

paper; devoted large~

Reviews’...

nmary, &c.,&c..

or, if paid in ad-

must be made

in mon-

ey-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a
registered letter and at our risk and expense.

n writing to this office, persons will please

designate their STATE, as well as town, and

give both the old and new address when they
order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star Foes to press Tuesday morning,
and communications for insertion ought to be
i
here on Saturday previous.
Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on the label of his paper, and not.
4
allow it'to be in arrears.
S, 8S. PAPERS,
rs, The Little Star
Two Sabbath-school pa

the worst

DOLLARS

H. HALLETT

Sabbath Schools,
The Family Circle,
Rural and Domestic.

Lite

For.Salt Rheum, Burns, Bruises, Corns, Piles,
etc. Will prevent Hands or Lips from Chapping,
Price25 cents, J.J. PIKE & CO., Chelsea,
Mass.

B.F. RACKLEY,

MANUAL

Terms

Literary Miscellan:

IN QUANTITY!
IN STYLE!!!

As a dressing nothing has been found so effectual or desirable.
Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayer of Massachusetts
says of it: “I consider it the best preparation for
its intended purposes.”

NS

Paper,

datssine

ly to Religious on ture and Intelligence, but con.
tains departments on

TERMS : $2.50 per year;

and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean,

for this

THE MORNING
8 an able and

News

greatest core,
Its effects are as wonderful and satisfactory as
ever.
It restores gray or faded hair to its youthful
color.
It removes all eruptions, itching and dandruff;

Eighth Sts.

Advertisements
&'

house will prove valuable during the winter
for the fowls to scratch to pieces, while the

earth will be in fine condition

receive

Geek in your own town.

8

A%- Specimen coples sent free.

Cor, Chestnut and

ESTIMATES Irie heBopAi)
Bend 25¢, for AYER

| Subscription Price $3 per annum advance,

corner of the. chicken-

garden.
:
It is quite Probable that nine-tenths of the
Jightning-rods pi up throughout the country
are constructed by ignorant parties, and not

Preparation

at

O8pe,
¥ bblusosaesnsiiviniinis Sevres +. $600 3 700

patent

died in
unter in
his early days, and was taken good care of in
his old age.
A terrible drouth has prevailed in northern
Brazil since the summer of 1876. The coast
line thus afflicted is 300 miles, and extends 900
inland; over which disease and death prevail.

He had been

lois

QOOUBLIY.eseesssecressne ses secesansseseddOU 6 600

dryer would be a more correctly de-

scriptive name for recent tubes

Bread

$10.00.

A superior substitute for Baking Powdors,
We have made a special contract with the great |
Poblishin
house of J. B. Lippincott & Co., of Yeast, Cream Tartar and Soda for making all
’hiladelphia, by which we are enabled to offer the
kinds of Bread and Pastry.
most desirable
Premium ever given by any news.
It restores to the flour the phosphates which are
Japer mn the country.
We will send this, the best
removed with the bran in the process of bolting.
dictionary published, to any person who will
send
us the names of Three New Subscribers and
Prof. J.C. Booth, of Philadelphia, the dis
Nine
Dollars; or who will, on renewing his own
tinguished chemist, says: “ We have no hesitation
subseribtion, in advance, send us Two New Names
in recommending your Preparation as a suberior
additional and $9; or who will renew his own
fubatituge for créam of tartar in the preparation of
subseription for three years, in advance, and send
.
read.”
hed
4 or for a new subscriber for three years,
an
.
i
If your grocer has not got it send a three.cent
The
great Unabridged Dictionary will be dellystamp to the manufacturers for a sample.
ered at our office, or in Philadelphia, free,
or be
Manufactured
according to the
directions of
sent by express or otherwise, a8 my
be ordered,
Prof. E. N. Horsford, by the Rumford Chemical
from Philadelphia, at the ex pense of the subseribWorks,
Providence,
R.
¥.
:
er, .
The Subscriber under this offer will not be entitled to any other Premium.

110@1%

common to good

of choice at $6 @ $7 ¥ bbl.

says that‘ pat-

PRICE,

Ilustra-

sales of

extra

DRIED APPLES.
There is no.demand to speak of and prices are
nominal. We quote:
Quartered and sliced,
¥
1b........cceuuue.t 3 85

Pauper was first made from Ifnen fn 1302.
Butter was not in use before the Christian
era.

es, over 1000
Issue of 1878,

Best and Cheapest bread-raising known.

APPLES.

Apples continue in liberal supply, with

ITEMS.

ent

:
GREEN

the

OS-0-0-0-b
ro

Record

the

ONIONS.
The market has ruled steady, with sales at $1 75
@ $180 ¥ bul.

tLe outside price. We quote :—
Apples, choice,¥ bbl

October were 10,000,000 feet, the
amount for the month for three years.

by

Choice Canada, per bu..ceeeeesieennennnn 110a115
COMMON
tO = «vsnrarneesiicivnnsverins 80 a 8

23s

The Philadelphia

= common to good

The sales have been in lots as wanted
trade at steady prices. We quote: —

plants,— Congregation-

Bound in Sheep, 1854
tions.

RETAIL

as to quality, and occasional extra lots command
$175. Yellow Eyes have been in fair demand,
with sales at $2
bu. We quote;
Pea, Northern H P per bule.e.ccuvuass $1
DoWestern H P........ ..0i000i0has 1
Do
;
common...
“oss
Do

PICTORIAL (DARTD DICTIVUARY,

moderately at $' 60 @ 81 70¥ bu,

Red Kidneys

Coleus and other very tender
of frost.
plants will need a warmer atmosphere
Water the calla
than some other plants.
lilies: freely, and occasionally use manure
water.

have been Seria

Yellow Eyes

in some cool place where there is no danger

water

BEANS.
Pea have eased off a little, with sales at $1.75
E
y,
ADC
8 an exireme price for extra hand picked. Only a small portion of the receipts this fall can be called prime. Mediums

Mediom, choice..........

some of the fertilizers. Soap-boilers’ refuselye, mixed with loam, is a very good
thing to top-dress grass land.
We have
never raised so good grass as with this
stuff.
Pot plants should be kept inthe house

planted in Minnesoty this year.
Last year
there were 21,000 acres and the yield of syrup

‘We have counted up the names of over forty others
who have been. orare now, connected with the theo-

on this great work?

after

HEALTHIEST

WOROESTER'S UNABRIDGED

Make
do to

There are 28,000 acres of amber sugar

Bates.

73; . XdA.J. Marshal
Marshall,
7b, 8. D.Boynton.

hen-house is made

her sugar away.

J.B. Bmith,

73.

W.M. Jenkins,
M. W. Spencer.

73.

l

Brockett.
Dodge.
Slayton.
Hunting,
Haynes.
Mauck,
Phillips.

Frankie Millard,
T.W. Burkholder,

XD. . 3.0;J.J. Wonk: .
63. P.B. Cook.

REGISTER.

Register

71.
772.
772,
773.
75.
75.
75.

The number of clergymen who have been at some
time connected with Hillsdale, eitheras graduates or
students, can hot be fess than ninety,
And without
doubt all three of the above lists are far from complete.
%

%7,

Tn nao
the

Dunn.
Payne.
MecKoon.
Collier.
Rowe,
Copp.
Downey.

The number of foreign missionaries from the college
has been equally large, including—
<:%8, Hattie Phillips.
78. Richard Lawrence.
’78. Albert Marshall,
Marshall,
70. Emily
75. Nellie Phillips,
Russell.
770. Ella
77. 1da Phillips.
73. Robert Frost,
And of students who did not graduate, or graduated
elsewhere:

65.
%6.

1879.

to

CORN.

Young trees in the orchard should be
banked up with a cone of earth to support
them and to keep off mice.

England,

77, Dunn.

61.

Dover, N. H.

buls

J.T. Trowbridge,
James T. FieldS,
Rebecca H.
Davis;
Charlotte M. Xonge,

The receipts of the week have been 178,920 hu
and the exports for the same time 39,898 bu. The
market for Corn is quiet. The sales of old mixed
and yellow have been at 51 § 53 # bu; and steamer Corn at 49 @ 50c # bu. New Corn continues to
arrive in good condition and prices range from 48

made comfortable.

The receipts

What Has She Done?

desirable medium through which to reach
the public.

risk such a ‘reduction

2,520

year, Exports for the week have been 637 packages.
.
:
We have no material ehange to report in the

ing

class,

The management of the Bales Student
for the year
*i9has been appointed with H.L. Merrill for business
manager, and the following corps of editors: W. H.
Judkine, J. H. Heald,F., L. Hayes, J, F. Parsons, and
E. H. Farrar.

sermons, essays, discussions of doctrinal

and

of the Freshman

J. W. Smith, one of the Batés Alumni, has left Toledo, Ohio, to accept a position as
principal of the
Newark, N.J., HighSchocl.
We wish him success.
A Freshman of Bates is said to have provided himself witha loaded cane and rev-lver with which he intendsto protect himself against all attacks upon a
large stovepipe, which he wears likea free American
citizen.—~ Lewiston Journal.

SPECIAL -FEATURES.

department,

Miss Forbes,

prize for declamation.

witness to the truth of that statement.

Western

and

toey can not be forwarded except at a loss,
Illinois brands are also very scarce, .

neglect fowls—a few~well cared for are
much better than many poorly treated.
Give them a good chance, and they will |
pay good dividends in eggs.
Top-dressing.—It is not too late to topdress the grass lands.
We greatly prefer
to spread manure in the fall than at any
other season of the year. For such dress-

0-0-0

tors who have done such a work, can bear

the

Nov. 26.

& CO., Commission

out-buildings that all the

tight, so as to keep the hens warm.
it clean and ne
It will never

Bushnell was 26 years pastar.

ter interest himself to put the Star into
every family in his parish? The results
would soon be apparent in the fresh life
and activity of his church. Several pas-

of

EGGS.

ing week last year and 12,805 in 18:6. Total re.
ceipts since the first of January 581,396 packages

was unveiled Sunday, inthe presence of 105 | | Fowls.—See that the

The importance of the Star in stimulat- 000 people.——A mural tablet, erected in memof Rev. Dr. Horace Bushnell, was unveiled
ing an interest in the benevolent and re- ory
at Park Church, Hartford, Conn., Sunday, and
an
appropriate
ligious work of the denomination can not
sermon preached by Rev. Dr.
Burton, the pastor. The Park Church was
be over estima
Will notted
every minis—|
.
hich Dr.

questions,

AND

BATURDAY,

they are liable to
freeze.
Mend every
square of glass, fix blinds to house, repair

Roots for table use should be kept

Revolution

FOF

BIGLOW& MAIN,

TO PASTORS.

dence, the continuation and

Michigan

of the

may

PAPER

SZ

‘haracter Notes,)
THE SCEPTER,
100;
1050
«
daries at 18 @ 19¢, and New York at 16 @&® 17¢, but
VINEYARD OF SONG,
.75;
750
Pigs that are to be killed should be well
for most of the steaight dairies received 15¢ # lu.
:
Each of the above standard
publications
pos
fed. It is better 10 get these animals fat | Forced sales would resmitin still lower f, ures.
We offer Rev. Joseph Cook’s valuable new vol- |
| the futuregovernor-general
.of Canada and] | whi
5
LOGY,”
'ENDENTAL18 wanted 1) RIF]
the le
weather 1s warm. It is not so easy 18c; but5 arter passing these there
satisfaction.
Sent
by
mail
on
receipt
of
retail
ISM,”
*“
ORTHODOXY,”
“CONBCIENCE,”
slow market
* HEREDIlady, arrived at Halifax, N. S., on. Saturday
lo lay on the fat after the weather gets and most of the Western stock goesis aunder
TARY,” and “ MARRIAGE,” embodying, in a revis- price.
12¢ per
sLvening.——The United States Treasury paid: cold.
8A Full Catalogue sent on application.
b. Fine creameries continue in demadd at 25 @ ed and corrected form, the author's previous re.
3
markable Monday Lectures. They are
$26,755,982 to army pensioners during the fispublished
"Leaves should be gathered up and used 27¢ ¥ 1b, with limited supply.
in
handsome
book ferm by Houghton,
sgood &
EGGS,
cal year ending June 30, 1878.——The British during the winter.
Co., of Boston, We will mail a copy of any
They make excellent
There has been a (rir supply, with a shade easivolume, post-paid, to any subscriber t» THE one
Parliament will convene on the 5th proximo
INlitter for cows
and some use them for
er tendency, but the range of quotations is the
DEPENDENT who remits us $3 for a year, in ad.
to receive the papers in regard to the Afghanhorses.
76 East Ninth Street, New York.
same as last week. Sales of Eastern have been at
vance; or any subscriber may remit
5.50,
and
25 @ 2¢6c¢, but only strictly fresh lots command the
istan difficulty.
we will send him THE INDEPENDENT, for two
73 Randolph Strect, Chicago.
Young pigs should have a good warm
outside
re.
Northern and Island command 24
years, in advance, and two volumes, pest-paid; or
A colossal bronze statue of ‘Humboldt, pre- place for the winter.
tfeowds
25¢; and Western 22 @ 24c ¥ dozen.
Limed
We never like to
any three volumes, post-paid, to any one subserib.
ull at 15 g 18c ¥ dozen.
We quote: —
;
er who remits $8 for three years,in advance,
sented to the city of St. Louis by Henry Shaw,
see wet pens for these animals.
Eastern
ev

__ With the
beginning
of the next year.

and theological

Halifax,

winter brands.

O-0-0--&

animals

EKLY

for eagerly by the young folks, and read with in.
terest by the older. Its purpose is. to interest
while it amuses; to be judicious, practical, sensible, and to have really permanent worth, while it
yitraots tor the hour.
It is handsomely illustrated, and has for econtributors some of the most attractive writers in
the country, Among these are:

for the weeks somepast is beginning to be felt,
and round los of winter
wheats are now
difficultto find. Many of the leading brand of

people,but so long as so many of them are
running westward, and their places are
taken by an ignorant foreign population,
it is not likely that the statistics will
show much improvement for a great many
years to come.
If our physicians could
only be paid for preventing disease, and
could be permitted to prescribe for each
family its way of living, there would be
but little difficulty in routing from its
stronghold that most fatal and persistent
enemy of human life which we call consumption.—Dr. Holland in Scribner's.

News.

election laws at the South will be commented
on at some length in President Hayes’s forthcoming message to Congress.——The royal
mail steamship Sarmatian, having on board

Indies,
800 to

It is very important before winter to put
everything in the best condition, all snug
and tidy. Cesspools and vaults should be
cleaned out. All mdanure should be removed
fromm under the barn cellar to
make room for the accumulations of the
winter.
See to all the drains about the
house.
Bank up the house cellars when

to practice

CHEESE,

Reported by HILTON BROS

kingdom of Great Britian it is the same,
where the people are worse fed than here,—
the poverty of blood shows itself in the deposit of tuberculous matter in the lungs.
There should be by this time some improvement in New
Enpgland, in conse-

hundred and sixty-six others condemned to
serve from ten to one year’simprisonment each

law by the supreme court of Ohio,
Scott, of Tiffin, who received her
recently. This occurs under the
passed last winter. Among several
plicants admitted to the bar at the
was Burchard A. Hayes, oldest
president.

personal and religious information, book
notices, a department of missions dévoted
especially to the interests of our own
benevolent work, a Sunday-school departmeat embracing hints on the Internation~
al lessons and notes on general Sundayschool work, Editorials and Editorial

and

BUTTER,

British Provinces. There is a good steady demand for Flour and prices are well sustained,
particularly for desiaable St. Louis and other

of the increased intelligence

A

It alme to bo a favorite in every family—looked

Somewhere deterioration will show
itself,
and in° New England,—nay,
all over the

quence

The Great MUSICAL INVENTION of the AGE
A.

_.

MARKETS.

unless

oy constant labor,

THE

furnished by the proprietor at the ridiculously low price of one dollar a year fs

erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.
FLOUR.
The receipts of Flour for the week have been
41,425'Lbls of all kinds
inst 58,850 bbls for the
corresponding week of 1877,and 79,857 bbls, in
1876.
The exports for the same tine have been
5,785 bbls, of which 2,180 were to Liverpool, 500 to
Cape Town, 400 to Hayti, 5 to Smyrna,
to West

cold climate and

HARPETTE.

Women of taste often become their own
dress-makers and turn out costumes not to
be surpassed at the fashionable modistes;
but to do this they must be exactly informed. This knowledge is at their command
in the pages of what is in addition one of
the freshest, brightest literary periodicals
in the country.
We refer to that wellknown and appreciated family magazine,
‘“ Andrews’ Bazar,” published at Cincinnati. How such valuable material can be

THE

it is well fed, well clothed and well housed.

navy

1878.

27,

only known to W. R. Andrews.

power that it dominates these evil influences, and they live out a fairly long life
with enemies in their lungs that are rendered powerless by the strength of the
fluid that fights them.
We
have seen
consumption cured again and again by the
simple process of building up the forces of
vitality through passive exercise in the
open air, and the supply of an abundance
of nutricious food; and we have no doubt
that it can be prevented in most instances
by the same means.
No human body
can long endure the draught upon itby a

fixes

Greece repudiates her foreign debt, which
amounts in round numbers to $60,000,000.
Mr. Julian Hawthorne intends to spend the
Winter at Etretait, on the coast of Normandy.
Said an Irishman, in the course of an elouent speech:
+ Mr. Chairman, the gals is
the boys to do it.”

life,

CONSUMPTION.

tubercles already deposited in their lungs
harmless. Vitality becomes so high in its

Germany increases her military conscription
this year by some 20,000 men.
The iron dome of the capitol at Washing-

For $2.20—the twenty cents being for

DENOMINATIONAL

not

home departments.

postage and incidentals that must be pre-

and

$2.15 on

Russia is rapidly recruiting her army

WE OFFER.

national

can

only $600 an hour:
English high chancellors
ries of $50,000
each.

good in the daily life.

social,

rate this year

paper.
Lord Dufferin will shortly publish a book on
Canada.
Mr, Astor, of New York, has an income of

tor.
A
We mean that it shall continue to stim-

in

$7,000,

1]

‘a8 a family visitor and religious instruc-

WHAT

adelphiae tax

AND

After taking into account all the iufluence of heredity, which i8 made much of
in treating of the causes of phthisis, insufficient nourishment, is responsible alike,
in most instunces, for the deposit of tubercle and the inflammation to which it nat.
urally gives rise, There are many men,
who, by a change of living, render the

Miscellan eous.

NOVEMBER

"A

—

2

alternate weeks, and
and Myrtle, are published
Lesson Papers of the International Series, for
both adults and children, are published month-

ly.

Payment for these papers should be

in advance.
Sample copies gent free.

BAKING
ROYAL POWDER
Address,

Rev.

I. D. STEWART,

Absolutely Pure.
“ROYAL ” has a larger sale than all other baking powders combined—because of its un:
Purity, Uniform Strength, Healthfulness and Efficacy. P
red from G
E ©
/
imported expressly
for this peerless
direct from the
no Wine district of France, it’ has roeived
the indorsement and recommendation powder
of the New York
Board of Health, and of eminent hysicians
and scientific men everywhere. No family haying once used the Royal Baking Powder will ever
without it.
ROYAL: has taken the place of Boda, Baleratus and Yeast; more convenient, makes third wore:
bread never sours nor cakes, never put up in paper packages.
In tin cans only of Grocers.
/

Be

AM TARTAL,

